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Abstract
Emulsions and emulsion-based systems constitute a great proportion of many consumer
products; from milk, spreads and sauces to hand creams and paints. Current emulsification
methods such as high shear mixing, colloid milling or high-pressure homogenisation are
based on the dissipation of high amounts of energy to randomly disrupt emulsion droplets
resulting in an emulsion product with a non-uniform microstructure that could be subject to
destabilisation. Membrane emulsification has emerged as a promising, low-energy technique
to manufacture emulsion droplets one at a time in a controlled manner. This is possible by
introducing the dispersed phase through the pores of a membrane in the continuous phase and
adjusting the transmembrane pressure and shear close to the membrane surface. Despite the
positive performance of membrane emulsification on the stabilisation of conventional
emulsions with emulsifiers, fabrication of stable Pickering (i.e. colloidal particle-stabilised)
emulsions through this technique is restricted by the poor mixing environment in the
continuous phase and the limited diffusivity and interfacial tension lowering capacity of the
colloidal species.
This thesis advances the knowledge on the droplet formation mechanisms and the process
limitations encountered during the production of Pickering emulsions via a rotating
membrane emulsification set-up, and linking these with the stability of the subsequent
emulsions produced. Extending this knowledge, particles that demonstrate poor Pickering
performance are combined with a surfactant (Tween 20) or dairy protein (WPI) to exploit
their synergism towards effective particle-stabilisation of emulsions. Apart from membrane
rotational velocity and transmembrane pressure, the membrane properties (material and pore
size/ porosity) are expected to have a profound effect on operational attributes; thus oil

throughput and energy consumption have been studied to assess the overall performance of
rotating membrane emulsification towards manufacturing of stable ‘Pickering’ type
emulsions.
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Chapter 1
1.

Introduction

1

1.1. Background and motivation
Emulsions compose a large proportion of everyday products that are available to consumers;
e.g. personal care and cosmetic products (shampoo, toothpaste, lotions), foods (spreads,
mayonnaise, margarine) and pharmaceuticals (ointments, creams). These are complex
structures, but in essence, they all consist of a liquid phase that is dispersed in the form of
immiscible droplets within another external liquid phase. For example, mayonnaise is an oilin-water emulsion (O/W), and butter is water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion, but the internal phase
may also comprise more phases thus multiple emulsions exist either O/W/O or W/O/W.
Due to the thermodynamic incompatibility of both liquid phases, destabilisation is inevitable
and these will ultimately separate over time. Phase separation results in alterations to the
sensory characteristics of the product; e.g. reduced mouthfeel, loss of flavour or unwanted
release of functional ingredients that are undesirable for the consumer.
Emulsifiers have been widely used to delay this process of separation by ‘coating’ the droplet
surface and inducing a type of barrier between droplets, thus rendering the emulsion
kinetically stable. For similar reason, particulate structures have been utilised to substitute
classic emulsifiers in the sense of providing extended stability because they are able to attach
strongly at the oil-water interface creating a more robust solid barrier than classic emulsifiers
that tend to migrate and deform.
Particle-stabilised emulsions or ‘Pickering’ emulsions have been extensively studied for these
unique attributes they offer [1, 2]. Although various types and shapes of particulates can be
used as Pickering stabilisers, many of the studies focus on particles with specifically designed
surface properties such as chemically modified or inorganic particles which consumers may
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not find attractive particularly in a food emulsion, because they are associated with possible
side effects [3].
Arguably, because of the increasing awareness of the health risks of artificial ingredients the
consumers’ preference has shifted towards more “clean label” products with natural
ingredients. Naturally occurring particulates could be a viable and sustainable alternative as
they are abundant in nature and inexpensive; e.g. cellulose and flavonoids. The question then
is ‘How to make such emulsions?’
Traditionally, high shear mixers, ultrasound

and high-pressure

homogenisers

or

microfluidisers are used to dissipate large amounts of energy to repeatedly break down the
emulsion through turbulent mixing into small droplets. However, one of the disadvantages of
these methods is that a large proportion of the dissipated energy is lost in the form of heat in
the bulk emulsion potentially harming sensitive ingredients and altering the viscosity. Another
disadvantage is that the high dissipation of energy and highly turbulent environment may
result in violent collisions of droplets that could initiate destabilisation mechanisms.
Furthermore, the random droplet breakage favours the formation of non-uniform sized
droplets that could be a source of destabilisation through Ostwald ripening.
Alternatively, droplets may be formed utilising a bottom-up approach. The new interfacial
area is created from zero and one drop forms at a time enabling the production of uniform
droplets with controlled size [4, 5]. For the past 30 years, such novel methods, e.g.
microchannels and membrane emulsification have been developed for production of a wide
variety of emulsion structures. Those methods are promising especially for multiple
emulsions that are sensitive in processing and can be used for controlled delivery of actives.
In microchannel emulsification droplets are formed by adjusting the flow rates of the phases
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that are introduced by two individual channels into a junction. These techniques have been
found to utilise up to 4 orders of magnitude less energy than conventional high energy
methods [6]. In direct membrane emulsification, the dispersed phase is injected through the
pores of a membrane to the external phase. Droplet characteristics such as drop size and
uniformity are controlled by the dispersed phase flux, the magnitude of shear forces and the
membrane properties [7]. However, the downside is the low production rate firstly because of
the inherent resistance of the narrow capillaries, and secondly because low flux is essential to
maintain a uniform drop size [8]. In this thesis, a rotating membrane emulsification (RME)
set-up is used where the dispersed phase is pushed through a porous membrane into an
external phase. This configuration was developed 12 years ago by Schadler and Windhab and
is relatively novel [9]. The balance of forces applying on the droplet during rotation will
determine whether the droplet will remain attached to the membrane surface or it will detach
and this can be manipulated by adjusting the rotational velocity and the transmembrane
pressure.
Given the ability of membrane emulsification to control emulsion microstructure as well as
the established capacity of a range of colloidal particles (synthetically or naturally derived) to
enhance emulsion stability via high-energy methods [10, 11], the potential to produce stable
particle-stabilised emulsions via membrane emulsification seemed promising. However, the
low diffusivity and minimal capacity of the colloidal particles to reduce interfacial tension are
limiting factors in the effort to stabilise such emulsions, particularly via a low-energy process
such as membrane emulsification [12, 13]. A feasible strategy to improve emulsion stability is
the combination of particles and emulsifiers. Although this has been widely investigated in
high-energy emulsification methods [14], it has only been used once in membrane
emulsification and stability of subsequent emulsions was not considered [15]. Furthermore,
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sustainable sources of colloidal particles and emulsifiers have never been used in a similar
set-up.
Should these challenges are addressed, RME could be a viable alternative to traditional
emulsification techniques for the production of extra stable edible Pickering emulsions from
sustainable sources. Extending the applicability of this process, more complex structures
incorporating sensitive materials such as ‘clean label’ multiple emulsions for targeted delivery
of actives or flavours could be fabricated in a controlled manner.

1.2. Aims and objectives
The overall aim of this thesis was to improve the performance of RME for the production of
stable edible emulsions of narrow droplet size distribution from sustainable sources utilising
less energy than conventional emulsification techniques. The individual aims and objectives
are outlined:


Evaluation of the possibility that colloidal particles of demonstrated Pickering
functionality can produce stable Pickering O/W emulsions via RME, by studying the
effect of formulation (particle type/ concentration) and process (rotational velocity,
transmembrane pressure) on the droplet size and uniformity over time.



Identification of possible co-stabilisation strategies for the particles that failed to
effectively stabilise emulsions alone via RME by combining these with different
emulsifiers. Evaluation of the optimum particle/emulsifier type and ratio by studying
their effect on the droplet size and uniformity over time.



Improvement of the RME process performance for the production of stable emulsions
co-stabilised by particles and emulsifiers by studying the influence of transmembrane
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pressure, membrane (SPG vs Stainless Steel) and fouling on the droplet size and
uniformity over time.


Evaluation of the RME process as an alternative to high-energy methods for
production of stable Pickering emulsions; RME was compared with high shear mixing
(HSM) in terms of process efficiency (throughput, energy consumption) and emulsion
microstructure (droplet size and uniformity).

1.3. Thesis layout
The work presented in this thesis follows the alternative format and it is essentially organised
into seven chapters. Three experimental chapters (Chapters 3, 4 and 5), are presented in the
form of res earch papers, each comprising an introductory section, materials and methods,
results and discussion and finally the conclusions. A synopsis of all chapters is given below:


Chapter 1 briefly introduces the context, motivation and challenges addressed in this
study setting the aims and objectives of the research.



Chapter 2 provides the theoretical background on Pickering emulsions and
emulsification processes with a special focus and updated literature review on the
rotating membrane emulsification process.



Chapter 3 discusses the methods and materials used to carry out experimental work.
Fundamentals of microstructure characterisation and relevant equations are described.



Chapter 4 investigates the potential of a range of commercially available colloidal
particles to stabilise Pickering emulsions through RME. The effect of formulation
(particle type and concentration) and processing conditions (rotational velocity,
transmembrane pressure) on the emulsion microstructure and stability is demonstrated.
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Chapter 5 advances the knowledge built on Chapter 4 deploying a co-stabilisation
approach (particle and emulsifier) for production of stable co-stabilised emulsions.
Two types of particles and emulsifiers are investigated and the effect of emulsifier
concentration on emulsion microstructure is demonstrated.



Chapter 6 focuses on the influence of processing conditions such as membrane
type/material, transmembrane pressure on the microstructure of emulsions costabilised by colloidal particles and emulsifiers. The RME process efficiency is
evaluated in terms of production rate, energy consumption and compared with a high
shear mixer.



Chapter 7 presents the concluding remarks obtained from the results of this work and
discusses possible suggestions and recommendations for future work.

1.4. Dissemination of research
Data and discussions within this thesis have been disseminated as follows:
Publications


Arkoumanis, P.G. Norton, I.T. and Spyropoulos, F. (2019). Pickering particle and
emulsifier co-stabilised emulsions produced via rotating membrane emulsification.
Colloids and Surfaces A: Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects, 568, pp. 481-492



Arkoumanis, P.G., Norton, I.T. and Spyropoulos, F. (2019). Surfactant-free Pickering
emulsions via rotating membrane emulsification. RSC Soft Matter; in review



Arkoumanis, P.G., Norton, I.T. and Spyropoulos, F. (2019). Process performance of a
rotating membrane for production of emulsions co-stabilised by Pickering particles
and emulsifiers. Journal of Membrane Science; in preparation
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Presentations


Arkoumanis P., Gonzalez-Espinosa Y., Mills T., Norton

I., Spyropoulos

F. “Membrane emulsification for production of food-grade emulsions”. Oral
presentation at Manufacturing Food Futures Conference, Loughborough, March 2016


Arkoumanis P., Norton I., Spyropoulos F. “Food-grade Pickering emulsions via
rotating membrane emulsification”. Oral & poster presentation at Manufacturing Food
Futures Conference, University of Birmingham, March 2017



Arkoumanis P., Norton I., Spyropoulos F. “Food-grade Pickering emulsions via
rotating membrane emulsification”. 1st International Conference on Sustainable
Energy and Resource Use in Food Chains, Windsor, April 2017.



Arkoumanis P., Norton I., Spyropoulos F., April 2017. “Food-grade Pickering
emulsions via rotating membrane emulsification”. 11th European PhD Workshop on
Food Engineering and Technology, Nestle Product Technology Centre, Singen, April
2017.
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Chapter 2
2.

Literature Review
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2.1. Emulsions and (in)stability
Emulsions are colloidal dispersions that consist of droplets of a liquid phase (dispersed) that
are incorporated into another external phase (continuous), with both phases being immiscible,
such as oil and water [16]. Many pharmaceutical, cosmetic and food products are emulsions
and they are daily consumed by people; for example hand creams, salad dressings, sauces,
beverages even milk which is a natural emulsion consisting of fat globules dispersed within a
protein-rich (among other nutrients) water phase. Emulsions may be simple such as oil-inwater (O/W) and water-in-oil (W/O), but they can also form more complex structures that
consist of droplets comprising one or more phases and these are known as multiple emulsions
[17, 18]. These structures are of great interest in the pharmaceutical and food industry as they
can be excellent carriers of multiple hydrophilic/lipophilic active ingredients (e.g. flavours,
nutrients, drugs) and they can be designed to release them upon modification of the pH or the
temperature [19, 20]. Another class of emulsions is water-in-water (W/W) emulsions that
comprise two aqueous phases that are immiscible as a result of the segregative phase
separation of two or more thermodynamically incompatible hydrophilic molecules in the
aqueous mixture [21, 22]. Emulsions can also be classified according to their droplet size and
their thermodynamic stability. (Macro)emulsions, such as the ones studied in this thesis, have
typically droplet size between 1 – 100 μm whereas nanoemulsions (also referred as
miniemulsions) possess smaller droplet size usually 20 – 200 nm [23, 24]. Both types of
emulsions are thermodynamically unstable and they require mechanical energy input to form
droplets, unlike microemulsions that form spontaneously and they are thermodynamically
stable due to the presence of co-surfactants that interpolate with the surfactants thereby
affecting droplet curvature. The latter behave as monophasic systems and their droplet size is
so small (less than 100 nm) that they appear transparent to the naked eye [25-27].
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Because both phases of the emulsion (oil and water) are thermodynamically incompatible the
system will strive to reach its thermodynamic equilibrium which is the state with the
minimum surface free energy (ΔG):

𝛥𝐺 = 𝛾𝛥𝐴

(2.1)

According to Eq. (2.1) [28] and depending on the interfacial tension between the two phases
(γ), the interfacial free energy is minimised by reducing the interfacial area between the two
liquids (ΔA) and this triggers destabilisation phenomena that will eventually lead to phase
separation. An overview of the destabilisation mechanisms is depicted in Fig. 2.1.
Gravitational separation occurs when the droplets have a lower density than the surrounding
liquid and therefore head upward or downward. This is usually the case for O/W emulsions
and the mechanism is also called creaming. For instance, creaming occurs if fresh milk is not
homogenised. Fat globules have a low density which results in the formation of a thick cream
layer that comprises most of the fat content [29]. If the droplets have a higher density than the
surrounding liquid sedimentation occurs. This gravitational separation mechanism is very
typical for W/O emulsions. Flocculation happens when two or more droplets come together
in the form of an aggregate, but where the initial droplets retain their individual integrity. This
process is mainly controlled by attractive and repulsive forces acting between the droplets. If
the attractive forces between droplets dominate then flocculation occurs [30]. In coalescence,
two or more droplets come together and merge to form a single larger droplet. During
Ostwald ripening large droplets grow at the expense of smaller ones due to the difference in
the Laplace pressure [31]. Lastly, phase inversion occurs when an O/W emulsion transforms
to W/O or the other way around. Understanding the destabilisation process could help to
identify the factors that initiated destabilisation and design a better strategy to stabilise
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emulsions, however this is difficult because different destabilisation mechanisms are involved
not only in a consecutive manner but also simultaneously [32, 33].

Fig. 2.1: Schematic representation of O/W emulsion destabilisation mechanisms (adapted
from [32]).

2.2. Emulsifiers
Despite the thermodynamic incompatibility between the two phases (oil-water), emulsions
can be rendered kinetically stable by the adsorption of emulsifiers at the oil-water interface.
Emulsifiers are surface active molecules that have a double task, lowering the interfacial
tension to facilitate droplet break-up and thus droplet formation and providing a physical
barrier for keeping droplets apart to hinder destabilisation phenomena; i.e. coalescence,
flocculation. The physical barrier between the droplets may be induced by the repulsive forces
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between the charged domains of the emulsifiers adsorbed to droplets or it could be of steric
origin (overlapping of electronic clouds of approaching emulsifiers) or both [31, 34].
Emulsifiers are amphiphilic entities that comprise hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains and
can be divided in two classes: surfactants and biopolymers. At this point, it should be stressed
that colloidal particles are occasionally considered as emulsifiers because of their capacity to
adsorb to oil-water interfaces, yet the mechanism of adsorption is different from classic
emulsifiers (surfactants and certain biopolymers) as they have not been found to cause a
substantial decrease in interfacial tension [2, 35]. Therefore the function of colloidal particles
as emulsifiers is discussed in a separate section.

2.2.1. Surfactants
Surfactants are low molecular weight entities consisting of a hydrophilic head and a lipophilic
tail and may be derived from nature or composed in the lab. These, according to the existence
(or not) of a charge in their hydrophilic domain, can be further distinguished in cationic,
anionic, nonionic and zwitterionic [36].
The need to evaluate which surfactants are suitable to stabilise particular types of emulsions
was substantiated early by Griffin et al. with the HLB value [37]. The HLB value
(hydrophilic-lipophilic balance) is a parameter commonly used to classify surfactants and
their solubility in a solvent. Surfactants with high HLB value are more hydrophilic and they
perform better when placed in the aqueous phase while low HLB indicates a surfactant with
affinity to the organic phase. This is an extension of the Bancroft rule that defines the medium
in which the surfactant is more soluble as the continuous phase [38]. Therefore by knowing
the HLB value of a mixture of surfactants it can be determined at which concentration each
should be used to produce an O/W or O/W emulsion.
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When the concentration of surfactant in a solution exceeds a specific concentration, surfactant
monomers start to form micelles and this value is called critical micelle concentration (CMC).
The CMC in aqueous solutions depends on the type of surfactant, temperature and the pH and
ionic strength of the system [39]. For instance, CMC of ionic surfactants reaches a minimum
at ambient temperature and then follows an increasing trend with increasing temperature
whereas for nonionic surfactants the CMC decreases with increasing temperature [40, 41]. As
soon as a new surface is created surfactant molecules diffuse from the bulk to the interface to
restore equilibrium (Cbulk = Csurface). For concentrations above the CMC, surfactant micelles
serve as carriers of surfactant monomers diffusing through the interfacial film and they
dissociate in surfactant monomers [42, 43]. Upon adsorption, surfactants reorganise and form
aggregates (depending on their charge and physicochemical properties) and as a result
monolayers or multiple layers form. These cover the surface area of droplets providing steric
and electrostatic stabilisation (i.e. ionic surfactants) between droplets.
In traditional emulsification the interfacial are is created abruptly and excess surfactant is
required to adsorb fast to the new interface and prevent droplets from recoalescence due to,
the high shear conditions. In membrane emulsification however, the interfacial area increases
in a slower rate and therefore less surfactant is needed. This means that, at a surfactant
concentration close to the CMC, membrane emulsification can be more efficient in the
emulsifier usage [44].

2.2.2. Biopolymers
Proteins mainly represent biopolymers as another class of emulsifiers. There are also some
polysaccharides that have been reported to possess surface-active domains owing to their
small protein content such as gum arabic, sugar beet pectin and citrus pectin [34]. Proteins are
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high molecular weight amphiphilic polymers commonly used as emulsifiers in food;
especially dairy proteins. These can be classified as globular and flexible random coil [45].
Globular proteins have a spherical shape, they consist mostly of hydrophobic parts located in
the core of the protein while the polar groups are located at the external of the molecule thus
they are compactly folded and they are not so surface active [46]. An example of globular
milk protein is β-lactoglobulin which is the main constituent of WPI. Whey Protein Isolate
(WPI) is a concentrated and spray-dried milk powder derived from cheese whey liquid and
comprising mainly two globular proteins β-lactoglobulin and α-lactalbumin (over 90 wt. % of
dry matter). Random coil proteins have no fixed structure and it varies between molecules and
time, e.g. Sodium Caseinate (NaCas) which is a treated casein protein [47]. The most surface
active protein in NaCas is β-casein. The proteins that approach to the oil-water interface
undergo a degree of unfolding (depending on their structure) and after adsorption they change
conformation to occupy as much space as possible, thus creating a viscoelastic film
surrounding the droplet [48, 49]. However, random coil proteins incur fast structural
rearrangements upon adsorption whereas for globular proteins such as WPI this can be
continued even for a long time following adsorption. After adsorption, the hydrophobic
groups of the proteins are bound in the organic phase whereas hydrophilic groups direct
towards the water phase [50]. Protein-protein interactions on the droplet surface as well as
between proteins adsorbed on different droplets will determine the occurrence of
destabilisation. The charge of the proteins may result in electrostatic repulsion or attraction
between the protein molecules and thus between droplets. At a pH below the isoelectric point
(IEP) of the protein, the protein carries a positive charge whereas at pH above the protein
molecules are negatively charged [51]. As a consequence, at a pH above or below the IEP
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emulsions are electrostatically stabilised while at pH close to the IEP flocculation of droplets
and creaming may occur.

2.3. Colloidal particles
Colloidal particles have been seen to stabilise oil-water and air-water interfaces since the
reports of Ramsden and S.U. Pickering in the early 20th century [52, 53]. However, emulsions
stabilised by colloidal particles (i.e. Pickering emulsions) started to receive significant
attention in the past two decades because of their exceptional long-term stability compared to
that of the conventional, emulsifier-stabilised ones; a result of the strong adsorption of
particles at the oil-water interface that creates a solid mechanical barrier against coalescence
[10].
Colloidal particles have been distinguished for their potential to produce multiple Pickering
emulsions with higher stability than conventional multiple emulsions stabilised by classic
emulsifiers [54]. For example, in W/O/W or O/W/O emulsions the droplets of the internal
phase are very unstable, especially in case of high internal phase fraction, and they are subject
to coalescence that eventually leads to breakage of the internal structure and formation of
simple emulsions. This has been attributed to the diffusion of low molecular weight
emulsifiers through the inner and outer interfaces of the double emulsion droplet [35]. On the
contrary, colloidal particles are anchored on the specific surfaces providing a mechanical
barrier that protects droplets from coalescence and enhances overall stability. There are
reports of studies that used mixtures of colloidal particles and emulsifiers to stabilise inner
and outer interfaces of droplets of W/O/W emulsions (microcrystalline cellulose and span)
and O/W/O (hydrophobic silica, hydrophilic silica particles and surfactant) [55, 56]. However,
only one study reports stabilisation of multiple emulsions only by particles. Binks et al.
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produced stable O/W/O emulsions employing hydrophilic (water soluble) and hydrophobic
(oil soluble) silica particles for stabilisation of inner and outer droplets respectively [54].

2.3.1. Pickering stabilisation
The mechanism of Pickering stabilisation comprises three basic steps that are very similar to
the classic emulsifier adsorption; however, the last step differentiates this class of emulsions.
The particle is first transferred from the bulk phase to the sub-surface via convective transport
and then it reaches close to the oil-water interface where particle-particle electrostatic
interactions will determine whether the transportation will be either diffusion controlled or
barrier controlled [15, 43]. The final step comprises the removal of water between the particle
and the oil surfaces and the strength of the adsorption will be determined by the particle size,
the wettability of the particle (contact angle) and the interfacial tension between the phases.
These factors are all incorporated in the following equation that describes the free energy of
adsorption of a particle [57]:
𝛥𝐹𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝜋𝑟𝑝2 𝛾(1 − |𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃|)2

(2.2)

where rp is the particle size, γ the interfacial tension and θ the contact angle formed between
the particle and the two immiscible phases, oil and water. As it can be seen from Eq. (2.2) the
large particles induce a greater energy barrier for desorption and the adsorption is stronger
when both phases equally wet the particle, that is θ= 90°.
As long as the particles are partly wetted by oil and water then it is possible to form a
Pickering emulsion [10, 46]. Depending on the contact angle it can be determined which
particles are available for a particular type of emulsion. If θ < 90° the particle is more
hydrophilic and the curvature of the interface will encourage formation of O/W emulsion
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whereas if θ > 90° the O/W the particle will be wetted more by the oil phase and these
particles are more suitable for W/O emulsions (Fig. 2.2). Chevalier et al. discuss that the
adsorption energy will always be much larger than the thermal energy kBT, even for a particle
as small as 1 nm [57]. However, the wettability of the particle is very influential as well. For
example, for a small particle of 10 nm in diameter that is wetted equally by toluene and water
(θ=90°, γ=36 mN m-1) the energy of adsorption will be the highest and about 2000 times
larger than the thermal energy (=kBT). However, this can change if the particle is too
hydrophilic (0°<θ<20°) or too hydrophobic (160°<θ<180°) as the energy may drop lower than
kΒΤ and the particle will desorb from the interface resulting in unstable emulsion [1].

Fig. 2.2: Schematic representation of colloidal particles adsorbed at a planar oil-water
interface for different contact angles measured through the water phase (top. Positioning
of particles at the curved oil-water interface of O/W (θw < 90°) and W/O (θw > 90°)
emulsions (bottom). Adapted from [1].
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2.3.2. Stability conferred by colloidal particles
Despite the limited interfacial tension lowering capacity of particles, particle-stabilised
emulsions are stable because they affect ΔG by essentially reducing ΔΑ (Eq. (2.1)). By
adsorbing at the oil-water interface particles reduce the area of contact between the two
phases thus also ‘artificially’ reducing ΔΑ and therefore ΔG. Three methods are distinguished
by which stabilisation of droplets is imparted by colloidal particles [10]. The first and
idealised method is that the particles form mono- or multiple tightly packed layers around the
dispersed droplets. The strength of the steric barrier depends on how difficult it is to remove
particles from the interface, thus the greatest the adsorption energy, the stronger the steric
barrier. However at the same time, the steric barrier is more effective (and thus the
approaching droplets are kept at a longer distance) when the particles are wetted preferentially
by the continuous phase. Therefore, according to Dickinson et al., stable Pickering emulsions
can be produced as long as the contact angle is close to, but not 0° or 180° as this will allow
permanent adsorption and maximum steric effect [10]. The second method is the bridging of
particles and this can be conceptualised as particles that are ‘shared’ between two droplets.
This is very common in emulsions that do not have a sufficient amount of particles resulting
in bridging flocculation of droplets. Steric stabilisation in this case is provided by hindering
the adsorbed particles from escaping from the bridging layer. Finally, the last method is the
steric hindrance provided to the droplets by a three-dimensional network of weak flocculated
particles in the continuous phase. This is common in Pickering emulsions with an excess
concentration of particles as the adsorbed particles and the flocculated particles in the
continuous phase are held together with interparticle interactions. Extra stability is provided
from these networks as their presence in the continuous phase increases the viscosity of the
emulsion and prevents coalescence of droplets [57, 58]. It should be noted that, because
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particles are not amphiphilic molecules they are not able to lower the interfacial tension thus
the emulsion droplet size will be solely influenced by the emulsification technique and the
energy it dissipates in the emulsion for droplet break-up. However, because of the high
mechanical strength provided by the particles surrounding the droplets, it is possible to
produce stable Pickering emulsions with large enough droplet size.

2.3.3. Edible colloidal particles
Understanding of Pickering stabilisation has been linked with the use of inorganic particles
such as silica and polystyrene latex. These types of particles are rigid, commercially available
and they come at a range of sizes and surface properties, so their Pickering performance can
be conveniently predicted. However, because inorganic particles are not biodegradable and
they pose potential health risks, their use in foods and pharmaceuticals has been criticised
[59]. As such, research interest is gradually focusing on colloidal particles that can be
assembled by edible materials and function as Pickering stabilisers in food emulsion based
systems. As for all particles, in order to deliver optimum Pickering functionality, these foodgrade particles should be wetted by both phases and their size should be significantly smaller
(minimum one order of magnitude) than the desired emulsion droplet size [60]. Because of
their organic composition that is of protein, carbohydrate or lipid origin, they tend to be
soluble in either the oil or water phase [2, 60]. Therefore, a few methods have been developed
to impart the desired size (e.g. acid hydrolysis of cellulose crystals to obtain small cellulose
particles), wettability and surface properties (e.g. chemical modification through esterification
of starch granules or forming complex systems with surfactants through a synergistic effect to
tune their wettability) [61].
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Fig. 2.3: Chemical structures of cellulose (A), hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose (B) and rutin
hydrate (C) (adopted by supplier's MSDS documentation).
The inherent organic nature of these polymers that comprise hydrophilic/ hydrophobic groups
is causing them to adopt a non-spherical shape when dispersed in a solvent that barely
resembles the idealised spherical shape of Pickering particles [1, 62]. For example, very
hydrophobic polymers dispersed in water will tend to aggregate due to hydrophobic attraction
exposing their hydrophilic domains and they adopt colloidal particle behaviour. Depending on
the intramolecular structure and physicochemical properties of the polymer, exposure of
hydrophobic/ hydrophilic domains will determine the overall wettability and thus the capacity
to stabilise O/W or W/O emulsions. For example, unmodified cellulose is a hydrophilic
molecule with a linear backbone consisting of β(1,4)-glucose units capable of stabilising O/W
emulsions and because of its semi-crystalline structure, it forms rod-shaped particles once
dispersed in the water phase [63]. However, as it has been mentioned the performance of a
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particle as a Pickering stabiliser is linked to its wettability so if this is too hydrophilic it could
result in weak adsorption and loss of stability. Therefore, the surface of cellulose is modified
to render the molecule more hydrophobic. An example of modified cellulose that is broadly
used in the food and pharmaceutical industry for its viscosity enhancing properties and
emulsifying capacity is hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) [64]. HPMC is derived by
incorporation of methyl (hydrophobic) and hydroxypropyl (hydrophilic) groups to the
unhydroglucose backbone imparting a level of hydrophobicity to the molecule thus making it
able to adsorb to fluid interfaces [65]. In the same work, it is shown that the methyl:
hydroxylpropyl ratio suggests an indication of the hydrophobicity of the molecule, e.g.
HPMC with high ratio incorporates more methyl than hydroxypropyl groups thus it is more
hydrophobic and possesses lower molecular weight.
Rutin is a glucoside that consists of the flavonoid quercetin and rutinose which is a
disaccharide comprised of rhamnose and glucose; it is derived from buckwheat, citrus fruits
and peels and it is distinguished by its green-yellowish pigment [66]. Apart from the health
and nutritious benefits, rutin as most of the flavonoids has antimicrobial and antioxidant
properties and the latter is of great importance in emulsions as it can be used to inhibit lipid
oxidation [67-69]. The presence of hydroxyl groups imparts the hydrophilic character and the
rings impart hydrophobicity to rutin as it can be seen by the chemical structure of the
molecule (Fig. 2.3). Therefore, similarly to HPMC, once dispersed in the water rutin forms
aggregates that resemble the behaviour of colloidal particles so theoretically they can adsorb
and stabilise fluid interface. To date, only a few studies have reported on the emulsifying
capacity of rutin and its efficacy to promote stability of emulsions. Murray et al. investigated
the capacity of a range of flavonoids to stabilise O/W emulsions and he showed that rutin
(dispersed in the water phase) is a good stabiliser due to its moderate partition coefficient,
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whereas flavonoids that are too hydrophilic or too hydrophobic produced unstable emulsions
[70]. The same group also reported on the effect of the pH of the rutin aqueous suspension on
the emulsifying capacity of rutin. They found that emulsions with smaller droplet size were
produced at the native pH, but this may be related to the low surface charge of the particles
that, according to Luo et al., makes them more surface active [71]. Next step was to evaluate
the potential of rutin to improve the oxidative stability of O/W emulsions [72]. The authors
found that the addition of rutin partially replaced WPI at the oil-water interface and enhanced
emulsion stability whilst reducing oxidation upon storage at 50 °C. This study showcased that
rutin could be a good alternative to protein for hindering lipid oxidation during thermal
processing because proteins denature at high temperature and their antioxidative properties
are lost.
Admittedly, utilisation of such particles as Pickering stabilisers offers prolonged stability plus
they are sources of nutrients, thus enhancing the nutritional value of emulsions. Another
potential for these particulates is the production of responsive ‘Pickering-like’ emulsions for
the controlled release and delivery of two different active ingredients. In recent work,
Spyropoulos et al. showed that it is possible to encapsulate a hydrophobic active ingredient in
oil droplets that are stabilised with electrostatic protein-polysaccharide complexes (Sodium
caseinate/chitosan) which contain a secondary hydrophilic ingredient [73]. The latter is
released when the complexes collapse upon an increase in pH, triggering also sustained
release of the hydrophobic ingredient to the continuous phase. The suggested approach may
be adopted for the design and development of Pickering type emulsion structures for the
release and delivery of multiple actives.
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2.3.4. Combination of colloidal particles and emulsifiers
2.3.4.1. Silica particles as co-stabilisers
As it was mentioned earlier, a level of hydrophobicity of the particles is essential to ensure
they partially wet the oil/water phases otherwise the particle may desorb from the interface
and diffuse away to the medium where it is preferentially wetted. Various techniques have
been used to modify the surface of particles as per their hydrophobicity thereby increasing
their performance as Pickering stabilisers. For example, it is reported that the pH of
hydrophilic silica aqueous dispersions was adjusted to 2 because at higher pH unstable
emulsions were produced, apparently as a result of the tendency of the particles to reside in
the aqueous phase [74, 75]. Another option is the chemical grafting of small molecules or
polymers on the surface of the particles by covalent bonding that allows particles to be
stimuli-responsive (pH, ionic strength) [76]. Lastly, molecular adsorption of low molecular
weight ionic emulsifiers on the charged particle surface may result in the formation of
modified particles with enhanced wettability; thus achieving contact angles closer to 90° that
is associated with higher energy of adsorption and effective stabilisation of emulsions (Eq.
(2.2)). Such adsorption could involve electrostatic or hydrophobic interactions. In the first
case particles and emulsifiers need to possess opposite surface charges; for example,
negatively charged particles interact with anionic sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), or
positively charged particles with cationic hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB).
Nevertheless, emulsifiers may also adsorb to particles via hydrophobic interactions between
the lipophilic tail of the emulsifier and the hydrophobic surface of the particle. Alternatively,
if the particle surface is hydrophilic, emulsifiers may adsorb via their hydrophilic head group
while their lipophilic tails protruding in the continuous phase [77]. Particle: emulsifier ratio
will determine the extent of surface modification of the particle. Binks et al. discuss that
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cationic emulsifiers are able to electrostatically adsorb to hydrophilic silica particles and alter
their wettability forming monolayers with their lipophilic tail protruding in the water phase
[14]. However, this is subject to change when the emulsifier concentration in the system
increases leading to formation of bilayers and even multilayers that will turn the particle
surface from hydrophobic to hydrophilic and so on.
Such particle-emulsifier interactions have been found to promote the stability of emulsions
stabilised by both species in a synergistic manner. This has been described in the work of
Midmore et al. who used a combination of weakly flocculated hydrophilic silica particles and
nonionic emulsifiers (mixed in the aqueous phase) to stabilise O/W emulsions covering a
range of HLB values [56]. When the emulsifier adsorbed to the silica surface and emulsifier
was kept at low concentration (where emulsifier alone cannot stabilise emulsion), silica
particles governed emulsion stability and stable emulsions were produced. A further increase
in the emulsifier concentration above a critical value resulted in reduced emulsion stability.
However, when interactions between the species were limited, unstable emulsions were
produced.
Indeed, the protocol of mixing particles and emulsifiers was found to be important in the
imparted emulsion stability. Hydrophilic silica particles were used in conjunction with
oleymamine or lecithin (charged zwitterionic emulsifiers introduced in the oil phase) to
stabilise O/W emulsion [78]. This study concluded that the positioning of silica particles
together with the emulsifier in the oil phase favoured synergistic long-term stabilisation.
When introduced in the water phase, the electrostatic repulsion between the negatively
charged silica particles and the negatively charged oil surface and the low attachment energy
resulted in the loss of the synergistic effect.
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Despite the abundance of literature regarding the synergism between particles-emulsifiers for
co-stabilisation of emulsions, the detailed steps of the co-stabilisation mechanism was
described later by Pichot et al. [79]. The authors discussed the effect of the presence of
monoolein in mixtures with hydrophilic silica particles on the coalescence stability of the
subsequent emulsions and demonstrated that stabilisation of oil droplets progresses in two
stages First the low molecular weight surfactant (monoolein) adsorbs to the droplet surface
providing temporary stability and promoting droplet break-up. Next, silica particles adsorb
and induce long-term stability. At this point, the particle: emulsifier ratio will determine the
morphology of the oil droplets emulsion stability and this was discussed in an extension of the
previous study by the same authors [80]. Low emulsifier concentrations of O/W emulsifiers
(Tween 60, NaCas) in aqueous mixtures with silica particles resulted in droplets smaller than
emulsions stabilised by each of the individual species alone. At moderate emulsifier
concentration, the droplet size increased due to rearrangement of silica particles in the
presence of more emulsifier molecules (competition of species to the oil-water interface).
Finally, at high emulsifier concentrations the droplet size and morphology matched with the
droplets generated solely by emulsifier, confirming the hypothesis that silica particles were
displaced from the interface.
Contrary to the common perception that co-stabilisation is imparted by the adsorption of
particles and emulsifiers at the oil-water interface, an alternative ‘non Pickering’ mechanism
has been proposed recently with non-interfacially adsorbed particles [81]. In this work, bare
hydrophilic (non-interfacially active) or surface modified (interfacially active) silica particles
were combined with a low concentration of a zwitterionic surfactant in the water phase and
the stability of produced emulsions against coalescence was studied. It was found that in both
cases the emulsions were synergistically stabilised against coalescence for 1 month, although
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in the latter case the hydrophilic particles were not adsorbed at the oil-water interface and they
accumulated at the water phase between droplets providing effective steric repulsion.
2.3.4.2. HPMC particles as co-stabilisers
The majority of the literature on the co-stabilisation of interfaces by HPMC and emulsifiers
concerns the formation of emulsion-based edible films and coatings. HPMC was shown to
combine well with β-Lg in aqueous mixtures for stabilisation of foams showing promising
results for applications in emulsions [82]. More specifically, they reported on a competition
mechanism between the two polymers to the air-water interface and they quantified this
contribution by measuring the surface tension and rheological properties of systems
incorporating species alone and mixed in water. It was found that at high concentration of
HPMC the contribution of the HPMC in lowering the surface tension was greater than the
protein thus it was anticipated that HPMC would dominate the interface prior to adsorption of
protein. The presence of HPMC in the protein adsorbed layer also resulted in enhancement of
the elastic properties of the interface unlike the effect of surfactant that reduces interfacial
elasticity. Of course the behaviour of these systems cannot be easily predicted as electrostatic
interactions between polysaccharides (HPMC) and proteins at pH lower than the IEP of the
protein might result in complexation and the behaviour of the system with regard to the
competitive adsorption may exhibit completely different behaviour [83, 84].
Perez et al. examined the behaviour of mixed systems of HPMC of different surface activities
and whey protein concentrate (WPC) upon adsorption to the air-water interface by measuring
the surface pressure for species alone and mixed in the water phase [85]. When HPMC was
more surface active, WPC was displaced from the interface resulting in lower surface pressure
whereas when HPMC of low surface activity was used both biopolymers co-existed at the air-
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water interface demonstrating a synergistic behaviour, as indicated by the increased surface
pressure. In the same study, it is discussed that possible complexation of HPMC and protein
could affect the overall adsorption.
The latter hypothesis was tested by Camino et al. who investigated the effect of pH on the
emulsifying and adsorption capacity of mixtures of HPMC and β-lg at the oil-water interface
[86]. At pH 6 no complexation occurred and the competitive adsorption of the species to the
oil-water interface favoured the more surface active β-lg to dominate the oil surface that
formed a strong elastic film, however emulsions were subject to flocculation and creaming.
On the other hand, at pH 3, weak complexation of HPMC and β-lg did not allow for the
formation of an elastic film but the produced emulsions were more stable to coalescence,
perhaps as a result of the effective steric barrier between oil droplets induced by the
complexed particulates.
Finally, one study reports co-stabilisation of O/W emulsions with HPMC particles and
hydrophilic/ lipophilic surfactants [87]. The authors demonstrate that in such co-stabilised
systems increasing the concentration of the hydrophilic emulsifier results in smaller droplet
size, a trend analogous to the reduction of the interfacial tension in emulsions stabilised solely
by the emulsifier. On the other hand, utilisation of a lipophilic emulsifier as a co-stabiliser
resulted in the opposite trend when increasing its concentration in the system. A synergistic
effect occurred by combining HPMC particles and small concentration of emulsifiers
regardless of their HLB value. The emulsion droplet size of co-stabilised emulsions was
smaller than emulsions stabilised by either of the species alone at the same concentration
presenting remarkable stability against coalescence.
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2.4. Emulsification
Emulsification, also referred as homogenisation, is the process of forming new oil-water
interfacial area using either mechanical means that generate shear, cavitation or turbulence to
disrupt (break down) emulsion droplets to smaller ones (top-down approaches), or by
spontaneous formation of droplets (bottom-up approaches) [88, 89]. The first class comprises
techniques that are high-energy demanding, such as rotor-stator mixers, high-pressure
homogenisers, sonicators, whilst there are a number of techniques that utilise lower energy
e.g. spontaneous microchannel emulsification, phase inversion temperature or composition
[90]. There are also methods such as membrane emulsification which is the process used in
the present study for formation of emulsions that is considered a high or low energy method
depending on the system utilised and other parameters deployed such as the dispersed phase
flux and the targeted dispersed phase volume fraction. When it comes to droplet disruption, it
is essential that the magnitude of forces (expressed by the Laplace pressure) applied to the
droplet is such as to exceed the interfacial tension forces that resist droplet deformation [91,
92]. This balance is reflected in the following equation:

𝛥𝑃𝐿 =

4𝛾
𝐷

(2.3)

where ΔPL is the Laplace pressure, γ the interfacial tension and D is the average droplet
diameter. Apparently as shown from Eq. (2.3) for a formulation that establishes a certain
interfacial tension force, a high magnitude of forces and thus, a larger amount of energy is
needed in order to obtain a nanosized droplet.
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2.4.1. High-energy methods
An overview of the most common conventional emulsification techniques that utilise a large
amount of energy is depicted in Fig. 2.4. Emphasis is given on the high-shear mixer as it is
the method used to make emulsions in the present study. Rotor-stator (RS) homogenisers
consist of a moving element that usually rotates to induce motion and mix the components of
a dispersion and a stationary element (stator). An example of RS homogenisers is the highshear mixer and the colloid mill. It is prevalent in the industry that a coarse emulsion is
formed first (primary emulsification) with droplets of an average diameter greater than 2 μm,
and then a second emulsification step (secondary emulsification) follows to further reduce the
droplet size to produce a fine emulsion. The high-shear mixer is mainly used for primary
emulsification whereas the rest of the equipment presented generate extra disruptive forces
that are ideal for further reduction of droplets below 1 μm so they are used for secondary
emulsification [35, 93]. A high-shear mixer is capable to operate at rotor tip speeds as high as
10 - 50 m s-1 producing very high shear rates (20000 - 100000 s-1) and it consists of an
overhead stirrer and the rotating shaft at the edge of which a bladed stirrer rotates within a
housing (stator). The stator and the rotor blades can be machined such as to provide different
geometries that, in turn will generate different levels of disruption forces within the gap
created between these two elements [93, 94]. For example, the stator may be a screen with
vertical slots, circular or square holes and the rotor may be a toothed disk or rotating blades,
providing additional break-up of droplets. The shear rate in the gap between the rotor and the
stator elements can be calculated as follows [95]:

𝛾̇ 𝐻𝑆𝑀 =

𝜋𝑁𝐷𝑖𝑚
𝛿
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(2.4)

where N the rotational velocity of the impeller, Dim is the diameter of the impeller and δ the
gap between the outer surface of the rotor (impeller) and the inner surface of the stator (the
screen).

Fig. 2.4: Schematic representation of high-energy emulsification devices and indicated
droplet disruption mechanism. (A) high-shear mixer, (B) colloid mill, (C) ultrasonic probe,
(D) high-pressure homogeniser, (E) microfluidizer. Adapted from [31].
For batch operations, the rotating shaft with the mixing head are simply submerged in the
dispersion within a vessel whereas for continuous operation the dispersion is fed by a
peristaltic pump through an opening into the mixing head and following emulsification it exits
the mixing chamber. Critical factors influencing the droplet size during high-shear mixing is
the viscosity ratio between the two phases, the rotation speed and the dispersed phase volume
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fraction and in particular for inline mixers the flow rate that will determine the residence time
within the mixing chamber [96, 97]. Colloid mills are set to mainly operate continuously
allowing for higher production rates.

This type of homogeniser is used for secondary

emulsification as the high stress applied into the product is very high and it can produce
droplet size below 1 μm whilst it can handle viscous dispersions, unlike high-pressure
systems [98]. The dispersion is fed continuously into the device and due to the shear stresses
developed between the rotational and the stationary disks droplets are disrupted further to
smaller ones. The gap and thus the applied shear can be altered by adjusting the distance
between the rotating disk and the stator. Ultrasound probes are also capable of producing
macro- or nanoemulsions. Their operation involves the utilisation of the ultrasonic waves that
generate acoustic cavitation and microturbulence to disrupt droplets or reduce the size of
particles dispersed in the continuous phase. The high-pressure homogenisers are the most
common devices for droplet size reduction usually after primary emulsification [99, 100]. A
pump pushes the emulsion or dispersion in the homogenising chamber and through the gap
that is adjusted by a valve; thus the droplets are broken down by the disruptive forces
generated in the narrow passage. In the case of the microfluidizer, the emulsion or dispersion
is fed and pulled by a piston pump and after pressurisation it is released in the interaction
chamber where two product streams form and collide with each other resulting in droplets
with smaller size [101].
The events that coincide during emulsification such as droplet formation, disruption and
coalescence, is the result of forces generated within a certain flow pattern established in the
continuous phase by the emulsification device [102]. In general, three flow profiles are
distinguished. The laminar flow is characterised by a smooth well-defined flow whereas
turbulent flow is highly disordered and eddies are formed due to the high flow rates. The
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Reynolds number (Re) is used to predict the transition from laminar to turbulent conditions
based on the balance of forces applied at a direction perpendicular (inertial forces) and
parallel to the droplet surface (viscous forces) [102, 103]. For instance, in cross-flow
membrane emulsification where the flow of the continuous phase is parallel to the membrane
surface [104], the Reynolds number within the emulsification channel is:
𝑅𝑒𝑐 =

𝑢𝑐 𝐷ℎ 𝜌𝑐
𝜂𝑐

(2.5)

where uc is the cross-flow velocity of the continuous phase, Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the
emulsification channel, ρc is the continuous phase density and ηc the dynamic viscosity of the
of the continuous phase. In this configuration, the direction of the flow is parallel to the
membrane surface. As it is shown by Eq. (2.5) when the viscous forces (denominator)
dominate Re is small and the flow is characterised as laminar viscous (LV) whereas at
increased Re above a critical value the inertial forces are dominant and they cause the
formation of turbulent eddies. In general, according to Kolmogorov’s work, eddies with a size
much larger than the droplet size transfer their energy to smaller eddies that are able to disrupt
droplets due to their higher energy content [105]. Therefore two sub-regimes are distinguished
for turbulent flow. Turbulent inertial (TI) regime occurs when the size of the eddy is
comparable to the droplets thus the inertial forces induce droplet break-up and the
requirement is that the Reynolds number of the droplet (Red) (for l=Doil where Doil is the
droplet diameter) is greater than 1. When the flow is turbulent and the Red < 1 eddies are
larger than the droplets and the regime is turbulent viscous (TV). As it is shown from Eq.
(2.5), the viscosity of the continuous phase is expected to have a major effect on the flow
regime. Viscous fluids do not facilitate formation of eddies so the flow regime will be more
laminar (LV) and Re will be large, whereas at very dilute liquids TI or TV flow is encouraged,
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depending on the Red. Another parameter that should be considered is the size of the
homogeniser as for very small e.g. in laboratory-scale devices the flow will tend to be more
laminar.
The time required for adsorption of emulsifier at the oil-water interface has been derived as
shown in the work of Walstra et al. for high-energy emulsification methods [93, 102]. For
laminar viscous (designated with an ‘L’) and turbulent inertial flow (designated with a ‘T’),
the adsorption time (tads) can be estimated respectively by the following equations:
6𝜋𝛤𝑀
𝛾̇ 𝑚𝑐 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙

(2.6)

𝛤𝑀
𝜌𝑐 1/3
(
)
𝑚𝑐 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝜀𝑣

(2.7)

𝐿
𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑠
~

𝑇
𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑠
~

where 𝛾̇ is the shear rate, mc is the bulk particle concentration in the continuous phase, ρc the
continuous phase density, εv the energy density and ΓM the excess surface concentration (or
surface load) of species required for full coverage (monolayer) of oil droplets. For small
molecules such as emulsifiers the surface concentration is between 1 – 2 mg m-2 and for
proteins 2 – 3 mg m-2 [106]. For spherical particles that are closely packed on the oil-water
interface with a hexagonal packing fraction (φhp ~0.907), the surface load is expressed as:
4
𝛤𝛭 = 𝜌𝑝 𝜑ℎ𝑝 𝑟𝑝
3

(2.8)

where ρp is the particle density and rp is the particle radius. Small particle size results in low
surface concentration ΓΜ that in turn will yield short adsorption time as it can be observed by
Eq. (2.6) & (2.7). This would mean that the oil droplets would be covered fast by particles
before coalescence occurs. However, small particle size is also associated with low energy of
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adsorption as shown in Eq. (2.2), therefore there is an interplay between these competing
events for optimum Pickering stabilisation during high-energy emulsification.

2.4.2. Low-energy methods
In this section, the most common up-to-date low-energy emulsification techniques are
discussed, briefly introducing membrane emulsification as it is the technique under
investigation in the current study and a thorough mechanistic understanding is provided in
section 2.5. Nevertheless, membrane and microchannel emulsification were developed in an
effort to spend energy only for the production of oil-water interfacial area. Both techniques
share common droplet formation mechanisms and they generate one droplet at a time either
spontaneously (in the absence of shear when the magnitude of forces applied overtake
Laplace pressure) or as a result of the shear applied by the continuous phase [107]. In
microchannel emulsification the dispersed phase is introduced in the continuous phase
through parallel grooved microchannels or straight through pores yielding very monodisperse
emulsions whose droplet size depends on the microchannel geometry and phase composition
[107, 108]. Although membrane emulsification and microchannel emulsification have been
reported as very energy efficient methods, they are not yet to be used in the industrial scale.
This is because the low dispersed phase flux associated with long processing times makes
these methods unfavourable compared to high shear methods, especially when a high
dispersed volume fraction is required [109, 110].
Other techniques have been developed based on the formation of droplets by using emulsifiers
dissolved in one of the immiscible phases and changing the composition or their environment
e.g. dispersed phase fraction and temperature. In spontaneous emulsification an oil phase that
contains a hydrophilic emulsifier is added gradually to water whilst stirring (Fig. 2.5D).
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Fig. 2.5: Schematic representation of the main low-energy emulsification methods. (A - B)
microfluidic

emulsification,

(C)

phase

inversion

temperature,

(D)

spontaneous

emulsification, (E) phase inversion composition. Adapted from [31].
Because of the difference of the chemical potential of the emulsifier between the two liquids
the hydrophilic emulsifier will head towards the water phase forming small oil droplets. This
process is described as ‘fingers’ protruding in the water which due to Rayleigh instability
break into small droplets [102]. During phase composition inversion method, water is added
in a mixture of oil and hydrophilic emulsifier gradually and a W/O emulsion is initially
formed (Fig. 2.5E). As the volume fraction of the water increases, the W/O emulsion turns
into an O/W/O double emulsion whose inner oil droplets are formed by spontaneous
emulsification. By increasing further the water volume fraction an O/W emulsion is finally
produced [31]. The phase inversion temperature method is based on the exploitation of the
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sensitivity of nonionic emulsifiers to temperature changing (Fig. 2.5C). For example, when
the temperature of an O/W emulsion stabilised by hydrophilic nonionic emulsifier exceeds the
phase inversion temperature then the emulsifier becomes more soluble to the oil phase and the
formation of a W/O emulsion is favoured.

2.4.3. Emulsification efficiency
During emulsification new oil-water interfacial area is generated, either by breaking down
droplets or by creating new ones. In the first case, energy is required to move mechanical
elements that will provide shear stress to overcome Laplace pressure and finally break down
the droplet, such as in a high shear mixer. The smaller the droplet, the higher the shear stress
required to break it so more energy is needed. The consumed energy is much larger due to the
random dissipation in the bulk emulsion and the largest proportion that is consumed by the
emulsification apparatus is converted into heat that increases the temperature of the emulsion
[111]. In the second case, energy is required to push the dispersed phase into the continuous
phase and to provide shear stress for droplet detachment, such as in direct membrane
emulsification [112]. Nevertheless, a pump or a stirrer will be needed to recirculate the
emulsion and provide shear stress through movement of the continuous phase or there will be
a moving membrane, so energy is also required for these elements. As understood, the actual
energy input that is required to produce an emulsion is higher than the net energy that is
required to produce the oil-water interface. This would vary depending on the emulsification
apparatus, the amount of material to be emulsified, the phase composition and the required
throughput [91]. The concept of energy density has been used by various authors to compare
the efficiency of different emulsification processes but most reported examples refer to highenergy methods such as high pressure homogenisation, colloid mill and rotor stator mixing
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[91, 98]. The energy density (εv) illustrates the amount of mechanical energy input per m3 of
produced emulsion and it can be calculated as follows:
𝑡𝑝

𝜀𝑣 = ∫ 𝑃𝑣 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

(2.9)

0

where Pv is the power density (W m-3) and tp is the duration of the emulsification process and
is valid for all emulsification methods that utilise mechanical energy to produce emulsions.
Within literature, the power consumption is used for estimating the energy density in rotorstator mixers (e.g. by a plug-in power meter connected to the emulsification device) whereas
for high-pressure homogenisation and membrane emulsification the applied pressure is used
[113, 114]. However, for membrane emulsification only the incorporation of oil into the
continuous phase is considered and the power consumed to move the continuous phase or the
membrane to provide shear stress should not be neglected. Indeed this has been discussed in
the work of Kuzikaki et al. who report the energy input required for droplet formation in
membrane emulsification in the presence or absence of continuous flow [115]. In the absence
of continuous phase flow, such as in dead-end emulsification where droplet detachment is
spontaneous, the energy input per unit volume of emulsion accounts only for the pressure
difference between the two phases [116] :
𝜀𝑉,𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑡 𝑀𝐸 =

𝛥𝑃𝑉𝑑
𝑉

(2.10)

where Vd is the volume of the dispersed phase, ΔP the transmembrane pressure and V the
volume of the emulsion.
If continuous phase flow applies, such as in rotating membrane emulsification, the
contribution of both should be included into the calculation of the required energy input.
Thus, using equations (2.9) and (2.10), the energy density in this case is:
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𝜀𝑣 =

𝑃𝑡𝑝 𝛥𝑃𝑉𝑑
+
𝑉
𝑉

(2.11)

where V is the volume of the emulsion and P is the power consumed. The first part of the
equation can be used to estimate the energy density for a conventional method such as the
high shear mixer.
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Fig. 2.6: Droplet size as function of energy density for several emulsification devices. Blue:
low-energy methods, Red: high-energy methods. Adapted from [6, 91, 117].
An overview of the achieved droplet size as a function of the energy input per volume of the
emulsion is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 for various low and high-energy emulsification methods.
The rotor-stator homogenisers such as the colloid mill are able to produce mainly emulsions
with large droplet sizes whilst with the same energy expenditure microfluidizer and highpressure homogeniser (orifice valve) are able to produce sub-micron droplet, thus from this
aspect, rotor-stator systems are not so efficient. However, this would depend on the
application, so these mixers would be ideal to prepare a coarse pre-emulsion (premix) that
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would then further processed with the microfluidizer or high-pressure homogeniser. Another
benefit against high-pressure methods would be their capacity to breakdown viscous
emulsions [31, 102]. Ultrasound emulsification at first glance it appears to be a very efficient
technique in breaking down emulsions however the disadvantage comes with the limitation in
the volume of emulsion that can be processed. On the other hand, low-energy methods seem
to be very efficient in terms of energy usage especially membrane emulsification that can
produce macroemulsions as well as nanoemulsions. The main disadvantage here could be the
low emulsion production rate; a very common drawback for low-energy methods that is also
encountered for microchannel emulsification [102]. However, if the application requires a
monodisperse emulsion product where the uniform size of droplets and control over structure
is critical for the stability and delivery of certain ingredients, e.g. drug delivery; low-energy
methods are advantageous because their intrinsic low shear allows them to handle such
sensitive ingredients. The low-energy consumed by these methods is translated in less
dissipation of heat into the product that could be ideal, for instance, in dairy emulsion-based
products as protein denaturation is hindered.

2.5. Membrane emulsification
Since its conceptualisation almost 30 years ago, membrane emulsification has been the
subject of many studies for applications in the food, pharmaceutical and cosmetic sector
mainly because of its capacity to produce emulsions with very narrow droplet size
distribution, the mild environment of shear in which individual droplets form and the lowenergy usage [118, 119]. Common applications include simple and multiple emulsions [104,
120, 121], solid organic and inorganic particles [122, 123], polymer gel beads [124, 125] and
Janus (amphiphilic) particles [126].
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2.5.1. Membrane technology for emulsion production
Arguably the membrane is the most crucial element in membrane emulsification as its design
and properties will determine in a high degree the microstructural characteristics of the
produced emulsions. The wettability of the membrane is crucial in making certain types of
emulsions. Hydrophilic membranes are ideal for producing O/W emulsions or W/O/W
emulsions whereas hydrophobic are used to make W/O or O/W/O emulsions. In any case the
continuous phase should ideally wet the membrane material completely; that is in the first
case the contact angle (measured through the water phase) formed between the membrane and
the two immiscible phases should be smaller than 90 degrees whilst in the second case the
contact angle should exceed 90 degrees (Fig. 2.7). For some membranes, their repeated use in
emulsification ultimately results in loss of their wettability when the membrane surface stays
too long in contact with the dispersed phase encouraging the expansion of the contact angle
that could lead to coalescence of neighbouring droplets and thus a polydisperse product [127].
Restoring the properties of the membrane requires surface chemical modification of the
membrane however this would mean more waste and costs for agents and water to treat the
surface; therefore the selection of the membrane should also consider this. The internal and
external pore geometries are also of major importance. The pore size of the membrane
influences emulsion droplet size; indicatively the droplet to pore size ratio can range between
2.8 – 10 or more also depending on the processing and formulation parameters [123, 128].
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Fig. 2.7: Schematic representation of the type of emulsions produced in membrane
emulsification depending on the contact angle (θ) (through the water phase) formed
between the membrane and the immiscible phases: (a) for hydrophilic membranes the
contact angle favour formation of O/W emulsions and (b) hydrophobic membranes (θ >
90°) are ideal for W/O emulsion. Adapted from [129].
Different pore shape has been seen to influence droplet formation and in particular it was
found that non-circular pores (rectangular shape of different aspect ratio) produce more
uniform droplets and higher throughputs than circular pores when utilised in a rotating
membrane emulsification set-up [130]. The internal structure of the membrane is critical in
achieving high throughputs as a membrane with tortuous pore channels and a thicker wall will
result in lower production rates. Furthermore, pore spacing should be sufficient so that
droplets growing in adjacent pores do not touch each other and this will also help to prevent
the ‘push-off-force that causes random pre-mature droplet detachment and thus more
polydisperse emulsions to be produced. Other properties a membrane should demonstrate are
high resistance to mechanical stresses, broad range of available pore sizes, withstanding high
temperatures and low production cost [7].
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SPG (Shirasu Porous Glass) is the most common material of membranes used in membrane
emulsification. This is a type of glass manufactured by mixing and melting Shirasu (volcanic
ash SiO2 – Al2O3), B2O3 and CaCO3 and subsequent spinodal decomposition via phase
separation of the molten mixture [131]. The result is a highly porous homogeneous material
with very narrow pore size distribution and interconnected cylindrical pore channels, as
revealed from visualisation of the microstructure through SEM and high-resolution X-ray
microtomography [132]. The pore channel tortuosity of SPG membranes has been reported as
ξ=1.3 where ξ=1 corresponds to straight- through channels and the porosity is usually in the
range between 50 – 60 %. Because of the high porosity, at a given transmembrane pressure
the dispersed phase velocity is distributed across the channels thus resulting in deactivation of
pores; it is reported that only 10% of the pores are active [132]. SPG membranes come with a
wide range of pore sizes as low as 40 nm and they are available in tubular, circular, square or
disc shape from SPG Technology Co. Ltd. , Miyazaki, Japan. The hydrophobicity of SPG
membranes may be enhanced by treatment with organosilanes and the porosity and
hydrodynamic resistance can be improved through enzymatic reaction involving the enzyme
dextransucrase and the to-be catalysed sucrose substrate [133]. The surface of the native SPG
membrane is negatively charged at a pH range 2 – 8 because the silanol groups (-SiOH)
dissociate to –SiO- upon exposure to the aqueous environment. The charge of the membrane
may influence droplet formation and emulsifiers should not bind on the membrane to in order
to produce more monodisperse emulsions, therefore they should carry the same sign charge
[134]. For instance, anionic or nonionic surfactants should be used with negatively charged
SPG membrane whereas cationic surfactants with positively charged membranes. The charge
of SPG membrane surface can be rendered positive by reaction with trialkosilanes and thus
cationic surfactants may be utilised to produce very monodispersed emulsions [135]. Finally,
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because SPG is typically a glass material it is susceptible in mechanical stresses and easily
breakable so this could make it unsuitable for certain applications or its utilisation in factory
scale.
Polymeric membranes typically used in membrane emulsification are fabricated from
polycarbonate and polyesters by a track-etch method [136]. These membranes are less prone
to fouling than the SPG membranes because they have a membrane thickness that is almost
10 times less than SPG membranes. Despite having straight-through pore channels, their
thicker membrane wall increases their hydrodynamic resistance yielding low fluxes.
Polymeric membranes are much cheaper than SPG’s and they can be rendered more
hydrophilic by treating them with plasma.

Fig. 2.8: (A-B) SEM and XMT micrographs from surface and cross-section of SPG [132],
(C) SEM micrograph of cross-section of ceramic membrane [137], (D) SEM micrograph of
polycarbonate membrane [138], (E) optical micrograph of laser-drilled stainless steel
membrane [139], (F) optical micrograph of nickel microsieve [139].
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Ceramic membranes have also been utilised to produce emulsions via membrane
emulsification [140-142]. These are made of α-Al2O3 and they may incorporate an additional
coating of TiO2 or ZrO2 that facilitates pore size reduction and narrower pore size distribution
[112]. Ceramic membranes possess a high active pore fraction that is almost 3 – 4 times
greater than SPG membranes but their porosity is lower reaching 30 – 40%. The additional
coating layers and the support material increase the wall thickness and thus hydrodynamic
resistance to flow whilst they can be easily fractured once stress is applied therefore, similar
to SPG’s, they are not suitable for industrial applications.
Metal membranes are the most promising for their application in various applications
including industrial scale. These are microengineered membranes with highly uniform,
controlled pore spacing and size distribution and straight-through pore channels, specially
designed to maximise dispersed phase flux at high transmembrane pressure as a result of their
small thickness. These properties are also making them less prone to fouling and easier to
clean. Typical examples are nickel microsieves and stainless steel membranes with laserdrilled pores. Because the first have very low thickness, they are prone to deformation upon
application of higher transmembrane pressures and taking into account their high
manufacturing costs, their applicability in an industrial scale is still a challenge [110].

2.5.2. Membrane emulsification set-ups
The principle of membrane emulsification process is based on the formation of droplets oneat-a-time by pushing the to be dispersed phase or a coarse pre-emulsion through the pores of a
membrane into an external continuous phase; this is shown schematically in Fig. 2.9. A
number of membrane emulsification set-ups are available and a first classification can be
made depending on whether droplets detach by applying shear from the continuous phase or
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they grow at the absence of shear and detach when the capillary force is exceeded (dead-end).
An example of the latter set-up also includes systems comprising of a flat disk membrane and
a paddle stirrer is used to circulate the produced emulsion droplets in the continuous phase yet
applying very low shear that is not sufficient to induce droplet detachment; this is known as
stirred cell [143, 144]. The main disadvantage of dead-end membrane emulsification is the
increased possibility of coalescence at the membrane surface. This is because, at the absence
of a drag force, the droplets growing at neighbouring pores may become very large prior to
their detachment. Therefore the system should be operated at low transmembrane pressure to
ensure rapid adsorption of emulsifier that will decrease interfacial tension faster. This will

Fig. 2.9: Schematic representation of membrane emulsification configurations.
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facilitate earlier droplet detachment but will result in overall lower production rates compared
to membrane systems that utilise shear-induced droplet break-up [142]. At shear-based
membrane emulsification systems shear is applied at the membrane surface by either moving
the membrane or the continuous phase. These configurations allow for adjusting the
magnitude of shear forces that the forming droplets experience thereby controlling the time
that droplet spends at the membrane surface thus the droplet size can be tuned appropriately
depending also on the formulation and the viscosity of both phases. At the same time, the
induced continuous phase flow helps to carry away droplets from the membrane proximity
and dissipates them throughout the bulk allowing for more homogenous mixing. Either way,
the droplets are swept away promptly before they grow too large thus a larger transmembrane
pressure can be applied resulting in higher production rates compared to dead-end systems.
2.5.2.1. Moving continuous phase
Cross-flow
Cross-flow membrane emulsification is the most common type of moving continuous phase
systems and it has been used both in laboratory and pilot scale to produce various
formulations [13, 145]. The configuration of such a system usually consists of a tubular
membrane with the continuous phase recirculating in one side of the membrane and flowing
parallel to the membrane surface whilst the dispersed phase at the opposite side is pressurised
and pushed through the membrane pores into the continuous phase. Two configurations have
been reported. The majority of the studies have been performed with the continuous phase
positioned at the interior of the tubular membrane while the dispersed phase is introduced
from the outer membrane surface. Hancocks et al. utilised a cross-flow system where the
continuous phase is placed at the outer surface as this would prevent collision of droplets
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following detachment and shear [141]. A challenge encountered in such systems is the post
droplet formation break-up associated with the shear stresses or cavitation that is exerted by
the positive displacement or peristaltic pumps used to recirculate the emulsion. In such case,
polydisperse emulsions may be produced, however this could be significantly improved when
smaller droplets with Laplace pressure higher than the disruption forces are formed by the
membrane, therefore production of nanoemulsions through such systems may be
advantageous.
Pulsed flow
Recirculation can be avoided utilising pulsed flow to move the continuous phase. This
technique has been studied by Holdich et al. and it adopts a similar configuration to crossflow, only in this case the continuous phase is pulsed in both directions parallel to the
membrane module with a pulse frequency up to 50 Hz [4]. In this way, emulsions with high
dispersed phase fraction (44%) and very uniform were produced. The major disadvantage
with this set-up is the excessive shear close to the membrane pores that may lead to throughmembrane pore pressure fluctuations leading so finer droplets are formed, however this could
be overcome by using a more viscous continuous phase or merely by increasing the dispersed
phase injection rate.
2.5.2.2. Moving membrane
Oscillating (vibrating)
This class of membrane systems is represented by membranes whose oscillating or rotating
motion within the continuous phase induces shear that in turn encourages droplet detachment.
The former configuration involves a membrane that oscillates tangentially clockwise or
counter-clockwise in defined periods [146] or parallel to the module’s axis with up and down
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oscillations [147]. The oscillation frequency ranges between 10 - 90 Hz resulting in emulsions
with a dispersed phase fraction as high as 40%.
Rotating
Rotating membrane emulsification (RME) is the process of primary concern that is discussed
in this study. A typical set-up consists of a tubular rotating membrane that is submerged in a
continuous phase vessel while the dispersed phase is pressurised with compressed air or
nitrogen (more details see materials and methods). RME is operated in semi-batch mode
whilst most of the studies report for direct rather than premix configurations. The attribute of
this method against the other membrane systems is the centrifugal force that is applied to the
forming droplets due to the rotation of the membrane. This results in droplets being ‘pulled’
into the continuous phase and detach easier whilst they are carried away from the membrane
surface towards the vessel walls reducing the possibility of coalescence at the membrane
vicinity. The centrifugal force also results in earlier detachment and thus smaller droplets
whilst RME utilises less shear compared to cross-flow systems that make it ideal for very
sensitive structures such as multiple emulsions [140].
RME was initially introduced in the work of Schadler et al. early in 2005 at the 10th Aachen
Membrane Colloquium in Germany where the authors presented their pilot-scale rotating
membrane apparatus consisting of a nickel microsieve and varying rotational velocities and
gap size whilst dispersed phase throughput was kept constant (Table 2.1). They demonstrated
that increasing the gap between the membrane and the continuous phase vessel or increasing
the rotational velocity resulted in enhanced formation of Taylor vortices and smaller droplet
size, regardless the dispersed phase volume fraction [9]. Following this work, the groups from
University of Leeds (R.A. Williams) and Loughborough University (G. Vladisavljevic,
formerly in the University of Belgrade) have contributed significantly in this field, focusing
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on RME systems for the production of a range of emulsions with uniform droplet size. In their
studies, a stainless steel laser-drilled membrane with circular pores of average pore diameter
100 μm is used to evaluate the effect of the rotational velocity and transmembrane pressure
for simple O/W emulsions stabilised with hydrophilic or hydrophobic emulsifiers,
occasionally using a carbomer to thicken the continuous phase [148, 149]. The droplet size
decreased upon increasing the rotational velocity at a fixed transmembrane pressure (3 kPa,
close to the critical capillary pressure for the specific pore size and emulsifier) and the
increased viscosity of the continuous phase (induced by addition of the carbomer) did not
seem to affect emulsion microstructure. The droplet size was found to be affected by the pore
geometry as Yuan et al. showed that slotted pores may perform better in terms of reducing the
droplet size compared to circular pores at lower rotational velocities with a more uniform
droplet size (coefficient of variation ~5%) [130, 150]. A hydrophobic stainless steel
membrane (pore size 100 μm) was used for production of agarose W/O emulsions via RME
which after emulsion solidification formed uniform beads with an average diameter of 220
μm and span 0.76 at the optimum process conditions [151].
SPG membrane has also been reported in RME to produce O/W emulsions stabilised by
various emulsifiers including WPI protein [152, 153]. A novel approach to form O/W
emulsions is reported by placing the hydrophilic nonionic emulsifier in the oil rather than the
water phase that resulted in smaller droplets, a technique resembling spontaneous
emulsification [154].
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Table 2.1: Overview of types of emulsions produced via rotating membrane emulsification.

Material /pore size

Droplet size

Nickel microsieve
5 μm

6 – 11 μm

Stainless steel 100 μm

81 – 567 μm

Stainless steel 100 μm

79 – 250 μm

Stainless steel,
different pore
geometry (48 – 136
μm)

150 – 500 μm

Stainless steel 100 μm

108 – 385 μm

SPG 1 μm
Ceramic 1μm
Stainless steel 15 μm

1 – 32 μm

Product
Sunflower W/O
emulsions stabilised
with PGPR
Paraffin wax in water
emulsions stabilised
with Tween 20, SDS
Paraffin wax in water
emulsions stabilised
with Tween 20
Paraffin wax in water
emulsions stabilised
with Tween 20
Agarose beads (W/O
emulsion stabilised by
hexaglycerinpentaeste
r (PO-500))
Sunflower O/W
emulsions stabilised
by Tween 20, Tween
80, SDS, Lecithin,
PGPR
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Production rate/
flux/ flow rate/
Transmembrane
pressure

Rotational
velocity/
Shear rate

CV/ Span

Reference

Fixed 12 L h-1

0 – 8000 rpm

Not
specified

[9]

3 kPa

0 – 1500 rpm

CV
9.8 –
33.6%

[148]

3 kPa

50 – 1500 rpm

CV
4.8 – 20%

[149]

0.075 – 75 mL h-1

250 – 1000 rpm

CV
5 – 23%

[130, 150]

Not specified

500 – 2000 rpm

Span
0.51 –
1.38

[151]

10 – 250 kPa

300 – 2000 rpm

Not
specified

[140]

SPG 2.8 μm

8 – 30 μm

SPG 6.1 μm

23 – 216 μm

SPG 6.1 μm

6 – 138 μm

Stainless steel, square
80 x 80 μm

68 - 2,700 μm

Stainless steel, square
80 x 80 μm

150 – 2,700
μm

Stainless steel, square
80 x 80 μm

130 – 397 μm

Sunflower O/W
emulsions stabilised
by Tween 20, WPI
Sunflower O/W
emulsions stabilised
by Tween 20
Sunflower O/W
emulsions stabilised
by Tween 20, SDS,
Brij 97, lecithin
(placed in oil or in
water phase )
Triglycerin O/W
emulsions stabilised
by silica particles
Triglycerin O/W
emulsions stabilised
by silica particles
Paraffin, ethyl acetate,
sunflower O/W
emulsions (co-)
stabilised by particles
(silica, PDMA –
PMMA PS latex) and
emulsifiers (SDS,
HDTMABr, Tween
20)
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300 – 1500 rpm

Not
specified

[152]

10 – 180 kPa (50 –
12,500 L m-2 h-1)

100 – 2000 rpm

Span
0.72 –
2.21

[153]

20 – 150 kPa

100 – 2000 rpm

Not
specified

[154]

0.075 – 75 mL h-1
(0.8 – 800 L m-2 h-1)

500 – 1500 rpm

0.3 – 0.7% [13]

0.075 – 75 mL h-1
(0.8 – 800 L m-2 h-1)

500 – 1500 rpm

Not
specified

[12]

Fixed 50 kPa

Fixed 1000 rpm

10.2 –
33.7%

[15]

25 – 100 kPa

The long-term stability induced by adsorption of colloidal particles at liquid-liquid interfaces
also attracted interest for the production of particle-stabilised emulsions via RME. Currently
three studies report utilisation of colloidal solid particles (silica, PDMA-PMMA PS latex
particles) alone or in combinations with various types of low molecular weight emulsifiers
[12, 13, 15]. A critical adsorption time existed for sufficient coverage of droplets by particles
and this could be controlled by the oil flux and the rotational speed of the membrane [12, 13].
Additionally, effective co-stabilisation of emulsions depended on the interactions between
particles and emulsifiers and their concentrations in the bulk phase [15].

2.5.3. Factors influencing emulsion microstructure in DME
The prediction of the droplet size and distribution of an emulsion prepared with the membrane
emulsification process is not an easy task as it involves many parameters that influence the
emulsion microstructure simultaneously. Overall, three main groups are distinguished and

Fig. 2.10: Factors influencing emulsion microstructure as delivered by membrane
emulsification.
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they are related with the formulation. processing and membrane properties as it can be seen in
Fig. 2.10 [112]. In order to discuss these, it is necessary to understand droplet formation
mechanisms from droplet growth to detachment from the membrane and the forces that are
involved. A force balance model is used to describe single droplet formation and detachment
from a membrane pore. According to this model, droplet formation and detachment is a
consequence of an imbalance of forces acting on the droplet emerging from the pore. The
following forces have been identified [142, 155]:
-

Interfacial tension or capillary force (Fγ): is the force exerted by the dispersed phase
and resists detachment of the droplet.
𝐹𝛾 = 𝛾𝜋𝑑𝑝

(2.12)

where γ is the interfacial tension between the two phases and dp is the average membrane pore
diameter.
-

Static pressure force (FSP): is the force applied to the droplet due to the difference in
the pressure between the continuous and the dispersed phase.
𝐹𝑆𝑃

𝛾𝜋𝑑𝑝2
=
𝐷

(2.13)

where D is the average droplet diameter.
-

Dynamic lift force (FL): is the component of the force applied by the fluid on the
surface of a droplet at a perpendicular direction to the flow. The other component is
the viscous drag force that is parallel to the flow direction.
𝐹𝐿 =

1.5 3 0.5
𝑘𝐿 𝜏𝑤
𝐷 𝜌𝑐
𝜂𝑐

(2.14)

where kL is the lift coefficient (equal to 0.765 [156]), τw the wall shear stress, ρc the
continuous phase density and ηc the continuous phase viscosity.
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-

Buoyancy force (FBG): is the force generated by the difference in the densities of the
two phases.
𝐹𝐵𝐺

-

𝜋𝐷3 (𝜌𝑐 − 𝜌𝑑 )𝑔
=
6

(2.15)

Inertial force (FI): the force caused by the dispersed phase flow through the membrane
pore.
𝐹𝐼 = 𝜌𝑑 𝑢𝑑2 𝑎𝑛

(2.16)

where ud is the average dispersed phase velocity within the membrane pore and αn is the
cross sectional area of the droplet neck.
-

Viscous drag force (FD): exerted by the continuous phase due to the flow that can be
in a direction parallel to the membrane (cross-flow) or tangential to the membrane
(RME) and is valid for Reynolds numbers smaller than 1000. This expression results
from Stokes [157] and in the latter case of RME:
𝐹𝐷 = 3𝑘𝑤 𝜋𝜂𝑐 𝑢𝑐𝑚 𝐷

(2.17)

where kw is the wall correction factor (equal to 1,7 for RME [158]), ucm is the velocity
difference between the continuous phase and the membrane surface and is usually
approximated with the tangential velocity of the droplet at the membrane surface, ut where
ut=ωR, with ω the angular rotational velocity and R the distance between the centre of the
membrane and the centre of the droplet and R1 the membrane radius. The angular velocity is
ω=2πΝ/60 where N is the rotational velocity of the membrane in rpm.
-

Push-off force (Fpush-off): this is the force applied between sterically stabilised droplets
as they grow in adjacent pores and contributes to their detachment. This has been
derived by Kosvintsev et al. [143]:
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1
2
(𝐷6 −𝐿6
𝑠)
3
)(𝐷 6 −2𝐿6𝑠 )
𝛾𝜋𝐷 𝐿𝑠 arcsin(
𝐷3

𝐹𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ−𝑜𝑓𝑓 =

+

3
2(𝐷 6 −𝐿6𝑠 )2

𝛾𝜋𝑑2 𝐿7𝑠

1
𝐿6 2
2(𝐷 6 −𝐿6𝑠 )( 𝑠2 )
𝐷

−

2𝛾𝜋𝐿2𝑠
3𝐷

(2.18)

where Ls is the pore spacing and arcsin is the inverse of the sine function.
A schematic representation of all possible forces acting on a droplet before detachment during
RME can be seen in Fig. 2.11.
Two studies report on models that consider the rotational motion of the membrane [151, 158].
In both studies, only the interfacial tension and the viscous tangential drag forces are
considered. The buoyant force is neglected because the density difference between the two
liquids is minimal and the magnitude of the dynamic lift and inertial forces is much lower
than the rest of the forces acting on the droplet [142]. The static pressure force is also
neglected when the droplet diameter is equal or greater than the neck diameter (the neck
diameter is approximated to the membrane pore diameter [159]). A push-off force should also
be considered according to Egidi et al., but this is not expected to be applicable for SPG
membranes [143].
Using a torque balance, the droplet size can be predicted as:
1/2
2𝛾
𝐷 = 𝑑𝑝 (
)
3𝑘𝑤 𝑟𝜂𝑐 𝜔

(2.19)

where dp is the average membrane pore diameter, γ the interfacial tension between oil and
water phases, r the distance between the central axis of the membrane and the droplet centre,
ηc the viscosity of the continuous phase and ω the angular velocity of the membrane surface.
As it can be seen from Eq. (2.19) the droplet size decreases when smaller membrane pore size
is used, and also with decreasing interfacial tension. Lower interfacial tension force leaves the
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droplet exposed to higher detachment forces (Fig. 2.11) thus the droplet detaches earlier and
possesses a smaller volume. This was experimentally confirmed by Van der Graaf et al.
[160]. Furthermore, the droplet size reduces with increasing continuous phase viscosity and
rotational velocity which is also reported by Pawlik et al. as a result of the increased viscous
drag force [152].

Fig. 2.11: Simplified schematic representation of forces applied on a droplet during RME.
The viscous tangential drag force (FD) points towards the paper surface.
However, the experimental calculations may present variations due to the model limitations.
Firstly, the volumetric contribution through the neck of the droplet during the detachment
stage is not considered. This could lead to a significant underestimation of the droplet size
because droplets will detach without experiencing ‘necking’ [155]. The rest of the limitations
concern the membrane properties such as the pore spacing, pore geometry and wettability.
Droplets may be spontaneously deformed from membrane pores that are not perpendicular to
the membrane surface or they have a non-circular geometry such as SPG membranes or
microsieves. The droplets emerging from such pores are initially deformed due to the
asymmetrical forces acting on them, therefore in order to regain a more thermodynamically
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favourable status (that is the minimum surface free energy) they detach to adopt a spherical
shape instantaneously [161]. The latter mechanism also occurs at low shear and high
dispersed phase fluxes due to the ‘push-off’ force and this can affect the accuracy of the
model [159]. As the droplets grow from adjacent pores and permeate in the continuous phase,
provided they are sufficiently stabilised with emulsifier, a ‘push-off’ force is generated due to
steric hindrance that causes droplets to deform and finally they detach as described earlier
resulting in smaller droplet size than expected. This mechanism occurs when fast diffusing/
adsorbing emulsifiers are used ensuring fast coverage of droplets, whilst membranes with
high active pore fraction and small short pore spacing (e.g. laser drilled metal membranes
with straight-through pores) are more likely to enhance this event. [143, 159]. Finally,
membrane wettability is also not considered. If the dispersed phase wets the membrane (large
contact angle between membrane-oil-water) it may result in contact line expansion thus the
droplet may occupy two or more pores ultimately leading to detachment and formation of
larger droplets [127].
Having seen the types of forces acting on the droplets during DME, two mechanisms may be
distinguished depending on which forces prevail [162]. In shear-controlled DME shear
stresses dominate droplet formation and larger droplets are produced with increasing
dispersed phase flux due to the contribution of the neck during the detachment stage [163].
This mechanism occurs typically in membranes that include circular pores e.g. laser drilled
metal and microsieve screens and an example is the ‘push-off force’ droplet formation that
was described earlier. Droplet formation can also occur under the interfacial tension
(spontaneous detachment)-controlled mechanism involving two regimes that are defined by
the dimensionless capillary number of the dispersed phase:
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𝐶𝑎𝑑 =

𝜂𝑑 𝑢𝑑
𝛾

(2.20)

where ηd is the viscosity of the dispersed phase and ud is the average velocity of the dispersed
phase inside the pore which can be calculated by the Fanning equation for laminar flow in a
cylindrical tube:

𝑢𝑑 =

𝑑𝑝2
𝛥𝑃
32𝜂𝑑 𝐿𝑝

(2.21)

𝐿𝑝 = 𝜉𝐿𝑚
where dp is the average membrane pore diameter, ΔP is the transmembrane pressure and Lp is
the length of the pore channel which is calculated by multiplying the membrane thickness Lm
by the mean pore tortuosity ξ (1 for straight-through channels and 1.3 for SPG membrane
[132]).
The dispersed phase capillary number then can be used to evaluate the droplet formation
regime. When the interfacial tension force (denominator) exceeds the inertial forces
(numerator) the droplet forms in the dripping regime and it does not depend on the dispersed
phase flux or the shear stress. Dripping occurs at low dispersed phase fluxes where Cad is
small. At higher fluxes the inertial forces dominate and the droplets form at the continuous
outflow regime where they become large prior to their detachment. If the dispersed phase flux
is maintained high and high shear is applied, a filament of dispersed phase (jet) will form
parallel to the membrane surface and the droplet will detach due to Rayleigh instabilities
[164]. A third regime may occur known a squeezing regime that is likely to occur at low
dispersed fluxes and low shear for droplets growing in a narrow downstream channel,
however this is unlikely to happen in membrane emulsification as the annular gap between the
membrane and the continuous phase vessel wall is much larger than the droplets. Indicatively,
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Siugura et al. have proposed that transition occurs when the dispersed phase capillary number
exceeds roughly 0.056 [162]. Because jetting may cause droplets to break-off randomly very
polydisperse emulsions are produced, therefore emulsification in the dripping regime is
suggested to ensure high uniformity. Transition from dripping to continuous outflow and
jetting does not occur at the same time for all droplets growing at different pores due to
different local hydrodynamic conditions at the proximity of each pore.
Finally, the emulsion microstructure is also influenced by the hydrodynamic conditions in the
continuous phase and close to the membrane surface so these must also be considered. In
RME, operation at high rotational velocities is expected to increase the shear that is applied
on the droplets during their formation on the pores thus increasing the magnitude of viscous
drag force resulting in smaller emulsion droplets. The shear rate on the membrane surface has
been calculated by Vladisavljevic et al. based on concentric cylinders geometry (assuming
cylindrical continuous phase vessel):
𝛾̇ 𝑅𝑀𝐸

𝜋𝑅12 𝑁
=
15(𝑅22 − 𝑅12 )

(2.22)

where N is the rotational velocity, R1 is the outer radius of the membrane and R2 the inner
radius of the emulsion production vessel.
High rotational velocities are possible to give rise to turbulence in the same way it was
described for conventional high energy mixing in previous sections and as a consequence
Taylor vortices may form in the continuous phase close to the forming droplets. The
dimensionless Reynolds is used once more to predict the flow regime in RME however this is
adjusted to take into account the concentric cylinder geometry where the inner cylinder
rotates. This has been developed by Schadler et al. and can be estimated as follows:
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𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 𝜔𝑅1 (𝑅2 − 𝑅1 )

𝜌𝑐
𝜂𝑐

(2.23)

where Rec is the Reynolds number of the continuous phase, ω the angular velocity of
membrane surface, ρc the density and ηc the viscosity of the continuous phase. Increasing the
gap size and the rotational velocity results in increase in turbulence and the formation of
turbulent eddies can be predicted by the Taylor number:
2(𝑅2 − 𝑅1 )
𝑇𝑎 = 𝑅𝑒𝑐 √
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

(2.24)

There is a critical Taylor number (~41.3) above which small Taylor vortices appear and the
flow regime changes from laminar to turbulent inertial. As it can be seen from Eq. (2.23) and
(2.24) formation of Taylor vortices is favoured when continuous phases of low viscosity are
used.
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Chapter 3
3.

Materials and Methods
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3.1. Materials
Emulsions were made from distilled water (de-ionised and filtrated in a reverse osmosis unit)
and commercial sunflower oil with a viscosity of 0.066 Pa s and density 915 g/l. Particles
used as emulsifiers were Ludox SM colloidal silica provided in aqueous suspension 30 wt.%,
hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose powder (HPMC, Mn ≈ 10000), colloidal microcrystalline
cellulose (CMCC) and rutin hydrate, all purchased from Sigma - Aldrich, UK. The refractive
index (RI) in water was found in the MSDS data sheet from the supplier’s database:
sunflower oil (1.467), CMCC (1.470), Rutin (1.765), silica (1.450), HPMC (1.470).
Polysorbate 20 (Tween 20) with HLB 16.7 was used as LMW emulsifier and was provided
from Sigma - Aldrich, UK as a yellow viscous liquid with a CMC of 0.098 g L-1 in the
continuous phase (or 0.09 wt.% in a 10 wt.% O/W emulsion).
Whey protein isolate (WPI) was used as high molecular weight (HMW) emulsifier and was
provided from Volac UK with a protein content of 91%, fat 0.8%, ash 3%, lactose 3%, bulk
density of 0.43 g/ml and 5.5% moisture. Sodium azide was purchased from Sigma - Aldrich
UK. Hydrochloric acid (HCl 30 wt.% solution) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH pellets) were
also purchased from Sigma - Aldrich UK.

3.2. Methods
3.2.1. Preparation of continuous phase
3.2.1.1. Particle suspensions
Aqueous suspensions of silica particles were prepared by diluting the original 30 wt.%
suspension with distilled water to the desired concentration and the pH was adjusted to 2 with
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HCl solutions (0.5M and 1M) to decrease the surface charge of particles and enable them to
pack closely once they adsorb to oil droplet surface in order to prevent destabilisation.
Suspensions of HPMC, CMCC and rutin particles were made by dissolving the powder in
distilled water and were kept at their native pH. All particle suspensions were heated at 45°C
for 45-50 mins whilst agitating with a magnetic stirrer. Following this, they were processed in
batches of 80 g with an ultrasonic probe (VC750 Ultrasonic Vibra-Cell processor, Sonics &
Materials Inc, USA) at 20 kHz for 2 minutes and they were left stirring until cooled down to
ambient temperature.

3.2.1.2. Solutions of emulsifiers
Solutions of emulsifiers were made by dissolving the required amount of Tween 20 or WPI in
distilled water whilst agitating gently with a magnetic stirrer overnight. The pH was adjusted
by addition of HCl or NaOH from stock solutions (0.5M or 1M).
3.2.1.3. Particle-emulsifier mixtures
The aqueous mixtures of particles and Tween 20 were prepared by adding the appropriate
amount of Tween 20 in the particle suspension followed by ultrasound treatment as described
previously. For the preparation of the mixtures of particles and WPI, the particles were added
in the WPI solution, followed by ultrasound. Prior to ultrasound, the pH of the mixtures
containing silica particles and HPMC particles was adjusted to 2 and 6.5 respectively. Stock
solutions of HCl and NaOH 0.5M and 1M were prepared and where necessary, the pH of the
aqueous phase was adjusted.
For all continuous phases containing WPI, sodium azide was used at a concentration of 0.01
wt.% to prevent bacterial growth.
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A summary of the continuous phases and their abbreviations used in Chapter 5 can be seen in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Composition of continuous phase and their abbreviations used in Chapters 5 &
6. Concentration of all particles was 3 wt.% in all cases. Concentrations were in wt.%:
weight of individual species over the weight of the final emulsion.
Aqueous phase
3% Silica
3% HPMC
0.05% Tween 20
3% Tween 20
0.05% WPI
3% WPI
3% Silica / 0.05% Tween 20
3% Silica / 3% Tween 20
3% Silica / 0.05% WPI
3% Silica / 3% WPI
3% HPMC / 0.05% Tween 20
3% HPMC / 3% Tween 20
3% HPMC / 0.05% WPI
3% HPMC / 3% WPI

Abbreviation
S
H
0.05T
3T
0.05W
3W
S / 0.05T
S / 3T
S / 0.05W
S / 3W
H / 0.05T
H / 3T
H / 0.05W
H / 3W

3.2.2. Emulsification
Oil-in-water emulsion batches of 110 g containing 10 wt.% oil in all cases were produced in a
150 ml emulsion production vessel with 55 mm internal diameter. All concentrations are
expressed as weight fractions: weight of individual species over the weight of the final
emulsion (wt.%). Emulsions were produced via a rotating membrane and a high shear mixer.
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3.2.2.1. Rotating Membrane Emulsification (RME)
A rotating membrane emulsification device was used to make 110 g of emulsion that
contained 10 wt.% oil at different rotational velocities and transmembrane pressures (Fig.
3.1).

Fig. 3.1: Schematic representation of rotating membrane emulsification set-up.

It consisted of a dispersed phase tank connected with an overhead stirrer under which a metal
shaft was placed and a tubular membrane was connected at the bottom of the shaft. Two types
of membranes were used, a hydrophilic Shirasu Porous Glass (SPG Technology Co. Ltd,
Miyazaki, Japan) and a laser-drilled Stainless Steel membrane (Laser Micromachining
Limited, UK); their properties can be seen in Table 3.2. The membrane was allowed to soak
in the continuous phase overnight prior to emulsification the next day. Then it was submerged
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into a cylindrical plastic vessel with a 55 mm internal diameter which was filled with the
continuous phase. A balance was placed under the emulsion production tank to calculate the
amount of oil dispersed during the experiment. The sunflower oil was allowed to fill the
membrane which also facilitated removal of air from the system and the dispersed phase tank
was pressurised with compressed air. The rotational speed was set on the overhead stirrer and
the experiment was initiated by opening the dispersed phase valve. Once the desired mass of
the dispersed phase was read on the balance, the valve and the overhead stirrer were switched
off and the emulsion was taken for analysis within the day. After finishing the experiment the
membrane was sonicated in Tween 20 solution until the solution was clear. The same was
repeated with pure ethanol for 3 hours and after rinsing with distilled water the membrane was
dried in the oven for 12 h at 60 °C followed by sonication in distilled water.
Table 3.2: Specifications of membranes used in this study. The porosity of SPG membrane
has been estimated by [132] and of SS is calculated in Appendix C.
Membrane specifications
Material
Average pore diameter, dp (μm)
Porosity (%)
Tortuosity, ξ (-)
Wall thickness, Lm (mm)
Length (mm)
Outer radius, R1 (mm)
Effective surface area. Am (cm2)

SPG
Shirasu Porous Glass
6.1
56
1.23
1
45
5
14.1

SS
Stainless steel
50
0.8
1
1
60
5
15.7

3.2.2.2. High Shear Mixer (HSM)
A Silverson L5M high shear mixer with a stainless steel screen (I.D. 22 mm, wall thickness
0.5 mm), containing circular pores of 1 mm diameter and 21 mm impeller was also used to
produce emulsions. The entire amount of oil was directly poured into the vessel which
contained the aqueous suspension phase and the rotational speed of the impeller was set at
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4000, 7000 and 10000 rpm (max. speed). The process time varied between 1 – 3 minutes and
determined the production rate.
An overview of the operating parameters can be seen in Table 3.3. The shear rate is used
instead of the shear stress as the latter is changing with varying rotational velocity for shear
thickening continuous phases. This has been calculated by Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (2.4) for RME
and HSM respectively.
Table 3.3: Operating conditions and shear rate values for all emulsification systems.

Emulsification process
Rotating Membrane (RME)

Transmembrane
Pressure
10 – 150 kPa

High Shear Mixer (HSM)

Processing time
1 – 3 mins

Rotational velocity
(rpm)
100
1000
2000

Shear rate
(s-1)
0.7
7.2
14.3

4000
7000
10000

8800
15400
22000

3.2.3. Analytical techniques
3.2.3.1. Particle and emulsion droplet size measurement
The particle size of suspensions and emulsion droplet size were determined by static multiangle light scattering (SMLS) [165] using a Mastersizer (Malvern Instruments, UK) with a
Hydro 2000 SA suspension cell unit. The refractive index of sunflower oil was used to
determine the emulsion droplet size, whereas the refractive indices of the particles were used
to measure the particle size of the particle suspensions. For mixtures of particles and
emulsifiers the refractive index of the particle was used. For suspensions with particle size
less than 1 μm a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments. UK) was used deploying dynamic
light scattering (DLS) [166]. Particle size measured with Zetasizer was expressed as the Z-
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average or cumulants mean (ZD), while the polydispersity index (PDI) was used to describe
the width distribution. PDI values between 0.1 – 0.4 are considered highly monodisperse
values whereas greater than 0.4 are considered more polydisperse [167]. Emulsion droplet
size was expressed as D43 (volume weighted mean) but another expression is also met D32
which is the surface weighted mean diameter. Within this thesis, the emulsion droplet size
was reported as D43 unless stated otherwise and the value of span represented the width of the
distribution. The lower the span value, the more monodisperse an emulsion is, but definite
values have not been reported.
𝛴𝑛𝑖 𝐷𝑖4
𝛴𝑛𝑖 𝐷𝑖3

(3.1)

𝐷90 − 𝐷10
𝐷50

(3.2)

𝜎2
𝛧𝐷2

(3.3)

𝐷43 =

𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛 =

𝑃𝐷𝐼 =

Where ni is the number of droplets, Di (i=1 – 100) indicates the volume diameter of which n%
of the volume distribution is below this value, σ is the standard deviation (assuming a
Gaussian size distribution), and ZD is the intensity-weighted mean diameter. Stability of the
emulsions was evaluated by measuring emulsion droplet size throughout a 3 week period.
3.2.3.2. Zeta-potential measurements
Zeta potential was measured by electrophoretic light scattering [168] using a Zetasizer Nano
ZS (Malvern Instruments. UK). Zeta potential and Z-average size were simultaneously
recorded using a MPT-2 Titrator attached to the Zetasizer main unit. Prior to titration, the
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samples were prepared at native pH and then the pH was adjusted with 0.1M HCl and NaOH
as titrants.

3.2.4. Microstructure visualisation
Images of oil droplets and the membrane surface were captured by a light microscope (Leica
DM 2500 LED). A drop of each emulsion sample was placed on a thin glass slide under the
microscope and analysed in different magnifications. Membranes were placed directly under
the microscope and light was illuminated properly towards the surface to obtain a clear view
of the pores. Cryogenic scanning electron microscopy (Cryo-SEM; Philips XL30 FEG
ESSEM) was also used to visualise oil droplet surface. One drop of the emulsion was placed
on a sample holder and was frozen to -173 °C with liquid nitrogen. Then the sample was
transferred to a preparation chamber; the heating was turned on to reach a temperature of -90
°C and the samples were fractured under vacuum in order to remove water components. The
heating was turned off, and the samples were dusted with gold particles and scanned whilst
maintaining the temperature at -140 °C with the addition of liquid nitrogen.
The surface of oil droplets stabilised by rutin hydrate was visualised through atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The droplets were imaged on the imaging-intermittent Contact mode on
the atomic force microscope (JPK Instruments, Germany). The measurements were carried
out in the diluted emulsion sample with a probe having a spring constant 2.7 N m-1 and
resonance frequency 80 kHz (Windsor Scientific, UK). The images acquired were analysed
with JPKSPM data processing software.
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3.2.5. Viscosity measurements
The apparent viscosity of the continuous phase was measured as a function of shear rate with
a Kinexus Pro rotational rheometer (Malvern Instruments, UK). A cup and bob geometry was
used at 20°C for a range of shear rates between 0.1 and 100 s-1. The viscosity flow curves
were fitted to the power law model and the obtained consistency (A) and power law index (n)
values were used to evaluate (non-) Newtonian performance of the continuous phase:

𝜂𝑐 = 𝐴𝛾̇ 𝑛−1

(3.4)

where ηc is the continuous phase dynamic viscosity, A is the consistency, 𝛾̇ the shear rate and
n is the power law index. For n~1 the fluid is Newtonian, n>>1 shear thickening and n<<1
shear thinning.

3.2.6. Dispersed phase rate and flux measurements
A lab balance (OHAUS Pioneer Plus Precision PA2202) was placed under the emulsification
vessel and was connected with a netbook through a USB communication able. The mass of oil
introduced in the continuous phase was recorded every second and the data were saved in an
excel sheet. The oil flux was then estimated:

𝐽𝑑 =

𝑀𝑑
𝜌𝑑 𝐴𝑚 𝑡𝑝

(3.5)

where Md is the total mass of oil incorporated in the emulsion, ρd the density of the oil phase,
Am the effective membrane surface area and tp the time for processing the emulsion.
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3.2.7. Energy consumption measurements
The power consumed during emulsification is subject to change due to the extra work that the
overhead stirrer consumes to maintain the rotational velocity of the shaft. This is because in
direct ME (thus in RME), the dispersed phase is gradually introduced in the continuous phase
increasing the emulsion viscosity that causes greater friction between the rotating shaft and
the emulsion. Lloyd et al. have described the approach used in this case for batch RME and it
involves the average power consumption between two extreme situations that would
correspond to the beginning and the end of the emulsification process: pure continuous phase
and emulsion containing 10 wt.% oil (or the desired fraction of dispersed phase) [154]. The
power consumption was measured by a plug-in power meter (Watts up Pro, Electronic
Educational Devices Inc., USA).Thus the average energy density can be estimated for the
duration of the emulsification, then Eq. (2.9) becomes:
𝜀𝑣,𝐻𝑆𝑀 =

𝑃 𝑡𝑝 𝜌𝑒
𝛭𝑒

(3.6)

where P is the average power draw measured by the power meter, tp the duration of the
emulsification process, ρe the emulsion density and Me the mass of the produced emulsion.
So by decreasing the processing time or the emulsion volume, the process becomes more
energy efficient which agrees with the reports of Walstra & Smulders [102].
As discussed in the thesis literature, for RME the compression of the oil should be added so
the energy density can be calculated as follows:

𝜀𝑣,𝑅𝑀𝐸 =

(𝑃 𝑡𝑝 + 𝛥𝑃𝑉𝑑 ) 𝜌𝑒
𝛭𝑒

where ΔP is the transmembrane pressure and Vd the dispersed phase volume.
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(3.7)

Statistical analysis
Analysis of variance (one-way Anova) was performed to evaluate significant differences
between the measurements with regards to zeta potential and particle size (obtained from
DLS). Data were checked for normal distribution and equality of variance before analysis of
variance whilst Tukey’s HSD test was deployed for multiple comparisons of means.
Significance was chosen as p < 0.05. The statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
software package (IBM SPSS Statistics, US). All emulsion data plotted in the present work
are averaged values of a triplicate of measurements provided as: μ ± 2 s (μ: average value, and
s: standard deviation). The same approach was taken for the calculation of the error bars
shown in all figures. Data is expected to be within this range (μ ± 2 s) with a confidence of
more than 95%.
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Chapter 4
Surfactant-free Pickering Emulsions produced via

4.

Rotating Membrane Emulsification

Data and discussions contained within this chapter have been submitted for publication
within:
Arkoumanis, P.G., Norton, I.T. and Spyropoulos, F. (2019). Surfactant-free Pickering
emulsions via rotating membrane emulsification. RSC Soft Matter.
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Abstract
In this study, O/W emulsions were produced with a range of particles of demonstrated
Pickering functionality using a rotating membrane emulsification set-up equipped with a
hydrophilic 6.1 μm pore diameter SPG membrane. Emulsion microstructure was investigated
with regards to the droplet size and stability under different formulation (particle
concentration & type), and processing conditions (transmembrane pressure, rotational
velocity). Emulsions prepared with silica nanoparticles presented a stable droplet size
between 22 – 36 μm at a rotational velocity of 2000 rpm and up to a transmembrane pressure
of 50 kPa (corresponding to production rate of 2.8 kg h-1). Stable emulsions with droplet sizes
between 38 – 96 μm were produced by rutin particles at 2000 rpm with production rates up to
three times larger than silica ones, whereas emulsions prepared with aqueous suspensions of
HPMC and CMCC particles phase separated within hours in all cases. The established
hydrodynamic conditions close to the membrane surface were influenced by the rheological
behaviour of aqueous particle suspensions upon changing the rotational velocity, resulting in
different droplet detachment times. The lower viscosity of silica suspensions for the rotational
velocities examined (100 – 2000 rpm), led to enhanced turbulence in the continuous phase
that in turn facilitated earlier droplet detachment, resulting in smaller emulsion droplet size
than rutin stabilised emulsions by 16 – 29% at the investigated transmembrane pressure of 50
kPa.
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4.1. Introduction
Membrane emulsification has been thoroughly studied by numerous researchers as an
alternative process to manufacture a wide range of emulsion microstructures for use in food,
cosmetic and pharmaceutical products [129]. Benefits of this technique have been attributed
to the low energy consumption and controllability of the final product yielding highly
monodispersed structures as opposed to the traditional emulsification methods (e.g. rotorstator machines, colloid mill, high-pressure homogeniser) [91]. Current records include
simple and double emulsions stabilised with classic emulsifiers (surfactants and several
biopolymers), however the field of Pickering emulsions remains largely unexplored [2]. The
challenge stems from the fact that, as a low-energy emulsification method, membrane
emulsification cannot deliver antagonistic adsorption rates for particles, as opposed to
traditional emulsification methods that operate under continuous mixing and dissipate higher
amount of energy in the emulsion.
The importance of adsorption kinetics is discussed in the work of Yuan et al., who studied the
effect of certain parameters (processing and formulation) on the microstructure of silicastabilised emulsions prepared with a rotating membrane reactor [13]. The authors suggested
that a critical adsorption time occurs for the sufficient coverage of oil droplets by particles
that can be manipulated by process conditions (oil flux, rotating velocity). When the critical
adsorption time was longer than the droplet generation time, emulsification failed. This study
investigated further the effect of particle concentration on the emulsion, and it was argued that
it should be maintained at sufficient levels to increase the possibility of their effective
collision with the oil droplets [12].
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Another study has focused on the production of monodisperse O/W Pickering emulsions
deploying PNIPAM and Kollicoat (pH responsive) particles. For this, they deployed a stirredcell type SPG membrane kit with different pore size and they showed that it is possible to
produce quite monodispersed droplets (CV≈15%) up to a droplet size of 50 μm [169]. Same
membrane set-up but with a metal membrane (5μm pore diameter) was used by Thompson et
al., reporting relatively polydisperse (CV as low as 25%) O/W Pickering emulsions stabilised
with polystyrene particles, depending on the stirring rate and oil flux [170].
As understood, despite the huge potential of membrane emulsification to produce
monodisperse microstructures, only several studies are available and focus on certain types of
Pickering particles with specific functionality, whilst stability of the subsequent Pickering
emulsions is not considered. This study investigates the potential of a range of edible particles
of

demonstrated

Pickering

functionality

to

produce

controlled

stable

emulsion

microstructures, without the addition of any type of surface active species, via rotating
membrane emulsification. Formulation (particle concentration, type) and process parameters
(transmembrane pressure, rotating velocity) are used to control emulsion microstructure and
the stability of the produced emulsions was tested for a period of 3 weeks.

4.2. Results and discussion
4.2.1. Aqueous particle suspension behaviour
4.2.1.1. Effect of the pH environment
Fig. 4.1 demonstrates the effect of pH on the particle size and zeta potential of a range of
particle suspensions at a fixed concentration of 1.5 wt.% and ambient temperature. These
titrations were carried out to investigate the optimum pH of the suspensions. The investigated
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pH range was 2 – 10, covering the native pH values and IEP’s of all particles suspended in
water. It was observed that at low pH values the zeta potential net value decreased and the
particle size appeared to be increased compared to higher pH values (Fig. 4.1A). HPMC had
the least variations compared to the rest of the particles throughout the whole pH range. Zetapotential of HPMC suspensions showed no substantial changes ranging from -8 mV to 2 mV
with the IEP appearing at pH 2, demonstrating a rather weak surface charge throughout the
pH range. These measurements comply well with the findings of other studies, reporting that
HPMC’s were found to be of non-ionic nature so they are not expected to be considerably
affected by pH [86, 171]. On the other hand, zeta-potential of the rest of the particles was
found to vary greatly throughout the pH range. Zeta-potential of rutin particles increased
rapidly when pH varied between 6.5 and 10 whilst demonstrating considerable changes at pH
values between 2 and 6.5. The IEP was present at pH 5, in line with the IEP observed by
Duffus et al., who also studied the zeta-potential of aqueous rutin dispersions at a range of pH
values [11]. In the same study, the authors reported a high zeta-potential for aqueous CMCC
suspensions due to the oxidation of –OH groups located at the backbone of the molecule.
These values are consistent with our findings as the CMCC aqueous suspensions presented
the highest net surface charge compared to the rest of the particles at alcalic pH value (~10),
and the largest change by approximately 45 mV at pH 2. The zeta- potential of aqueous silica
suspensions was approximately -40 mV at its native pH 10, carrying an almost neutral charge
(-0.25 mV) at its IEP pH 2.1. These values are in accordance with the work of Hasan et al.
who investigated the pH dependence on zeta-potential for a range of colloidal silica [172].
The authors found that silica particles carried a strong negative charge (~ -50 mV) at alcalic
pH close to 9 that was attributed to the full ionisation of silanol groups at pH >8.
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Fig. 4.1: Z-potential and particle size as a function of pH for silica (Native pH: 10), HPMC
(Native pH: 6.2), Rutin (Native pH: 5.1) and CMCC (Native pH: 5.9) at a particle
concentration of 1.5 wt.%, as measured by DLS. Each data point represents an average of a
triplicate of measurements and error bars represent one standard deviation. Where not
visible, error bars are smaller than the symbols.
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Then by adding HCl the zeta-potential gradually decreased to reach -10 mV at pH 3 close to
the IEP; a trend similar to our findings.
Given the decrease in the net surface charge that almost all particle suspensions undergo upon
lowering of the pH, with the exception of HPMC that exhibits less significant changes, this
effect could reduce the electrostatic repulsion between particles and lead to flocculation. This
effect has been discussed before by Wolf et al. who reported that lowering the pH resulted in
increased particle diameter (as measured through DLS) due to the flocculation of silica
particles [74]. Indeed this is confirmed by the changes in the particle size as measured through
DLS (Fig. 4.1B). There is no clear trend indicating increase in the particle size of aqueous
HPMC suspensions through the entire pH range, however a slight increase for silica
suspensions by approximately 15 nm was observed when reducing pH from its native value to
its IEP. Particle size of Rutin and CMCC aqueous suspensions was measured through SMLS
as their large particle size could decrease accuracy of measurements through DLS, and the
results are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Average particle size D32, and span of 1.5 wt.% particle suspensions at native pH
and at the Isoelectric Point (IEP).
Native pH
Particle
type
Silica
HPMC
Rutin
CMCC
Silica
HPMC
Rutin
CMCC

pH
10
6.2
5.1
5.9
2.1
2.2
5.2
1.9

D32
(μm)
0.02 ± 0.00
0.42 ± 0.00
1.59 ± 0.13
5.20 ± 0.02
IEP
0.04 ± 0.00
0.49 ± 0.04
7.51 ± 0.42
63.3 ± 0.44
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Span
(-)
26.8 ± 7.04
1.71 ± 0.09

PDI
(-)
0.35 ± 0.00
0.61 ± 0.12
-

3.02 ± 0.14
1.91 ± 0.05

0.24 ± 0.00
0.56 ± 0.13
-

The results obtained for the rest of the particles through DLS are also included to facilitate
comparisons. Again it was observed that decreasing the pH of the suspension led to increased
particle diameter of rutin and CMCC that was almost 5 and 12 times larger respectively at the
IEP. This suggested that particle flocculation occurred mainly at low pH values, but not at the
same extent for all particles and it could be attributed to the approaching of the particles as a
result of their reduced surface charge. This could suggest a criterion for choosing the optimum
pH of particle suspensions since weak flocculation of particles has been documented to aid
the preparation of stable particle-stabilised emulsions [74].
4.2.1.2. Effect of shear on the viscosity of aqueous particle suspensions
In rotating membrane emulsification shear is induced by the rotation of the membrane. By
increasing rotational velocity and decreasing the gap between the outer membrane surface and
the inner wall of the vessel, the shear on the membrane surface increases [149]. This may
cause an increase in the drag force exerted from the continuous phase leading to premature
detachment of droplets [144].
Pawlik et al. have reported that, during rotating membrane emulsification, emulsion droplets
of smaller diameter were able to be produced due to the greater drag force caused by the
increased viscosity of the continuous phase [152]. However, the opposite trend was found by
Lloyd et al. who studied the effect of the viscosity of the continuous phase (by addition of
glycerol) on the droplet size of emulsions stabilised with 1 wt.% Tween 20 and produced via
a rotating membrane apparatus. They postulate that increased continuous phase viscosity
resulted in larger emulsion droplets because detached droplets would not be able to be carried
away from the membrane surface, thus giving rise to coalescence events [153]. Therefore, it
was necessary to estimate viscosity of different formulations of the continuous phase under a
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defined shear rate in order to evaluate the effect of viscosity during emulsification at a
constant rotational velocity. Dispersed phase viscosity effects were not considered here, as the
same dispersed phase (sunflower oil) was used at all times.
Fig. 4.2 shows the dependency of the apparent viscosity on the shear rate of the aqueous
particle suspension for a range of shear rates between 0.1 s-1 and 100 s-1. In general it can be
seen that throughout the entire range of shear rates, silica and HPMC suspensions
demonstrated lower viscosity and a Newtonian behaviour, unlike rutin and CMCC
suspensions that followed a shear thinning trend. The Newtonian behaviour of silica particle
suspensions agrees with the Einstein equation for dilute particle suspensions, according to the
work of Katepalli et al. [173]. The authors also reported that the Newtonian behaviour of
silica particle suspension persisted in a shear region between 0.1 and 100 s -1, even when interparticle repulsions were reduced; that could resemble our system of silica particles prepared at
pH 2. Furthermore, they discuss that the reason for the Newtonian behaviour was the large
inter-particle distances at the particular volume fractions that prevented formation of network.
This theory could explain our results as the volume fraction of silica particles in our
experiments was also low.
HPMC aqueous suspensions presented constant viscosity against shear that was somewhat
surprising as this type of hydrocolloids is commonly characterised by shear thinning [174].
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Fig. 4.2: Apparent viscosity of suspensions as function of the shear rate for different types
of particles at concentration 1.5 wt. % at 20 °C. Silica was at pH 2 and the rest particle
suspensions at their native pH. Each line represents a power law fit with parameters given
in Table 4.2. Each data point represents the average of a triplicate of measurements and
error bars represent one standard deviation.
The authors also discuss that at low temperature (below gelation temperature) there is a
typical low-shear Newtonian region, however, in our experiments HPMC presented
Newtonian behaviour throughout the whole shear region, similar to the silica particle
suspensions but more robust. This behaviour could be attributed to the small particle size
compared to rutin and CMCC, as delivered through DLS measurements. Increased particle
size is associated with a decrease in the viscosity because, according to Hill et al., the number
of smaller particles (if all other variables remain constant) would be higher resulting in more
particle-particle interactions and therefore, greater resistance to flow [175]. Consequently,
suspensions incorporating larger particles such as rutin and CMCC demonstrated a shear
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thinning behaviour.At low shear rates, rutin suspensions presented the highest viscosity of all
suspensions, followed by a steep decrease while CMCC suspensions demonstrated similar
behaviour with less dramatic changes in viscosity. At a rotating velocity of 100 rpm the shear
rate on the membrane surface was just over 0.7 s-1 and rutin had the highest viscosity 160 mPa
s followed by CMCC, HPMC and silica particles with a viscosity of 3 mPa s. At 1000 rpm
with a shear rate of 7 s-1 it was observed that viscosity of rutin suspensions had already
decreased to 48 mPa s, very similar to the viscosity of CMCC particles. For the highest
rotating velocity of 2000 rpm corresponding to a shear rate of 14 s-1, CMCC presented the
highest viscosity value 31 mPa s and rutin viscosity dropped to 18 mPa s, with HPMC and
silica showing negligible changes. It could be argued that operation of the rotating membrane
at high shear rates could be beneficial for particle suspensions exhibiting shear thinning
properties. This is because the viscosity could drop enough to hinder coalescence of droplets
caused by the crowding of droplets close to the membrane, an effect demonstrated by Lloyd
and co-workers [153].

However, due to the limitation in the rotational velocity of the

apparatus (max at 2000 rpm), the shear rate could not exceed 14 s-1 suggesting that, although
reduced, viscosity still remained a lot higher compared to silica suspensions. The importance
of having an adequate number of particles in the aqueous phase during rotating membrane
emulsification has been discussed [12, 15]. In these studies high particle concentration was
associated with more successful collisions of particles with the droplet surface which in turn
resulted in greater surface coverage and improved emulsion stability. As understood,
increased particle concentration is imperative in such process, however, this is also expected
to increase the viscosity of the particle suspension [176, 177] and consequently to promote
coalescence of droplets close to the membrane surface. The effect of particle concentration on
the viscosity of aqueous particle suspensions is demonstrated for a range of particles in (Table
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4.2), with particular emphasis on the highest achievable shear rate (corresponding to 2000
RPM) of this set-up. Flow curves for all concentrations are included in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Effect of concentration on the apparent viscosity of a range of particle
suspensions at constant temperature 20°C. The consistency (A) and power law index (n)
values are listed for each flow curve fitted to the power law model. Flow curves for all
concentrations are presented in Appendix A.1.
Particle
type
Silica

HPMC

Rutin

CMCC

Concentration
(wt. %)

A
(Pa s2-n)

n
(-)

ηc, 2000 rpm
(mPa s)

1.5
5
10
1.5
3
5
1.5
3
5
1.5
2
2.5

0.004
0.003
0.003
0.009
0.022
0.067
0.094
0.306
0.581
0.054
0.173
0.589

1.086
1.150
1.150
1.022
1.011
1.006
0.519
0.399
0.352
0.791
0.661
0.512

4.07 ± 0.01
4.23 ± 0.00
4.54 ± 0.00
8.57 ± 0.08
21.5 ± 0.04
67.5 ± 0.03
18.2 ± 0.52
50.0 ± 1.08
87.7 ± 2.53
30.7 ± 0.68
70.4 ± 6.84
163 ± 27.5

The same concentrations were also used to prepare Pickering emulsions. The flow curves for
all selected concentrations of all particle suspensions were fitted to the power law model and
the obtained consistency (A) and power law index (n) values were used to evaluate (non-)
Newtonian performance of aqueous suspensions. From the power law, when n~1 the particle
suspension is Newtonian, n>>1 shear thickening and n<<1 shear thinning as defined by Eq.
(3.4).
As shown in Table 4.2, it was confirmed that for all suspensions, increased particle
concentration resulted in increased viscosity. Notably, the viscosity of CMCC suspensions
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raised dramatically even by increasing concentration at increments of 0.5 wt.% with the 2.5
wt.% reaching 163 mPa s. For silica particles, the effect of concentration on the viscosity was
negligible compared to the rest of particles, demonstrating a viscosity of just 4.5 mPa s at a
particle concentration of 10 wt.%. It is also worth noting the power law indexes for each type
of particle and different concentrations. For silica, the power law index was very close to 1
showing negligible changes upon increasing particle concentration, in accordance with the
Newtonian behaviour provided by the power law model. Same observations are made with
HPMC suspensions throughout the entire range of concentrations. However, rutin and CMCC
presented a shear thinning behaviour as it was mentioned before, and the low power law index
of these suspensions (<<1), also confirmed this.

Furthermore, increasing particle

concentration in these suspensions resulted in stronger shear thinning behaviour, as evidenced
by the further gradual decrease in their power law indices. This is believed to be due to the
increased volume fraction of particles that resulted in a higher degree of particle-particle
interactions and thus the resistance to flow increased [175].

4.2.2. Pickering emulsions
4.2.2.1. Formulation effects
Effect of particle type
Fig. 4.3 illustrates the effect of particle type on the droplet size and span of fresh emulsions
produced via rotating membrane emulsification. Silica suspensions were used at IEP while the
rest of the particle suspensions were at their native pH. Emulsion droplet size was found to
increase with increasing particle size and the span followed the same trend. Silica and HPMC
yielded emulsions with droplet size 29 and 24 μm respectively and narrow distributions as
reflected in the low span values averaging lower than, or just above 1. When particle size
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increased, for example Rutin and CMCC particles, the emulsion droplet size increased
considerably (38 ± 0.86 μm and 47 ± 10 μm respectively) and the droplet size distribution
became wider, with the CMCC presenting the largest span and error bars. One could argue
that the particle size would affect collision with the oil droplet surface which in turn could
affect droplet formation, however, no such effect was found according to Elimenchem et al.
[178]. In this work, the collision of polystyrene latex particles (of a range of sizes) with glass
beads in porous media was investigated. The authors concluded that the size of particles with
the same surface chemistry would not affect collision efficiency. Therefore, the larger
emulsion droplet size could be ascribed to the increased viscosity of suspensions
incorporating larger particles (the effect has been discussed in section 4.1.1).
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Fig. 4.3: Average droplet size and span values of fresh emulsions stabilised with a range of
particles at concentration 1.5 wt. %. An SPG 6.1 μm membrane was used at 10 kPa and
2000 rpm. Symbols represent the average of a triplicate of measurements and error bars
represent one standard deviation.
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Another factor affecting the emulsion droplet size could be the particle shape. Silica particles
used in this study have also been characterised in other studies as per their morphology and
they have been found to have a spherical shape [74, 179], whereas HPMC and rutin are
regarded to obtain a spherical/ ellipsoidal shape when dispersed in an aqueous medium as a
result of hydrophobic interactions [180, 181]. However, the crystalline structure of CMCC
upon suspension in the water form rod-shaped particles [182]. A few studies have investigated
the effect of particle shape on the stability of Pickering emulsions. Katepali et al. report that
fumed fractal-shaped silica particles bind easier to the oil-water interface than spherical silica
and they also developed a type of network at the interface resulting in more stable emulsions
[173]. Furthermore, when attractive forces dominated between fumed silica, their fractal
shape enabled them to establish a volume-filling network in the water phase, increasing
elasticity and further promoting stability of the emulsions. In another study, the effect of
particle shape was also investigated for spindle-shaped hematite and ellipsoidal polystyrene
particles on the stability of O/W emulsions [183]. This work showed that there is an optimum
aspect ratio of particles that facilitates effective close packing on oil-water interface and this
is induced by strong capillary interaction resulting in increased interfacial viscoelasticity.
As demonstrated in previous sections, a decrease in the pH environment of the continuous
phase could induce particle flocculation, which in turn could affect continuous phase
viscosity. Higher viscosity could contribute to either higher drag force or accumulation of oil
droplets close to the membrane surface, thus the droplet size production during rotating
membrane emulsification can be affected. Therefore, Pickering emulsions containing
continuous phase at native pH and the IEP were prepared for all particles to investigate the
effect of pH on the emulsion droplet size and the results are shown in Table 4.3. The droplet
size of generated emulsions was recorded after emulsification, the following day, and after 3
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weeks to determine optimum pH of the continuous phase. Low transmembrane pressure was
applied to provide sufficient time for adsorption of particles whilst high rotation velocity
ensured small droplet size [13, 149]. It can be seen that only silica and rutin stabilised
emulsions had a stable droplet size after three weeks. Specifically, silica emulsions at IEP
presented an oil layer on the top of the emulsion that had a stable thickness throughout the
whole period, whereas at the native pH the emulsions phase separated. This could be
associated with the fact that at the IEP the silica particles carried a neutral charge, resulting in
their weak flocculation due to the absence of particle-particle interactions, which also
facilitated their close packing at the oil-water interface. However, it is possible that during
emulsification the increasing oil fraction could cause the continuous phase viscosity to
increase gradually and thus many droplets to stay at a close distance from the membrane
surface. This can be imagined as a cloud of droplets near the membrane surface that would
not allow unadsorbed particles to penetrate and reach the fresh forming oil-water interface.
This effect could be more enhanced for silica rather than the rest of the particle suspensions at
the same concentration due to the high density of the silica. Rotation of the membrane
generates a centrifugal force towards the continuous vessel wall and, as in centrifugation, the
heaviest molecules (in our case the silica) could accumulate close to the vessel wall, while the
less dense oil droplets remain close to the membrane. This effect could prevent access of
particles to the fresh interface, particularly at high oil fraction. As a result, oil droplets are
stabilised by particles at the beginning of the emulsification process but as the oil fraction
increases in the continuous phase the rest of the oil is not emulsified.
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Table 4.3: Average droplet diameter (D43) of emulsions stabilised with 1.5 wt. % particle
suspensions prepared at native pH and IEP. A 6.1 μm membrane was used at 10 kPa and
2000 rpm. Emulsions that presented phase separation are indicated as ‘PS’.

Particle type
Silica
HPMC
Rutin
CMCC
Silica
HPMC
Rutin
CMCC

Droplet diameter D43 (μm)
Native pH
Initial
Day 1
21.1 ± 0.01
PS
24.4 ± 0.29
PS
38.0 ± 1.73
38.9 ± 0.96
47.5 ± 7.66
PS
IEP
29.2 ± 0.09
29.3 ± 0.01
40.8 ± 0.08
PS
41.2 ± 0.33
PS
PS
PS

Day 21
PS
PS
36.5 ± 0.14
PS
29.1 ± 0.02
PS
PS
PS

Rutin particles were found to stabilise emulsion droplets at native pH. This could be possibly
due to the reduced charge of rutin particles at native pH allowing to establish an
interconnected network of particles within the continuous phase as it has also been postulated
by other authors for a range of colloidal particles [75, 184]. CMCC and HPMC particles were
not able to stabilise emulsion droplets at any of the investigated pH values as the day after
preparation these emulsions were completely phase separated with a thick oil layer on the top
of the emulsions. The instability of these emulsions could be explained by the rotating
membrane emulsification process itself that cannot deliver fast adsorption kinetics to the
particles, a feature also postulated in other studies [12, 13]. This is very indicative as the same
concentration (1.5 wt.%) of same particle suspensions (CMCC and HPMC) have been used to
produce stable oil-in-water emulsions via rotor-stator homogeniser [11]. Another reason could
be the particle morphology and wettability of different particle types.
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Here, the free energy of adsorption is deployed as a tool to evaluate the capacity of a range of
particles to form stable Pickering emulsions. It has been reported that high energy of
adsorption is associated with stronger binding of the particle on the oil-water interface,
establishing a strong energy barrier against desorption, therefore more stable emulsions are
able to be produced [1]. Eq. (2.2) then should be able to describe the outcome of Pickering
stabilisation and perhaps to predict the fate of Pickering emulsions by incorporating the effect
of particle morphology (particle radius, rp), particle wettability (contact angle, θ) and oilwater interfacial tension (γ). The kinetic energy (EK) of the particle prior to adsorption though
should not be disregarded as it could provide an indication of the capacity of the particle to
induce an energy barrier against desorption. Since with membrane emulsification the applied
shear and thus the dissipated energy in the emulsion is far less than high shear mixing
processes it would be worth estimating whether this is sufficient for successful adsorption.
Consequently, if the kinetic energy of a particle close to the membrane surface was equal or
higher than the energy required for adsorption that could result to successful adsorption and
would be an indication of successful Pickering stabilisation. Therefore the energy barrier for
desorption (or adsorption free energy, ΔFads) and the kinetic energy for a range of particles
were calculated and are shown in Table 4.4. ΔFads , as shown in Eq. (2.2), depends on several
parameters such as the interfacial tension, contact angle and particle size with the latter being
the most dominant factor. A number of parameters have been measured experimentally where
possible (Appendix A.2) while others were adopted from literature. For all particles the
adsorption free energy was found to be greater than the thermal energy (~k BT) regardless of
the particle size as resulted from Eq. (2.2); moreover the calculated values here were 105 - 106
times higher than the thermal energy. The kinetic energy of a particle was calculated by the
following formula:
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𝐸𝐾 =

1
𝑚 𝑢2
2 𝑝

(4.1)

where mp was the mass of one particle and u the velocity of the particle close to the membrane
surface.
Table 4.4: Particle radius, interfacial tension (Appendix A.2), contact angle, adsorption
free energy (calculated by Eq. (2.2) and kinetic energy of a range of particles. Contact
angle values have been reported for silica [185, 186], HPMC, Rutin and CMCC [11].
Silica

HPMC

Rutin

CMCC

Particle radius, rp (μm)

0.02 ± 0.0

0.21 ± 0.0

0.79 ± 0.1

2.60 ± 0.0

Interfacial tension, γ (mN m-1)

27.2 ± 0.1

19.7 ± 1.4

15.9 ± 1.4

38.5 ± 1.4

Contact angle, θ (degrees)

90.1 ± 2.5

59.2 ± 0.9

35.2 ± 6.1

38.1 ± 4.3

Adsorption free energy, ΔFads (kBT)

7.6 x 103

1.5 x 105

2.5 x 105

8.9 x 106

Kinetic energy, EK (kBT)

1.0 x 101

6.2 x 103

5.1 x 105

5.9 x 106

The kinetic energies of the small silica and HPMC particles were the lowest from all particles
and at least two orders of magnitude lower than their respective adsorption free energies. This
could explain the fact that emulsions with silica presented an oil layer and HPMC was not
able to stabilise any oil droplets at all. For the larger particles rutin and CMCC, the values of
the kinetic energy agreed well with findings of Salari et al. who found that the kinetic energy
of PMMA particles with diameters 1.68 - 3 μm for stabilisation of Pickering emulsions was in
the order of ~105 kBT [187]. Increased kinetic energy was calculated for CMCC due to the
large mass of the particle however slightly lower (~1.5 times) than the adsorption free energy
and this could be the reason these emulsions were also unstable. On the contrary, rutin
emulsions were very stable and this can be attributed to the high kinetic energy which was
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approximately two times larger than the adsorption energy making it feasible for the particle
to adsorb on the oil-water interface. The energy favourable conditions for adsorption of rutin
and exceptional stability of these emulsions could also be ascribed to the particle morphology
and more specifically to the surface roughness. In a relevant study, San Miguel et al. prepared
O/W emulsions with silica microparticles whose surface roughness varied [188]. They
evaluated the capillary pressure (the maximum pressure that the film between two droplets in
contact can withstand and when exceeded coalescence occurs) and they found that there was
an optimum surface roughness range of microparticles that is the key for prolonged
stabilisation of emulsions. This was valid for homogeneous wetting (e.g. no trapped water
‘pockets’ between particle surface and oil droplet surface). However, microparticles with very
high surface roughness were observed to create a ‘re-entrant’ space between particle and oil
droplet surface (attributed to the treatment of particles) facilitating heterogeneous mixing that
resulted in loss of emulsion stability. Weaker pinning of the rough particle on the oil-water
interface (reduced contact angle hysteresis) is associated with lower desorption energy (easier
for the particle to desorb back to the water when is already in contact with water). It could be
assumed that HPMC and CMCC particles presented very high surface roughness and this
could contribute to the destabilisation of HPMC and CMCC emulsions.
Particle availability
The significance of having sufficient amount of particles to cover emulsion droplets has been
highlighted in studies on Pickering stabilisation [1, 57]. Within these studies, it is also
discussed that, although an excess concentration of particles contributes to sufficient coverage
of droplets, the unadsorbed fraction will reside in the continuous phase. This is dependent on
the emulsification method. For instance, in high shear processes the continuous breakage of
droplets into smaller ones generates new surface that could take up most of the particles until
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a finite droplet size is reached. Contrarily, droplets generated by membrane emulsification are
less subject to breakage after their initial formation and therefore the adsorption kinetics
becomes the limiting factor. High concentration is needed to increase the collision rate of
particles with oil surface that would result in lower adsorption time and therefore greater
coverage [13]. It could also be advantageous as free particles may attach on adsorbed ones
forming multilayers around droplets and increasing the steric barrier. Furthermore, free
particles could increase viscosity of continuous phase and through a three dimensional
network provide additional stability [1, 57]. However, the disadvantage is that high
concentration of particles in general cause viscosity of the continuous phase to increase
resulting in congestion of droplets close to the membrane and thus greater possibility of
coalescence.
Therefore it was essential to examine whether there was sufficient amount of particles to fully
cover the surface of all produced oil droplets and this data could be helpful to explain any
instabilities of these emulsions over time. It should be noted that the term full coverage
describes the state where the largest proportion of the oil surface is covered by particles,
leaving some exposed parts due to the packing of the particles at the interface. This is true
particularly for the silica particles that behave as rigid spheres and are not able to deform in
the way the rest of the soft particles do (rutin and celluloses) [189]. To do this, some
assumptions were made to facilitate calculations: 1. all particles and oil droplets were
assumed to have spherical shape, 2. the size of all coated droplets was described by the
volume mean diameter D43 (provided by SMLS data), 3. homogeneous wetting (no water
pockets between particle and oil surface). The diameter of the oil part of the droplet then
according to [11] is given by
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𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 𝐷43 − 2𝐷𝑝

(4.2)

where Dp is the particle diameter (obtained from DLS data). Apparently for small particles
Doil does not differ substantially from D43, however this can change when larger particles are
used and this is considered in calculations. Contribution of Dp becomes even larger when the
particle is more hydrophilic so the largest proportion resides in the continuous phase. Another
compromise would be the refractive index used for measuring D43 through SMLS
measurements. In all cases, the refractive index of sunflower oil was used so the actual
diameter of droplets covered by particles could be slightly different from our measured
values. The number of particles required to coat oil droplets is strongly dependent on the
particle size. The smaller the particle size the more particles needed to cover a given oil
surface. Consequently, there is a critical concentration of particles Ccr above which full
coverage is succeeded and it can be calculated as follows:

𝐶𝑐𝑟 = 𝐾

𝐾=

𝜌𝑝 𝐷𝑝
𝜑ℎ𝑝 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙

(4.3)

4𝑀𝑑
𝜌𝑑 𝑀𝑒

where K is constant and Md is the total oil mass dispersed in the emulsion, ρd is the oil density,
Me the mass of emulsion made, ρp is the characteristic density of the particle, φhp is the
hexagonal packing fraction; for rigid spherical particles (silica) it has been calculated to be
~0.907. This is not considered in our calculations for the rest of the particles as they are
expected to deform/orientate at the interface thus demonstrating higher packing fraction (φhp
~1). Full derivation of Eq. (4.3) is given in Appendix A.3. As shown from this equation, for a
certain particle type Ccr depends on the particle to droplet size ratio. This expression complies
with the findings of Ridel et al. who extracted a model to predict Doil upon stabilisation of oil
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drops by hydrophilic non-aggregated silica particles. [189]. The critical particle concentration
is presented in Fig. 4.4 as a function of particle concentration in the emulsion. For C<Ccr
(above the critical line) the number of particles is not sufficient to cover all oil droplets and
below the critical line (C>Ccr) full coverage may be achieved.

Silica

HPMC

Rutin

CMCC

Critical particle concentration,
Ccr (wt.%)

10

PARTICLE
DEFICIENCY

1

ABUNDANCE
OF PARTICLES

0.1
0.1

1

10

Particle concentration, C (wt.%)
Fig. 4.4: Correlation between critical concentration (Ccr) as calculated by Eq. (4.3) and
concentration of a range of particles in fresh emulsions. Calculations are shown in
Appendix A. All emulsions were 110 g and contained 10 wt. % oil, prepared with a 6.1 μm
SPG membrane at 10 kPa and 2000 rpm.
There was a strong dependency on the particle size as it is shown that emulsions with small
particles (silica and HPMC) were more probable to consist of droplets fully coated by at least
a monolayer of particles whereas some of the emulsions with larger particles (rutin and
CMCC) scored above the critical line. Indeed for a given concentration (e.g. 1.5 wt.%) for all
particle species the particle size seemed to control the critical concentration. The critical value
was not achieved for emulsions prepared with 1.5 and 2 wt. % CMCC and 1.5 wt.% rutin
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whereas this was marginally possible for 2.5 wt.% CMCC. A shift towards the ‘fully coated’
part of the graph for all particle species was observed for increased particle concentrations C
which was expected as the number of particles increased as well. The critical concentration
decreased and reached a plateau for HPMC and Rutin because little changes in the droplet
size occurred at increased particle concentrations. A similar plateau was not observed for
CMCC due to viscosity limitations associated with high concentrations of CMCC in aqueous
suspensions. On the other hand, silica followed a rather upward trend that could be due to the
oil droplet diameter which was lower for increased silica concentration. On the whole,
emulsions made with silica particles presented the lowest Ccr compared to the rest particle
species and this is attributed to their lower particle to droplet size ratio (Dp/Doil).
Effect of particle concentration
Having demonstrated whether there is sufficient amount of particles to coat oil droplets the
effect of concentration on emulsion droplet size was examined for the different particle
species and the evolution of droplet size was recorded for 3 weeks to evaluate stability. As
shown in Fig. 4.5 increasing the concentration of HPMC resulted in slightly larger emulsion
droplet size. At 3 wt.% concentration the droplet size stood at 28 μm; that was about 4 μm
larger than 1.5 wt.% and further increased at 5% to reach 37 μm. The trend followed was not
representative of typical Pickering emulsions as it was expected that the droplet size would
decrease with increasing concentration due to the increased collision rate would favour earlier
adsorption and thus smaller droplet size [190, 191]. Nonetheless the increase in the droplet
size was not necessarily dramatic, however the span increased considerably upon increasing
HPMC concentration as it is also shown by the increase in the distribution width in Fig. 4.5.
Emulsions stabilised with 1.5% HPMC presented low polydispersity as reflected by the span
value of 0.857. Increasing concentration of HPMC resulted in more polydisperse emulsions as
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at 3% and 5% the span values were calculated at 1.987 and 1.645 respectively. The following
day after emulsification all HPMC stabilised emulsions were phase separated with a clear oil
layer appearing for all concentrations. Although there was an abundance of HPMC particles
(all concentrations were well above the critical concentration for full coverage of oil droplets)
this did not prevent emulsions from coalescing and eventually phase separating the following
day (Fig. 4.5A). Similar behaviour was observed for CMCC stabilised emulsions but
complete phase separation occurred instantly (Fig. 4.5B) and it was not possible to measure
the droplet size the following day. The instant phase separation of the CMCC emulsions could
be justified by the critical concentration of CMCC which was not or marginally achieved, in
conjunction with the slow adsorption as a result of the large particle size of CMCC.
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Fig. 4.5: Droplet size distribution of emulsions stabilised with different concentrations of
HPMC and pictures of emulsions after standing for 2 hours, prepared with different
concentrations of (A) HPMC and (B) CMCC at native pH. All emulsions were 10 wt. % oil
made with a 6.1 μm SPG membrane at 10 kPa and 2000 rpm
In addition, the exceptionally high viscosity of CMCC suspensions could result in
overcrowding of droplets close to the membrane surface that could increase the possibility of
coalescence and phase separation. This effect has been discussed by Lloyd et al. who
observed that increased continuous phase viscosity resulted in increased droplet size because
fresh generated droplets would remain close to the membrane giving rise to coalescence
events [153].
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Three concentrations of silica suspensions at pH 2 were prepared and adjusted at pH=2 and
the subsequent emulsions were produced by rotating membrane emulsification. The droplet
size and the span of the emulsions for a period of 3 weeks are presented in Fig. 4.6. After a
short period following emulsification all silica stabilised emulsions at all concentrations
creamed and a thin oil layer appeared at the top of the cream layer. This effect was discussed
earlier and it was attributed to the accumulation of oil droplets close to the membrane, not
allowing silica particles to penetrate and reach the new oil-water interface. It was also
observed that the thickness of the oil layer remained stable, whereas changes in the thickness
of the cream layer were negligible after 3 weeks for all concentrations. It should be noted here
though that the unemulsified oil was not regarded in our SMLS measurements. Similar
observations have been reported in the work of Yuan et al. who utilised a 7 μm pore ceramic
rotating membrane to stabilise sunflower oil droplets with silica nanoparticles [15]. The
authors discuss that a thick layer of sunflower oil appeared at the top of fresh emulsions. The
emulsion droplets produced at the same study were large approximately 400 μm and the
emulsion separated completely after a couple of hours, presumably due to the slow adsorption
kinetics provided by the process conditions used (50 kPa transmembrane pressure, 1000 rpm
rotational velocity).
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Fig. 4.6: Average droplet size and span values of emulsion droplets stabilised with silica
particles as function of concentration, and subsequent stability over 21 days. A 6.1 μm SPG
membrane was used at 10 kPa transmembrane pressure and a rotational velocity of 2000
rpm. Photos and micrographs were captured within 24h following emulsification.
As shown in Fig. 4.6, for fresh emulsions, increasing the silica concentration from 1.5 to 5 wt.
% resulted in a slight decrease in the droplet size from 29.2 μm to 22.7 μm however there was
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no significant change in the droplet size when the concentration increased further to 5 wt.%.
This trend agrees with the findings of other studies for hydrophilic silica stabilised emulsions
produced by rotor-stator mixer [191, 192]. According to their findings, it was not possible to
form stable emulsions (20% oil) with silica concentrations below 1%. Moreover, the plateau
was found to appear at concentrations higher than 6%, indicating that the high shear
environment promoted more adsorption of particles. For all concentrations, the droplet size
was stable for 3 weeks with no substantial differences throughout this period. The span
followed a similar trend with droplet size reduction upon increasing the concentration. For
emulsions stabilised with 1.5 wt.% silica the span value was 1.12 and was not seen to differ
after 3 weeks. At increased concentrations 5 and 10 wt.% more monodisperse emulsions were
produced as shown from the values of the span that dropped to less than 1.
The effect of particle concentration on the droplet size of rutin stabilised emulsions and the
respective span values throughout 3 weeks are illustrated in Fig. 4.7. Regarding the droplet
size, the trend followed was similar to HPMC stabilised emulsions with droplets doubling in
size to reach almost 98 μm when the concentration increased from 1.5 to 3 wt.%, and
maintained their size with a further increase of the concentration to 5 wt.%. This observation
could be explained by the hydrodynamic conditions close to the membrane surface. Increased
concentration of rutin could be possible to result in much higher continuous phase viscosity
that would not allow the formation of Taylor vortices. Therefore, the forming droplets would
have to protrude further to the continuous phase before they are swept away by the drag force,
resulting in larger droplets. Lloyd et al. report that at low rotational velocity and small annular
gap between the membrane and the vessel wall, Taylor vortices were not formed and
Reynolds was very low [153]. The result was the formation of larger droplets.
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Fig. 4.7: Average droplet size and span values of emulsions stabilised with rutin as function
of concentration, and subsequent stability over 21 days. A 6.1 μm SPG membrane was used
at 50 kPa transmembrane pressure and a rotational velocity of 2000 rpm.
However, in our experiments a large constant annular gap was used at the maximum
rotational velocity, yet it appears that the increased viscosity of the rutin aqueous suspensions
also resulted in low Reynolds number and thus no appearance of Taylor vortices.
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It was also observed that emulsions stabilised with low rutin concentration 1.5 wt.%
creamed, whereas at higher particle concentration sedimentation of oil droplets occurred (Fig.
4.8A). This is probably associated with the large oil droplet size and the formation of large
rutin aggregates at high rutin concentration. Fig. 4.8B shows a close-up of an oil droplet
surface stabilised by rutin particles and it can also be seen that the size of the largest of these
rutin entities falls within the range of sizes measured by SMLS. Moreover, despite the fact
that the majority of the rutin particles formed large aggregates in the micron range, it is
speculated that the fine fraction was adsorbed to the oil droplets whereas the free particles
formed a type of network imparting secondary steric hindrance between oil droplets. This is
not an unknown stipulation since it has also been reported by [70] who investigated the
emulsifying capacity of flavonoids on oil-water interfaces and it is also discussed in the work
of [193] for stabilisation of oil-in-water emulsions by cocoa particles. In either case, no oil
layer appeared indicating that all rutin stabilised emulsions were exceptionally stable. Not
surprisingly little to no variations in the droplet size was detected after 21 days (Fig. 4.7).
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Fig. 4.8: A. Rutin stabilised emulsions after standing for 2 hours at room temperature and
B. 3D AFM captured image of oil droplet surface in emulsion stabilised with 1.5% Rutin
particles. All emulsions were 10 wt. % oil made with a 6.1 μm SPG membrane at 50 kPa
and 2000 rpm.
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Furthermore, the span was found to decline with increasing concentration of rutin. Again this
could be explained by the fact that at high concentrations of rutin more particles were present
in the continuous phase and they were able to keep adjacent oil droplets apart upon growth
and detachment from the membrane.
4.2.2.2. Processing effects
Adsorption and droplet formation time
Previous studies in rotating membrane emulsification have emphasised the influence of
adsorption kinetics on the fate of Pickering emulsions [12, 13]. In high shear processes
adsorption kinetics may not influence emulsification. This is because the repeated rupture of
droplets reveals new interfacial area able to eventually accommodate more particles and also
the higher energy provided may enhance collision between particles and droplets. However,
adsorption kinetics becomes the limiting factor in drop-to-drop generation techniques, such as
membrane emulsification, as after detachment from the membrane droplets will not break
further because of the low shear. Wang et al. calculated the adsorption depth for mass transfer
(diffusion/convention controlled) of surfactants from the bulk to the oil-water interface for
different configurations of microfluidic channels [194]. The authors discuss that the
adsorption depth calculated by their model would be very small for macromolecules and some
polymers as mass transfer would occur fast and adsorption would be governed by the kinetics.
The model suggested by Yuan et al. to calculate adsorption time uses a Langmuir adsorption
isotherm that considers droplet coverage by particles and the adsorption rate constant can be
found

experimentally

assuming

a

barrier-controlled

adsorption

mechanism

(diffusion/convection of particles is very fast). For convenience, the adsorption time in the
present study was calculated by equations used mainly for conventional emulsification
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machines that disrupt droplets (i.e. colloid mill, high-pressure homogeniser) [102] as it was
not possible to calculate the kinetic adsorption rate constant of particles and no literature is
available to our knowledge for such interfaces. Indeed the adsorption times calculated by the
model provided by Wang et al. corresponding to a very small adsorption depth, were very
close to the ones obtained by Eq. (4.6) - (4.7) for laminar viscous (tLads) and turbulent inertial
regime (tTads) respectively. To determine the flow regime at the surface of a rotating cylinder
(membrane) within a cylindrical stationary vessel (emulsion production tank) the Taylor
number of the continuous phase was calculated according to Schadler et al. [9]:

2(𝑅2 − 𝑅1 )
𝑇𝑎 = 𝑅𝑒𝑐 √
𝑅1 + 𝑅2

𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 𝜔𝑅1 (𝑅2 − 𝑅1 )

𝜌𝑐
𝜂𝑐

(4.4)

(4.5)

where Rec is the Reynolds number of the continuous phase, ω the angular velocity of
membrane surface, ρc the density and ηc the viscosity of the continuous phase. There is a
critical Taylor number (~41.3) above which small vortices appear and the flow regime
changes from laminar to turbulent inertial. Depending on the flow regime the respective
adsorption time can be estimated [102]:
6𝜋𝛤𝑀
𝛾̇ 𝑚𝑐 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙

(4.6)

𝛤𝑀
𝜌𝑐 1/3
(
)
𝑚𝑐 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝜀𝑣

(4.7)

𝐿
𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑠
~

𝑇
𝑡𝑎𝑑𝑠
~
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where εv is the power density and ΓM the surface excess concentration. As discussed by Wang
et al., for small adsorption depth, the oil-water interface will quickly become occupied by
particles and the surface concentration Γ approaches the maximum value (ΓΜ) that
corresponds to maximum coverage, and it can be calculated by Eq. (4.8) [189]:

4
𝛤𝛭 = 𝜌𝑝 𝜑ℎ𝑝 𝑟𝑝
3

(4.8)

where rp is the particle radius as measured by DLS.
It is possible that the low shear and low energy dissipated in the emulsion through the
membrane emulsification process may result in long adsorption times, as it is also shown in
Eq. (4.6) - (4.7). Therefore it is important to ensure that droplets spend as much time as
possible at the membrane before detachment so that sufficient coverage by particles is
promoted. Assuming that one droplet detaches per pore simultaneously, the droplet formation
time (tdrop) can be roughly estimated:

𝑡𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 =

3
2𝜂𝑑 𝐿𝑚 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙
3𝑑𝑝4 𝜑 0.5 𝛥𝑃

(4.9)

where ηd is the dispersed phase viscosity, Lm the membrane thickness, dp the membrane pore
size, φ the membrane porosity which is 0.56 [132] and ΔP the applied transmembrane
pressure. Derivation of Eq. (4.9) is given in Appendix A. As shown from this equation, the
droplet formation time is expected to be dependent on the D3oil / ΔP ratio.
The advantage of rotating membrane emulsification is the ability to manipulate adsorption
time (tads) and droplet formation time (tdrop) by adjusting the shear/ energy dissipated in the
emulsion and the flux through the membrane respectively. In the first case, increased
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rotational velocity will generate higher shear at the membrane surface and the droplet will
detach earlier from the membrane surface resulting in shorter formation time. At the same
time however, by operating membrane at maximum rotational velocity, higher shear and more
energy is dissipated in the emulsion that will produce shorter adsorption times (Eq.(4.6) (4.7)). In the second case, it is possible to manipulate droplet formation time by changing
transmembrane pressure. Decreasing transmembrane pressure will result in decreased oil flux
and as a consequence formation time will be longer (Eq. (4.9)).
Adsorption times for both silica and rutin particles were very low in the μs range as it is
shown in Table 4.5. For rutin particles the adsorption time was 25 – 30 times higher than
silica, given the large size of this particle as well as its higher viscosity of aqueous
suspensions that could hinder transportation of particles to the oil-water interface. It should be
noted again that the calculated adsorption times are a rough estimate as the equations apply
for high-shear homogenisation; however the trends illustrate the influence of processing.
Changes in the adsorption time of silica particles were negligible with increasing
transmembrane pressure emulsions followed the typical trend also reported in other studies
for both conventional emulsifiers stabilised from 10 to 150 kPa, whereas a slight decrease by
28% (corresponding to 13.5 μs) is noticed for rutin particles; this is due to the greater changes
in Doil for rutin-stabilised emulsions. The effect of rotational velocity was stronger than
transmembrane pressure for both particles. The flow regime was turbulent in all cases except
for 100 rpm where it was laminar for rutin particles (Rec=1.72, Ta=2.02) due to the high
viscosity of the rutin suspensions hindering formation of Taylor vortices. This was reflected
in the adsorption time that was dramatically higher by two orders of magnitude at 100 rpm.
Increasing further the rotational velocity to 1000 rpm resulted in occurrence of turbulence and
the adsorption time fell from 25.1 to 0.5 ms.
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Table 4.5: Adsorption and droplet formation time of 1.5 wt.% particles in emulsions made
with a SPG 6.1 μm membrane at varied transmembrane pressure and rotational velocity of
the membrane.
tads
(ms)

tdrop
(ms)

Transmembrane
pressure
(kPa)
10

Rotational
velocity
(RPM)
2000

Silica
0.018

Rutin
0.491

Silica
105.3

Rutin
179.4

50

2000

0.016

0.448

40.22

81.72

70

2000

0.017

0.451

23.93

55.24

100

2000

0.015

0.441

48.26

46.49

150

2000

0.013

0.356

115.9

213.7

50

100

0.024

25.15

430.9

1100.9

50

1000

0.019

0.544

89.86

126.8

The droplet formation time was also greater for rutin particles due to the higher D3oil / ΔP
ratio. For both particles, the droplet formation time reduces with increasing transmembrane
pressure as the droplets expand faster towards the continuous phase and as a consequence
they detach faster from the drag force. This is in accordance with the correlation between the
droplet surface expansion rate and the droplet generation time during membrane
emulsification reported by Van der Graaf et al. [160]. The authors also report similar
timescales for droplet formation varying between 10 – 40 ms depending on the emulsifier
concentration and processing conditions.
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Effect of transmembrane pressure
Fig. 4.9 shows the effect of transmembrane pressure on the droplet size and the span of
Pickering emulsions for a period of 3 weeks. As a first observation it can be seen that silica
stabilised fresh emulsions had approximately 18 – 20% smaller droplet size than rutin
emulsions and they also presented lower span values throughout the transmembrane pressure
range. This difference has been discussed in previous section (3.3.2.1) and could be attributed
to a set of formulation parameters such as the particle morphology (size, shape, wettability) as
well as increased viscosity of the rutin suspensions. The droplet size of silica and rutin
stabilised emulsions increased with increasing transmembrane pressure. The same trend was
noticed for conventional emulsifier stabilised emulsions [44, 140, 153] as well as emulsions
stabilised with silica nanoparticles, all produced by rotating membrane emulsification [13].
This can be explained by the activation of more pores with increasing transmembrane
pressure that resulted in coalescence of droplets growing in neighbouring pores. Furthermore,
the droplet formation was considerably higher for the rutin particles (Table 4.5) at all
pressures except for 150 kPa, suggesting that these droplets spent more time at the membrane
surface before their detachment and as a consequence they were larger than the silica
stabilised ones. The faster adsorption of silica particles at a certain transmembrane pressure
also resulted in faster coverage of droplets during their growth on the membrane that hindered
coalescence of neighbouring droplets to some extent, as indicated by the lower span values
compared to the respective rutin ones. Silica stabilised emulsions (cream layer) remained
stable at low transmembrane pressure (10 – 50 kPa) after standing for 3 weeks. Yuan et al.
report a critical oil flux of 0.1 m3m-2 h-1 below which, stable silica stabilised emulsions were
produced at a rotational velocity of 0.39 m s-1 [13].
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Fig. 4.9: Average droplet size and span values of emulsions as function of the
transmembrane pressure stabilised with 1.5 wt.% Silica (A & C) and 1.5 wt.% rutin (B &
D). An SPG 6.1 μm membrane was used at 2000 rpm.
Our results correlate well with the findings of Yuan et al. as the flux at 50 kPa was
approximately 0.18 m3m-2 h-1 for silica stabilised emulsions. That is a little higher than the
reported critical value, however it is possible that the higher rotational velocity (~ 1.05 m s-1
corresponding to 2000 rpm) resulted in higher collision frequency of particles and droplets
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delivering stable emulsions, since the adsorption time remained very short. Rutin stabilised
emulsions had stable droplet size for 3 weeks at low transmembrane pressure 10 kPa and no
oil layer appeared up to a transmembrane pressure of 100 kPa corresponding to an oil flux of
0.65 m3m-2 h-1. The stability at such high transmembrane pressure could be related with the
morphology of rutin particles allowing them to build an interconnected volume-filling
network in the continuous phase hindering coalescence of droplets [173, 193].
Effect of rotational velocity
The effect of the rotational velocity was investigated to obtain a better insight on how the
droplet size is affected by the hydrodynamic conditions in the continuous phase vessel. It was
expected that at a constant oil flux, high rotational velocity would generate more shear at the
membrane surface and hence droplets would detach earlier from the membrane resulting in
smaller droplet size; however that would also reduce droplet formation time, so the time
available for adsorption of particles should be reduced as well. In addition, high shear is
associated with higher energy dissipation and shorter adsorption time (Eq. (4.6) - (4.7)).
Nevertheless, from these equations it is apparent that the rotational velocity influences both
adsorption and droplet formation times but has a stronger effect on the latter one.
Fig. 4.10 shows the effect of rotational velocity on the droplet size of emulsions stabilised
with silica and rutin particles on the day of production and after standing for 3 weeks. The
droplet size reduced with increasing rotational velocity for both silica and rutin stabilised
emulsions as a consequence of the increase in the shear close to the membrane surface,
causing the droplets to detach earlier. Notably, a steep decline was observed in the droplet
size of rutin emulsions between 100 – 1000 rpm by almost 50% of the initial size followed by
a further slight reduction reaching 49 μm. Droplet size of silica emulsions followed a
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smoother gradual reduction starting from almost 80 μm ending at above 36 μm at the highest
rotational velocity. Using the model of Aryanti et al. (Eq. (2.19)), it can be seen that the
droplet size is underestimated. This could be related to the wall correction factor, which in
this case was 1.7, that corresponded to a sunflower oil droplet moving within a Tween 20
solution. However, the continuous phase viscosity is much larger for silica and rutin particles
and thus the ηd/ηc ratio would be expected to be much smaller than for Tween 20.
Furthermore, the ratio of the droplet radius to the distance of the droplet from the membrane
wall is so small that is expected to give a wall correction factor that is lower than 0.1 as it is
reported by Chen et. al. [157].
The effect of rotational velocity on the droplet size was also discussed by Yuan et al. for
silica stabilised emulsions through rotating membrane emulsification at a constant oil flux
0.08 m3 m-2 h-1. The authors reported a decrease in the droplet size until the rotational velocity
approached 0.36 m s-1, however at higher rotational velocities they noticed an increase in the
droplet size that they attributed to the small droplet formation time that did not allow
sufficient coverage by the particles leading to coalescence of droplets at the membrane
surface. On the contrary, in our experiments at a similar constant oil flux and rotational
velocities between 0.05 – 1.05 m s-1, the droplet size followed a monotonic decrease and all
emulsions prepared at the maximum rotational velocity were stable for 3 weeks. For the silica
stabilised emulsions, perhaps this difference could be due to the absence of surface charge of
the silica particles in our experiments that facilitated their close packing to the interface. At
low rotational velocity (100 rpm) the shear was not sufficient to drive detachment of droplets
therefore they continued to grow on the membrane giving large droplet size and span for both
particles and presenting large error bars and these emulsions were not stable. The large
difference in the droplet size between silica and rutin stabilised emulsions, especially at low
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rotational velocity (100 rpm), is also related to the hydrodynamic conditions close to the
membrane surface.
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Fig. 4.10: Average droplet size (top) and span (bottom) of emulsions as function of
rotational velocity stabilised with 1.5 wt.% particles. An SPG 6.1 μm membrane was used at
50 kPa transmembrane pressure.
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Table 4.6: Rotational velocity, shear rate, viscosity, shear stress and Taylor number (Ta) of
silica and rutin suspensions at particle concentration 1.5 wt.%. Viscosity data obtained
from Table 4.2.
Silica
Viscosity Shear stress
(mPa s)
(Pa)

Rutin
Viscosity Shear stress
(mPa s)
(Pa)

rpm

Shear
rate
(s-1)

100

0.72

4.1

0.003

57

110

0.079

2

1000

7.16

4.1

0.029

470

37

0.265

61

2000

14.3

4.1

0.059

886

18

0.257

170

Ta
(-)

Ta
(-)

As it can be seen in Table 4.6, the higher viscosity of rutin suspensions at low rotational
velocity (so low shear rate) did not allow formation of Taylor vortices. The Taylor number
calculated by Eq. (4.4) - (4.5) was found to be very small < 41 which is the critical Taylor
number for vortices to occur. On the other hand, silica stabilised droplets formed in the
transitional regime with the presence of small eddies in the continuous phase, whose diameter
was smaller than droplets, promoting earlier detachment. At higher rotational velocity (1000
rpm) the viscosity of rutin suspension had decreased dramatically giving rise to formation of
Taylor vortices as indicated by the higher Taylor number, yet in a lesser extent than silica
suspensions. Consequently, the droplets for both particle stabilised emulsions became smaller
in size as they now grow under the presence of small eddies that facilitated earlier droplet
detachment from the membrane surface. However, even at the highest rotational velocity
(2000 rpm) the viscosity of the rutin suspensions, although substantially decreased, it was still
a lot higher than the silica counterpart that will even pass to fully developed turbulent flow
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(Ta>400). Therefore the droplet size of these emulsions was generally smaller than the rutin
stabilised ones.
Fig. 4.11 shows the influence of rotational velocity at the oil injection rate for silica and rutin
stabilised emulsions. For both particle stabilised emulsions at 100 and 1000 rpm, the mass of
oil added in the continuous phase increased in a steady rate until reaching 10 wt.% oil in the
emulsion as it can be seen by the straight lines. This is in line with the findings of Lloyd et al.
who also reported that for direct rotating membrane emulsification and surfactant positioned
100% in the continuous phase, the oil injection rate followed a linear trend at transmembrane
pressure 50 kPa and a rotational velocity of 1000 rpm (shear rate 6 s-1). However, a small
‘bump’ was noticed at the initial stages of the process in our experiments for the highest
rotational velocity of 2000 rpm that contributed in the measurement of oil added to our
system of particles and water.
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Fig. 4.11: Rate of oil added in the continuous phase during production of emulsions
stabilised with (A) 1.5 wt.% silica and (B) 1.5 wt.% rutin particles using an SPG 6.1 μm
membrane at different rotating velocities at constant transmembrane pressure 50 kPa.
This is believed to be caused by small vibrations of the membrane at high rotational velocity,
particularly at the initial stages of the process until the pressure builds up in the tortuous
internal structure of the pore channel. Lower emulsion production rates were also observed by
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increasing rotational velocity. This effect was stronger for silica stabilised emulsions as it can
be seen by the greater shift of the line at 2000 rpm towards longer processing times. This
could be ascribed to the density difference between the continuous and the dispersed phase.
The increased centrifugal force generated by the high rotational velocity pushes the denser
continuous phase towards the vessel wall whereas the oil droplets would stay closer or, even
float on the membrane surface, an effect also discussed by Lloyd et al. [153]. In the same
study it was also discussed that slower oil flux (so longer process time) could be experienced
at high rotational velocity. This could be caused by the frictional losses generated by the high
centrifugal force as the dispersed phase is forced at one side of the pore channel.

4.3. Conclusions
A range of edible particles was used to prepare Pickering emulsions via rotating membrane
emulsification. This study provides a better insight on the potential to manufacture surfactantfree Pickering emulsions with a low-energy method and identifies the key formulation and
processing parameters for long-term stability.
The utilisation of celluloses (HPMC, CMCC) as Pickering particles resulted in complete
phase separation in all cases. However, stable silica and rutin stabilised emulsions were
produced at a constant rotational velocity of 2000 rpm and transmembrane pressures up to 50
kPa and 100 kPa respectively whereas at pressures higher than 100 kPa phase separation
occurred for both types of emulsions. The demonstrated ability of rutin to stabilise emulsions
at transmembrane pressures up to 100 kPa (as opposed to 50 kPa for silica) is suggested to
occur due to the morphology of the rutin particles, being able to establish a more robust
interconnected network within the continuous phase that prevented coalescence of droplets.
Stable rutin stabilised emulsions with large droplet size of approximately 98 μm were also
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produced for rutin concentration equal and greater than 3 wt.% at 50 kPa and 2000 rpm. The
maximum rotational velocity of 2000 rpm was found to be the optimum velocity to achieve
the smallest possible droplet size at a specified transmembrane pressure, as the turbulent
hydrodynamic conditions favoured earlier droplet detachment. Particularly for Pickering
emulsions formed in a shear-thinning continuous phase (e.g. rutin stabilised emulsions),
operation of RME at the maximum rotational velocity may be favourable as the subsequent
reduction in the continuous phase viscosity may result to easier formation of Taylor vortices
and thus smaller emulsion droplet size. A compromise is made regarding the droplet size
uniformity, especially at pressures higher than 10 kPa where the highest span values for both
silica and rutin stabilised emulsions were observed. However, this could be improved by
using a membrane with a lower porosity and narrower pore size distribution than the SPG
membrane used in this study, such as a metal laser drilled membrane.
Addressing these milestones, rotating membrane emulsification could be deployed for a wider
range of food and pharmaceutical applications that low shear is required to handle sensitive
ingredients and sustainable manufacturing of highly controlled structures with enhanced
nutritional/ health benefits.
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Chapter 5
5.

Pickering particle and Emulsifier Co-stabilised
Emulsions produced via Rotating Membrane
Emulsification

Data and discussions contained within this chapter have been published within:
Arkoumanis, P.G., Norton, I.T. and Spyropoulos, F., (2019). Pickering particle and emulsifier
co-stabilised emulsions produced via rotating membrane emulsification. Colloids and
Surfaces A: Physicochemical and Engineering Aspects, 568, pp.481-492.
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Abstract
Producing stable particle-stabilised emulsions of small droplet sizes and high monodispersity
via membrane emulsification approaches is hindered by the poor mixing environment during
processing and the low diffusivity and minimal interfacial tension lowering capacity of
colloidal particles. The present study investigates the co-stabilisation (particles and
emulsifiers) of O/W emulsions formed by rotating membrane emulsification. Formulation
aspects of the employed co-stabilisation strategy (type/concentration of emulsifiers and
type/size of particles) were assessed at a fixed transmembrane pressure (10 kPa) and
rotational velocity (2000 rpm). Emulsion microstructure was shown to be affected by the
occurrence of emulsifier/particle interactions. In formulations where these interactions are
synergistic and emulsifier content is low, interfacial stabilisation is carried out by both species
and resulting emulsions possess smaller droplet sizes, higher monodispersity indices and
enhanced stability against coalescence, compared to systems stabilised by either of the two
components alone. This work concludes that a carefully controlled co-stabilisation strategy
can overcome the current challenges associated with the production of particle-stabilised
emulsions via membrane emulsification methods.
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5.1. Introduction
The incorporation of one phase into another immiscible phase is the basis of the
microstructure of many emulsion-based products. A variety of emulsification processes have
been developed to deliver this microstructure which usually requires high energy dissipation
to effectively breakup droplets to a finite size thereby improving stability and overall quality
of the finished product [195]. However, the high mechanical stresses generated by these
processes may be unfavourable in the case of sensitive ingredients (e.g. bioactives)
incorporated in the system thus making them less functional. Additionally, the repeated
random breakup of droplets can increase re-coalescence rates and hence emulsion
polydispersity [28]. What is more, emulsification techniques based on comminution are
typically associated with high energy inputs and significantly low energy efficiencies [196].
Membrane emulsification (ME) is a promising technique that requires a much lower energy
input compared to traditional emulsification methods, whilst at the same time produces
emulsions with low polydispersity [110, 197]. Droplets are formed one-at-the-time by
introducing the to-be-dispersed phase through a porous membrane into the external
continuous and in response to a number of forces acting on the developing droplet [110].
Droplet size can be tuned depending on process conditions (e.g. transmembrane pressure,
rotational velocity), formulation characteristics (surfactant/stabiliser type and concentration,
dispersed

phase

fraction)

and

membrane

properties

(pore

size,

porosity,

hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity) [149]. Several configurations of membrane emulsification
have been identified including cross-flow, stirred vessel, vibrating and pulsed membrane setups [198]. The advantage of rotating membrane emulsification (RME) against other process
configurations primarily stems from the additional centrifugal force exerted on the emerging
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phase, which not only promotes earlier detachment but also assists in moving formed droplets
away from the membrane surface [199].
Because of the crucial role of emulsifiers in aiding droplet detachment, current membrane
emulsification literature is primarily focused on emulsions produced in the presence of such
surface active species and studies investigating alternative emulsion stabilisation approaches,
such as Pickering stabilisation, are limited. Pickering emulsions have received great attention
in literature predominantly due to their superior stability and the Pickering functionality of a
range of colloidal particles (including species formed from edible sources) has been
extensively studied [2, 11, 200, 201]. However, the vast majority of Pickering emulsion
literature focuses on the utilisation of conventional high energy input emulsification methods.
The reason for this is that ME operation is not well placed to facilitate particle adsorption at
the oil/water interface and thus emulsion stability is either compromised or is achieved at the
expense of large emulsion droplet sizes.
Conversely to classic emulsifiers that spontaneously adsorb at an interface through diffusion,
colloidal particles need to possess adequate kinetic energy to initially be transferred via
convection to the droplet subsurface and from there to finally overcome the energy barrier
associated with their adsorption at the oil/water surface [46, 187]. Particle wettability (contact
angle) and size will then determine whether adsorption will be irreversible [58]. Due to its
low-energy input and poor mixing environment, the RME (and ME in general) operation does
not encourage particle transfer towards the droplet subsurface and thus Pickering stabilisation
is significantly delayed and often ineffective. In recent studies, the stability and droplet size of
emulsions prepared with silica and latex nanoparticles and processed with a rotating
membrane device was investigated [12, 13]. The authors reported large droplet sizes and
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enhanced coalescence phenomena, which were attributed to the fact that the critical time for
adsorption of particles at the interface was higher than the droplet formation time.
A feasible strategy to enhance the Pickering stabilisation of emulsions produced by high shear
methods has been to combine colloidal particles with emulsifiers [202, 203]. For example, in
both silica particles/Tween 20 [80] and hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose particles/Tween 60
[87] co-stabilisation approaches, advances in Pickering stabilisation under high shear mixing
were indeed reported but only at a low emulsifier content. Despite its relative prevalence in
emulsions formed by high shear techniques, the utilisation of a co-stabilisation strategy in ME
has only been reported once. Co-stabilised O/W Pickering emulsions were produced by RME
using a laser-drilled stainless membrane and silica and latex particles in combination with a
variety of low molecular weight (LMW) emulsifiers [15]. The authors reported costabilisation by either competitive (no interaction between the two species) or synergistic
adsorption (electrostatic and/or hydrophobic attraction between species) onto oil droplets.
The present study aims to extend the currently limited scientific understanding on the
effectiveness of co-stabilisation approaches in O/W emulsions produced by RME. The
strategy employed here is devised to assess for the first time the effectiveness of a protein
(whey protein isolate) as the emulsifier species within the co-stabilisation formulation and
compare it to the behaviour of a small molecular weight emulsifier (Tween 20). Emulsions are
formed using a RME device in the presence of either emulsifier (Tween 20 or WPI) together
with two types of colloidal particles (silica or hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose particles) of
demonstrated Pickering functionality [14, 80, 87]. The effectiveness of the co-stabilisation
approach was assessed at a fixed transmembrane pressure of 10 kPa and a constant rotational
velocity of 2000 rpm. Formulation aspects of the co-stabilisation strategy were related to the
droplet size, droplet size distribution and coalescence stability over time (up to three weeks)
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of the produced emulsions. Only considering Pickering emulsions produced under the same
RME processing conditions, co-stabilised systems with only a 0.05 wt.% emulsifier content
are shown to produce emulsions of much lower droplet sizes (20 µm rather than 40 µm),
higher monodispersity (span value of 0.7 as opposed to 2) and enhanced long term stability.

5.2. Results and discussion
5.2.1. Particle and mixed particle-emulsifier aqueous suspensions
The coexistence of particles and classic emulsifiers in the aqueous phase could trigger
electrostatic and/or hydrophobic interactions between the species owing to the surface
chemistry of each entity and this could affect emulsification and emulsion stability [2, 10]. An
increase of the particle size and/ or the increase of the zeta potential of particles towards a net
value upon addition of emulsifiers could be a valid indication that interactions occur between
the species. For example in the work of Binks et al. the adsorption of a cationic surfactant
(CTAB) to silica nanoparticles was accompanied by an increase in the magnitude of the zeta
potential from negative to positive value [14]. However, it is rather difficult to identify
precisely the type and strength of underlying interactions in such systems; therefore, a
combined approach was used to describe the events based on the available characterisation
data. The particle size and the zeta potential of species alone and mixed in water was
measured (Table 5.1). In general, it can be seen that for aqueous suspensions of silica particles
the addition of emulsifier caused a statistically significant (p<0.05) rise in the particle size
whereas the effect on HPMC suspensions was negligible. The zeta potential did not change
considerably when Tween 20 was present in mixtures with silica particles however this was
different when HPMC was utilised as a Pickering particle. Furthermore, the zeta potential of
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both particle suspensions in the presence of WPI increased towards more positive values as it
was confirmed by statistical analysis (p<0.05).
5.2.1.1. Effect of Tween 20
Addition of Tween 20 molecules in the native silica suspension (hydrophilic particles carrying
a strong negative charge) and subsequent reduction of pH to 2 resulted in extensive
sedimentation. Even the presence of a small amount of Tween above CMC resulted in
depletion interaction causing the uncharged silica particles to approach and cluster. As a
result, large flocs of silica particles formed and sank to the bottom of the vial. A similar
mechanism is reported as effective inter-particle attraction between silica nanoparticles due to
depletion interaction caused by the addition of non-ionic nonethylene glycol dodecyl
ether(C12E9) [204]. Consequently, two distinct layers appeared after a short time, a Tween 20
rich phase (clear transparent) formed at the top and a silica-rich phase (turbid sediment) at the
bottom (Fig. 5.1). The higher the Tween 20 concentration, the stronger the depletion
interaction between silica particles became. At high concentration of Tween 20 (3 wt.%) silica
particles grouped in larger heavier flocs thus the thickness of the sediment layer appears
smaller and denser. The large size of the particle flocs did not allow for measurement through
DLS, so the size distribution data are presented in Fig. 5.2 as delivered through SMLS.
Suspensions of silica particles containing a high concentration of Tween 20 presented large
particle aggregates with an average diameter of 18.7 μm, almost double the size measured
when a low concentration of Tween was used. Smaller particle size was identified for both
mixtures as well at 4 μm approximately. Mixtures of silica containing 0.05 wt.% Tween 20
generated narrower distribution corresponding to a span value of 0.943 as opposed to
mixtures of silica and 3 wt.% Tween 20 with a span of 1.178. The zeta potential values of the
mixed silica-Tween 20 suspensions at pH 2 (Table 5.1) were almost equal to the silica alone
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(no significant difference found by statistical analysis) suggesting that no significant
adsorption of Tween 20 molecules on silica particle took place.

Table 5.1: Z- average size, zeta potential and the corresponding span or polydispersity
index (PDI) of aqueous particle suspensions and their mixtures with emulsifiers. Particle
concentration was 3 wt.% in all cases. Samples annotated with a star presented more than
one peaks and their particle size distribution is presented in Appendix B.

Aqueous
phase
Species alone
3T
3T
3W*
3W
S*
H
Mixed species
S / 0.05T
S / 3T
S / 0.05W
S / 3W*
H / 0.05T
H / 3T
H / 0.05W
H / 3W

pH

Z-average
size (nm)

PDI
(-)

Zeta potential
(mV)

2
6.5
2
6.5
2
6.5

8.3 ± 2.4
8.5 ± 2.1
206 ± 11
18.3 ± 6.3
38.1 ± 0.5
389 ± 12

0.19 ± 0.02
0.23 ± 0.02
0.30 ± 0.03
0.44 ± 0.09
0.25 ± 0.4
0.45 ± 0.05

-0.21 ± 1.3
-0.06 ± 0.9
17.9 ± 0.6
-7.14 ± 0.3
-0.02 ± 0.1
-4.5 ± 0.6

2
2
2
2
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5

Out of range
Out of range
182 ± 12.1
0.55 ± 0.04
208 ± 9.8
0.34 ± 0.02
404 ± 11
0.42 ± 0.18
409 ± 7
0.51 ± 0.05
394 ± 5
0.43 ± 0.12
401 ± 12
0.46 ± 0.09

-0.46 ± 0.3
0.82 ± 0.2
18.9 ± 0.8
20.4 ± 0.1
-2.1 ± 0.4
-1.9 ± 0.3
-2.6 ± 0.1
-2.1 ± 0.4
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Fig. 5.1: (A) Aqueous suspensions of 3 wt.% silica particles alone, mixed with 0.05 wt.%
and 3 wt.% Tween 20, 1 day after preparation, all at pH 2. (B) Schematic of the top and
bottom layers of the aqueous mixtures.

Fig. 5.2: Particle size of aqueous suspensions of 3 wt.% silica particles mixed with Tween
20 at pH 2.
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HPMC exhibits a certain degree of hydrophobicity therefore in an aqueous environment the
molecule folds and exposes its hydrophilic domains resembling the structure of a soft
colloidal particle [65]. Addition of Tween to aqueous HPMC suspensions had a different
effect than when silica particles were used. HPMC particles alone carried a weak negative
charge at their native pH which slightly moved towards a neutral charge upon addition of
Tween (Table 5.1). This change in the zeta potential of the HPMC particles was found
statistically significant (p<0.05) and it could imply adsorption of Tween on the HPMC
surface, however this is debatable given the minor change in the size. Indeed several studies
have focused on interactions occurring in mixtures of cellulose and LMW emulsifiers though
this is mainly limited to ionic surfactants [205, 206]. Admittedly, interactions between
surfactant and cellulose surfaces is reported and increased surfactant concentration is
associated with increased coverage of cellulose particles by surfactant molecules [171, 207].
Furthermore, it was found that the surfactant hydrophilic head group interacts with the
hydrophilic cellulose surface as evidenced by atomic force microscopy [208]. A schematic
representation of the possible arrangements of species in the HPMC - Tween 20 aqueous
mixtures is given in Fig. 5.3.

Fig. 5.3: Schematic representation of aqueous suspensions of 3 wt.% HPMC particles
mixed with 0.05 wt.% (left) and 3 wt.% Tween 20 (right), at pH=6.5.
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At low concentration of Tween 20 close to the CMC, the emulsifier molecules are sparsely
distributed along the surface of HPMC particles with the hydrophobic tail protruding in the
aqueous phase forming a monolayer of Tween molecules. At a high concentration of Tween
(well above the CMC) the abundance of Tween molecules allows for full coating of the
HPMC particles. The Tween molecules are densely packed on the particle surface and a
double layer of Tween molecules may be formed due to the hydrophobic attraction between
the tails of the surfactants, so this can explain the minor change in the size and the slight
decrease of the net charge towards the neutral value. As a result, particle wettability could
switch from hydrophilic to hydrophobic and back to hydrophilic. This scenario has been
reported for mixtures of negatively charged silica particles and cationic surfactants [14],
although in the case of HPMC particles and Tween 20 both species are nonpolar so
electrostatic interactions are unlikely to occur.
5.2.1.2. Effect of WPI
WPI is an amphiphilic globular molecule and can adsorb both to hydrophobic and hydrophilic
interfaces giving rise to steric interactions [31]. Unlike non-ionic Tween 20, WPI is carrying a
strong charge away from its isoelectric point (IEP), that being approximately at pH values
between 4.5 and 5.5. At pH values below IEP WPI carries a positive charge whereas at pH
above IEP it is negatively charged [51]. This is confirmed by the zeta potential measurements
(Table 5.1). As a result, electrostatic interactions may occur either between neighbouring
proteins and/ or protein - particle surface. Stability of aqueous mixtures of particles and WPI
can be affected by both steric and electrostatic interactions and the surface character of the
particle should also be considered.
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In Table 5.1 it is shown that the size of the silica particles when WPI was present at pH 2 was
larger by approximately 150 – 170 nm compared to silica alone. Furthermore, the zeta
potential of the silica particles moved from almost zero to higher positive values,
demonstrating a significant change (p<0.05) which suggested adsorption of WPI molecules on
the silica surface. During preparation of the mixed silica - WPI suspension at its native pH 10
it is possible that some WPI molecules adsorbed to silica particles despite both carrying a net
negative charge. Reducing the pH closer to the IEP of the protein caused nanoparticle
aggregation and the aqueous mixture became turbid. Finally, when pH reached 2 below the
IEP of the protein, the WPI obtained a net positive charge and repulsive forces between the
coated silica particles dominated thus the aqueous mixture became clear again (Fig. 5.4A).
Similar observations could explain these findings for aqueous mixtures of silica particles and
β- lactoglobulin in other studies, and since β- lactoglobulin is the main constituent of the WPI
molecule (48 wt.% on dry basis) [209], these are reported here. In one of the studies the
authors argue that despite the net negative charge of the protein at high pH, protein may
reveal positive charges that appear due to the patchy distribution of the charges on the protein
surface [210]. Exposure of the positive charges of WPI at high pH may appear due to the
unfolding of the molecule whereas at pH lower than the IEP WPI folds [211]. As such, at high
pH the protein could be electrostatically attracted to the surface of negatively charged silica
particles, yet maintaining an overall net negative charge that would keep coated silica
particles apart from each other and this could explain the clarity of the suspension at high pH.
In another study it was shown that the aqueous mixtures of silica particles and β-lactoglobulin
were stable at pH values far from the IEP while close to the IEP nanoparticle aggregation was
induced due to the absence of electrostatic interactions [212] so this explains the turbidity of
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the suspension close to the IEP of the protein and the fact that the suspension became clear
again upon further reducing pH to 2.
The presence of WPI in HPMC aqueous suspensions is expected to affect the behaviour of the
mixture as it has been documented that mixtures of proteins and polysaccharides under certain
conditions may form electrostatic complexes [213]. Moreover upon reduction of the pH to
values lower than the IEP of the protein electrostatic attraction between the two biopolymers positively charged protein and anionic polysaccharide- may occur resulting in their
association forming very stable conjugates that remain soluble in the aqueous phase.

Fig. 5.4: Schematic representation of aqueous suspensions of WPI mixed with (A) silica at
pH=2 and (B) HPMC particles at pH=6.5.
However, the pH of the studied HPMC - WPI aqueous mixtures were maintained at 6.5 above
the IEP of the WPI so the formation of the complexes should be ruled out. This theory agrees
with the experimental data as it is shown in Table 5.1 the size of the HPMC particles did not
change substantially (p>0.05). Similar observations were highlighted for mixtures of HPMC
and β-lactoglobulin as it is reported that complexation was not possible due to the negligible
increase of the particle size or modification of the zeta potential [86]. Consequently, it is
possible that HPMC particles and WPI molecules co-existed as separate entities in the
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aqueous phase with the latter interfering between HPMC particles and preventing flocculation
as it is shown schematically in Fig. 5.4B.

5.2.2. Co-stabilised Pickering emulsions
5.2.2.1. Effect of Tween 20
Fig. 5.5 shows the effect of Tween 20 concentration on the droplet size and span of emulsions
prepared with a fixed concentration of silica particles and varying concentrations of Tween 20
as a co-stabiliser. Emulsions stabilised with each species alone were also produced and their
stability was tested throughout 3 weeks. It can be seen that silica particles alone yielded
emulsions whose droplet size did not change dramatically after 21 days however an oil layer
of stable thickness was present from the day of production. Despite the abundance of silica
particles to coat all formed droplets, the kinetic energy of the particles was not sufficient to
adsorb to the oil droplets due to the poor energy dissipation in the emulsion via the RME
process (data not shown here). Another possible explanation for this could be the gradual
accumulation of oil droplets within short proximity from the membrane. If this was the
occasion, as emulsification continued it would be difficult for the silica particles located to the
outer bulk to travel through the dense “cloud” of droplets and this could explain the oil layer
that appeared by the end of emulsification.
Compared to 3 wt.% Tween alone, emulsions stabilised with a low concentration of Tween
(0.05 wt.%) presented a gradual increase in their droplet size and span that was more evident
after 7 days as also indicated by the growing thickness of the oil layer that appeared following
emulsification. This could be due to the rapid depletion of emulsifier at low concentration of
emulsifier that caused the rate of adsorption to decrease close to the membrane surface and
thus coalescence of adjacent droplets resulted in larger droplet size and width distribution. It
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was argued that at low concentrations of emulsifier formulation is the limiting factor and not
the processing conditions [141]. Indeed a substantial increase in the droplet size and span of
Tween 20 stabilised emulsions (1% oil content) through RME was found for concentrations
lower than 0.2 wt. % [140].
The addition of small amount of Tween (0.05 wt.%) in the silica suspension did not have
tremendous influence at the resultant droplet size of co-stabilised emulsions showing a slight
increase by 2 μm compared to silica alone, however, there was a moderate increase in the
span. This could be due to the presence of the two non-interacting species in the aqueous
phase: flocculated silica particles and Tween 20 free molecules (see Table 5.1) that could
trigger competitive adsorption. Competition between silica particles and non-ionic emulsifiers
for adsorption to the surface of oil droplets has been discussed before suggesting that the
small surfactants adsorb initially providing short-term stabilisation facilitating larger silica
particles to follow [185, 202]. Because of the increased viscosity of the mixture, adsorption of
Tween molecules was delayed resulting in larger droplet size compared to 0.05 wt.% Tween
alone. However, the subsequent attachment of silica particles improved steric repulsion
between droplets as confirmed by the extremely stable span and droplet size values after 21
days. Increasing the concentration of Tween in the mixture generated emulsions with droplet
size smaller than silica alone, yet closer to the droplet size of emulsions stabilised solely by 3
wt.% Tween 20. Unsurprisingly, the behaviour of these emulsions resembled that of
surfactant stabilised emulsions because adsorption of the LMW emulsifiers dominated the
droplet surface, excluding the adsorption of silica particles [185]. As a result of this
competition, the span was kept at an intermediate level of 0.848 as opposed to 1.026 and
0.725 for silica and Tween stabilised emulsions respectively; a considerably low value to
consider these emulsions fairly monodisperse.
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Fig. 5.5: Average droplet diameter and span values of emulsions stabilised with a fixed
concentration of 3 wt.% silica and its mixtures with Tween 20 at pH 2. For co-stabilised
emulsions, the average values account for droplets from all layers (see Fig. 6). An SPG 6.1
μm membrane was used at 10 kPa and 2000 rpm.
When comparing the two co-stabilised emulsions, it can also be seen that the droplet size of
silica - 3 wt.% Tween emulsions was almost half the size of silica - 0.05 wt.% Tween
emulsions and the span was much lower. This is attributed to the availability of the surfactant
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close to the membrane surface and the higher viscosity of the silica - 3 wt.% Tween mixtures
contributing to higher drag forces and thus smaller droplets [15]. It is worth noting that all costabilised emulsions were exceptionally stable after 21 days. In particular, emulsions costabilised with silica and 0.05 wt.% Tween 20 were stable with no signs of coalescence and
no oil layer on the top, unlike emulsions stabilised by each species alone.
It should be noted that the resultant droplet size and span values of the co-stabilised emulsions
is the contribution of two populations of droplets as a consequence of the co-stabilisation
mechanism the droplets undergo. After emulsification the emulsions stabilised by silica Tween mixtures formed gradually three layers: a cream layer on the top of the emulsions, a
clear serum and a sediment at the bottom of the sample pot. This agrees with studies showing
that sedimentation occurred for emulsions stabilised by mixtures of silica particles and nonionic emulsifier due to flocculation of silica particles upon addition of surfactant [202].
Excluding the cream layer, the appearance of these emulsions was similar to the silica Tween aqueous suspensions because of the large size of the silica flocs (Table 5.1 & Fig. 5.2).
However, in this case both the cream and sediment contained droplets as it is shown in the
micrographs (Fig. 5.6). The cream layer was denser containing more droplets that were
strongly flocculated as opposed to droplets residing at the bottom and this is reported
elsewhere [15]. Therefore it was suggested that the creamy layer consisted primarily of
droplets stabilised by Tween whereas flocs of silica particles dominated on the surface of oil
droplets at the bottom layer. As it is shown by the droplet size distribution, droplets of similar
size existed at both layers however smaller sizes were picked up by DLS measurements from
the bottom layer due to the presence of free silica aggregates and that also explains the larger
span value.
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50 μm

50 μm

Fig. 5.6: Droplet size distribution of emulsion co-stabilised with 3 wt.% silica and 3 wt.%
Tween 20 at pH 2 after 1 day. Micrographs were taken from the cream and the sediment
layer of the emulsion. The scale is 50 μm in all cases.
To confirm this, oil droplets stabilised by mixtures of silica-Tween were visualised through
Cryo-SEM and their surface morphology was compared with those stabilised by either of the
species alone. Fig. 5.7A-B shows an oil droplet stabilised solely by silica particles whose
surface is clearly occupied by flocs of small silica particles in very close packing with size
comparable to our findings (Table 5.1). The surface of this droplet shows some irregularities
when compared to the solely Tween stabilised droplet which has a smoother surface (Fig.
5.7C). These ‘wrinkles’ have been previously suggested to indicate the presence of particles at
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the oil-water interfaces [214]. In order to clearly visualise oil droplets through Cryo-SEM
most of the water was removed by freeze fracturing of emulsion samples and this was
followed by dusting the samples with gold particles under vacuum. It is this process that
generated large pressure gradients and caused the particle-stabilised droplets to appear a
corrugated surface [215].

Fig. 5.7: Cryo-SEM micrographs of emulsion droplets stabilised by 3 wt.% silica alone with
a close-up of the droplet surface (A-B), 3 wt.% Tween 20 alone (C), 3 wt.% silica mixed
with 0.05 wt. % Tween 20 top and bottom layer (D-E), 3 wt.% silica mixed with 3 wt.%
Tween 20 top and bottom layer (F-G). All emulsions were produced by an SPG 6.1 μm at 10
kPa and 2000 rpm. All pictures were taken 3 days following emulsification.
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Collapsing of a monolayer of particles adsorbed on the oil-water interface, also reported as
‘buckling’,

took place when surface pressure equalised with the interfacial tension of

oil/water [216]. Presumably, a small amount of oil can escape making the total surface area of
droplets smaller so the strongly adsorbed particles compress in order to cover a smaller area.
This is clearly seen in Fig. 5.7E & G where droplets from the bottom layer of co-stabilised
emulsions presented wrinkles alongside their surface. On the contrary droplets from the
creamy layer had a different morphology and their surface appeared smoother (Fig. 5.7D &
F). Hence the top layer consisted of drops stabilised mainly by Tween while the sediment
contained mainly drops stabilised by silica particles.
The effect of the concentration of Tween20 on the droplet size and span of emulsions costabilised with mixtures of HPMC and Tween and adjusted at pH 6.5 is shown in Fig. 5.8 for
a period of 21 days. Emulsions prepared using HPMC alone phase separated completely
within a short time after production and therefore no further stability data are presented. These
results correlate with data showing that emulsions produced by cellulose nanocrystals were
unstable in the absence of surfactant [217]. Furthermore, it was shown that due to the low
energy dissipation via RME the kinetic energy of this particle close to the membrane surface
was not sufficient to induce an energy barrier for adsorption (data not shown here).
For freshly produced emulsions containing 0.05 wt.% Tween 20 at pH 6.5, the droplet size
and the span were found larger compared to the same emulsions prepared at pH 2. Although
in general non-ionic emulsifiers are considered to be pH insensitive, it is reported that the
hydration rate of Tween molecules (initial concentration 0.02%) dissolved in aqueous
medium at pH 2 was almost four times higher than pH 6.5 [218]. Furthermore in another
study it was shown that increasing the pH of non-ionic Tween 40 would cause less hydration
per unit mass of surfactant and the critical micelle concentration is decreased considerably
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which means more surfactant micelles in the aqueous solution [219]. Consequently, it is
possible that the availability of Tween molecules for adsorption at low pH was increased
causing faster reduction of the interfacial tension and thus smaller drops. This effect was not
pronounced at higher concentrations of surfactant therefore droplet size and span of Tween
only stabilised emulsions were similar at both pH values. As expected, low concentration of
emulsifier led to droplet coalescence after production as reflected by the slight increase in the
drop size and the significant increase in the span from 0.914 to 1.159 after 21 days whereas
high concentration of emulsifier resulted in stable emulsions with 12 μm smaller droplet size
and very narrow distribution.
The presence of low concentration of Tween 20 in mixtures with HPMC allowed for the
formation of co-stabilised emulsions with a remarkably smaller droplet size and span than
emulsions stabilised by single species. Specifically, the droplet size of co-stabilised emulsion
appeared 50% and 40% smaller than emulsions stabilised by HPMC alone and 0.05% Tween
alone respectively. This behaviour is a typical example of the synergistic effect exhibited by
the co-existence of two emulsifying agents in emulsions and has been reported for mixtures of
small molecular surfactants with inorganic (silica) as well as other edible Pickering particulate
structures (e.g. cellulose nanocrystals) [79, 217]. HPMC particles benefit from their
interaction with the LMW emulsifiers (Table 5.1) rendering them partially hydrophobic,
thereby enhancing their affinity to the oil surface. The co-stabilised emulsions were very
monodisperse demonstrating a span of approximately 0.71 which is indicative of their robust
stabilisation by HPMC particles. A similar system encompassing HPMC and Tween 80 has
been found to operate in the same fashion [87]. The authors describe a surfactant-limiting costabilisation mechanism, clearly underlying the effect of surfactant concentration on the
resultant droplet size and ultimate stability.
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Fig. 5.8: Average droplet diameter and span values of emulsions stabilised with 3 wt.%
HPMC and its mixtures with Tween 20 at pH 6.5. An SPG 6.1 μm membrane was used at
10 kPa and 2000 rpm.
They found that by increasing surfactant concentration considerably smaller droplets were
produced as a consequence of the dominance of Tween molecules at the interface and their
ability to induce droplet breakup. This is in contrast with our findings as it was observed that
even at a higher emulsifier concentration (3 wt.%) the droplet size and span of co-stabilised
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emulsions remained practically the same. This could be ascribed to the different structuring of
the aqueous phase upon increasing Tween concentration as it can be seen in Fig. 5.9. At low
emulsifier concentration, small particle aggregates were visible in the aqueous phase and on
the droplet surface (Fig. 5.9A-B). This is in accordance with findings reporting that
aggregates of cellulose nanocrystals and surfactant were sighted on the surface of PMMA
particles [220]. Upon increasing of Tween concentration a gel network formed in the aqueous
phase as shown in Fig. 5.9C. Formation of gel network has been reported for mixtures of nonionic polymers and surfactants as interactions become significant when surfactant
concentration reaches the critical aggregation concentration value [171]. More specifically, it
is possible that the presence of more emulsifiers could cause HPMC particles to turn back to
hydrophilic as new Tween20 molecules deposited on the existed emulsifier layer with the
head groups exposed in the aqueous phase (see Fig. 5.3B) thereby decreasing their affinity for
the oil droplet surface critical aggregation concentration value [171]. More specifically, it is
possible that the presence of more emulsifiers could cause HPMC particles to turn back to
hydrophilic as new Tween20 molecules deposited on the existed emulsifier layer with the
head groups exposed in the aqueous phase (see Fig. 5.3B) thereby decreasing their affinity for
the oil droplet surface. Consequently, the oil droplets were occupied by the free Tween20
whereas the association of the excluded HPMC particles coupled with less amount of water in
the aqueous phase led to the formation of a gel network as it is seen in Fig. 5.9D. The
increased viscosity of the gel network prevented collision of droplets and enhanced stability
of emulsions, confirmed by the low span (0.717) that was very similar to HPMC – 0.05%
Tween emulsions. Despite exhibiting different stabilisation mechanisms, very monodisperse
small sized co-stabilised emulsions were produced by both concentrations of Tween 20 as a
result of the use of the rotating membrane.
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Fig. 5.9: Cryo-SEM micrographs of emulsion droplets stabilised by 3 wt.% HPMC mixed
with (A-B) 0.05 wt.% Tween 20, (C-D) 3 wt.% Tween with a close-up of the aqueous phase
gel network. All emulsions were produced by an SPG 6.1 μm at 10 kPa and 2000 rpm.
5.2.2.2. Effect of WPI
Fig. 5.10 illustrates the droplet size and span values of emulsions co-stabilised by silica
particles and two concentrations of WPI and their stability after 21 days. For convenience,
emulsions stabilised solely by silica are plotted again in order to facilitate comparisons and
trends between the samples. Focusing on the systems with single WPI a similar trend can be
distinguished with the Tween only stabilised emulsion; that is the reduction of the droplet size
and span with increasing concentration of emulsifier. High concentration of emulsifier (3
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wt.%) resulted in higher availability of emulsifiers close to the membrane surface causing a
faster decrease in the interfacial tension and as a consequence smaller droplet size and span
values after 21 days. To our knowledge there are not available literature findings for WPI
stabilised emulsions prepared by membrane emulsification therefore sodium caseinate is
mentioned here as a reference as it is a milk protein, yet it has a random coil structure so it is
likely that it would behave differently during adsorption to oil-water interface compared to the
globular WPI. It was reported that for SPG membrane at constant transmembrane pressure
and rotational velocity, the droplet size of emulsions stabilised by sodium caseinate reduced
upon increasing concentration of the protein from 0.1% to 3% whereas the droplet size
distribution became narrower [127]. Because WPI is an HMW emulsifier transfer of the
molecule to the oil-water interface was considerably slower than smaller Tween 20 and as a
result the interfacial tension decreased at a slower rate. Hence low concentration of WPI (0.05
wt.%) in the aqueous phase generated larger droplets than the same concentration of Tween
20. In contrast at high concentration of emulsifier this effect was counteracted by the larger
availability of emulsifier, and as a consequence, the droplet size and span values were very
similar for both species. Therefore in this case droplet size appears to be governed by
processing conditions rather than formulation-specific circumstances. As mentioned
previously emulsions prepared with silica particles alone presented coalescence at a certain
degree which was also the case for the emulsions made with 0.05 wt. % only. However, the
presence of low concentration of WPI in the aqueous suspension of silica particles at pH 2
resulted in emulsions with droplet size that was 24% than silica alone and a span as low as
0.725. Certainly, both values were far smaller than systems whose aqueous phase included
only 0.05 wt.% WPI. The emulsions showed remarkable stability throughout the entire period
of 21 days as indicated by the minor changes in their droplet size and span values. This
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behaviour could be related to the adsorption of WPI monomers on the silica surface rendering
them more hydrophobic whilst surrounded by a positive charge (Fig. 5.4A).

Fig. 5.10: Average droplet diameter and span values of emulsions stabilised with 3 wt.%
silica and its mixtures with WPI at pH 2. An SPG 6.1 μm membrane was used at 10 kPa
and 2000 rpm.
It is suggested that the modified silica particles were able to effectively decrease interfacial
tension thus forming smaller droplets than silica particles alone whilst providing effective
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stabilisation through steric and electrostatic repulsion between neighbouring droplets. The
synergy between silica particles and β-lactoglobulin has been confirmed in the case of longterm stabilisation of foams [221]. In this study, it was found that the extent of Ostwald
ripening was considerably delayed compared to the pure protein systems owing to an increase
in the interfacial elasticity as delivered by the adsorbed protein so the same mechanism could
also apply in our system and could be responsible for the remarkable stability of the
investigated emulsions. Furthermore, it is possible that silica particles could be entrapped in
the viscoelastic thin film created by the adsorbed proteins thereof constituting an additional
layer that provides additional repulsive forces between droplets [222]. In a separate study,
instead of β-lactoglobulin another milk protein sodium caseinate was used in mixtures with
silica to show that significant reduction in the interfacial tension between oil-water took place
when both species were present in the aqueous phase [185]. Surprisingly, high concentration
of WPI in mixtures with silica particles yielded polydisperse emulsions with droplet size
larger than when species were used alone. This could be associated with the increased
viscosity of the aqueous mixture when high concentrations of WPI are present as the transfer
of the emulsifier towards the oil-water interface is substantially lowered. At the same time due
to higher viscosity, the newly generated droplets cannot move away from the membrane
surface therefore the probability of coalescence was increased [153].
Emulsions prepared with HPMC-WPI mixtures exhibited very similar behaviour to the silicaTween systems owing to the weak interactions between particles and co-stabilisers in the bulk
that could signify competitive adsorption between the individual species. However
unmodified HPMC particles are too hydrophilic to adsorb to the oil-water interface, and this
was confirmed by complete phase separation of emulsions stabilised with HPMC alone
shortly after emulsification. Therefore it was expected that WPI would dictate adsorption. As
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it is seen in Fig. 5.11 the presence of low concentration of WPI in the aqueous mixture
resulted in emulsions with similar droplet size to emulsions prepared with 0.05 wt.% WPI
alone and their stability was also poor as it is shown by the dramatic increase in both the
droplet size and the span particularly that was apparent from day 1.

Fig. 5.11: Average droplet diameter and span values of emulsions stabilised with 3 wt.%
HPMC and its mixtures with WPI at pH 6.5. An SPG 6.1 μm membrane was used at 10 kPa
and 2000 rpm.
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Previous studies in mixtures of HPMC and β-lactoglobulin confirm this hypothesis [86]. In
this work, although a more hydrophobic type of HPMC has been used in conjunction with βlactoglobulin it was documented that the protein dominates the oil-water interface as
evidenced by the surface pressure measurements. The HPMC exclusion as it is mentioned
occurred at pH 6 and the emulsions were characterised by a thin viscoelastic film which was
indicative of WPI adsorption. This was also observed in our results as with the presence of
high concentration of WPI in the mixture, emulsions appeared to have 51% smaller droplet
size and approximately 50% smaller span than emulsions stabilised by these species alone.
Although no significant interactions took place between HPMC particles and WPI molecules,
the possibility of formation of a weak gel network as a result of induced particle flocculation
in the aqueous phase should not be ruled out, especially in the presence of high concentration
of WPI; that could explain the narrow droplet size distribution of emulsions stabilised by
HPMC and 3 wt.% WPI via rotating membrane emulsification.

5.3. Conclusions
The effect of colloidal particle type and size, as well as the concentration and type of
emulsifier has been demonstrated for the production of co-stabilised O/W Pickering
emulsions with enhanced stability to coalescence, via rotating membrane emulsification. The
bulk and interfacial behaviour of the aqueous particle-emulsifier mixtures was related to the
resultant emulsion microstructure. Due to the low energy profile of the process, adsorption of
colloidal particles to the oil-water interface was not encouraged, thereby yielding unstable
emulsions. The synergism occurred when a low concentration of emulsifier adsorbed on
particles, resulted in co-stabilised Pickering emulsions that were stable to coalescence with
smaller droplets and lower polydispersity than emulsions prepared with either of the two
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species alone at the same concentration. When adsorption of emulsifier on particles did not
occur, species behaved as individual entities and competed to the surface of droplets. Hence,
at low emulsifier concentration, silica-Tween 20 emulsions presented larger droplet size than
those prepared by each species alone whereas emulsification failed for mixtures of HPMC and
WPI. Upon increase of emulsifier concentration the oil droplet surface was dominated by the
emulsifier and the increased viscosity of the aqueous particle-emulsifier mixture contributed
to even smaller droplet size than emulsions stabilised solely with emulsifier. Notably, the
exclusion of HPMC particles from the oil-water interface resulted in extra-stable
monodisperse emulsions via the establishment of a weak gel network due to the depletion
flocculation in the presence of high emulsifier concentrations. Depending on the surface
chemistry of a particle, WPI could be a good alternative to Tween 20 to make stable Pickering
emulsions via rotating membrane emulsification, as it can be used in low concentrations to
achieve comparable results. The positioning of all species in the continuous phase rather than
the internal oil phase suggests a feasible strategy for minimisation of internal fouling of the
membrane that could improve production rates. In this context, rotating membrane
emulsification offers a viable alternative to traditional techniques for the development of wellcontrolled edible microstructures that could be incorporated in foods as well as
pharmaceuticals for example for controlled release of flavours or nutrients or targeted drug
delivery purposes.
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Chapter 6
Processing performance of rotating membrane

6.

emulsification for production of emulsions costabilised by Pickering particles and emulsifiers
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Abstract
Despite the superior stability of Pickering emulsions compared to conventional surfactantstabilised ones, their production through low-energy emulsification techniques such as
membrane emulsification is restricted by the low diffusivity and minimal interfacial tension
lowering ability of the colloidal particles. In this study, two types of colloidal particles of
demonstrated Pickering functionality (silica and HPMC) were used in mixtures with small
concentration (0.05 wt.%) of Tween 20 or WPI in water to produce O/W co-stabilised
emulsions via rotating membrane emulsification (RME). The effect of the transmembrane
pressure ranging between 10 – 150 kPa and two different types of membranes, with different
pore size and porosity, on the emulsion microstructure was investigated at a fixed rotational
velocity of 2000 rpm. Despite the larger droplet size produced by the stainless steel (SS)
membrane with a mean pore size of 50 μm compared to the SPG of 6.1 μm mean pore size,
the emulsions presented lower polydispersity indices with span values as low as 0.6 for the SS
membrane. There was evidence that the interactions between the stabilising species and the
SPG membrane could potentially influence the emulsification performance as it was realised
by the reduction in the oil throughput when increasing the concentration of the emulsifier
(WPI) in the co-stabilisation formulation, however this would be expected to contribute only
at the initial stages. On the contrary, this was not observed for the SS membrane. RME
produced stable emulsions at a transmembrane pressure of 50 kPa using 3 wt.% HPMC and
0.05 wt.% Tween 20 as co-stabilising species, with similar droplet size to HSM utilising less
energy (44 as opposed to 104 MJ m-3). RME was also capable of achieving narrower
distribution than HSM compromising though the production rate.
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6.1. Introduction
Pickering particles are of great interest as they have been used to enhance stability of
emulsions (i.e. Pickering emulsions). Due to their capacity to bind strongly to the emulsion
droplet surface, a large amount of energy is required to displace them, thus they provide
superior stability against conventional surface active species [1, 10, 46, 57]. Several studies
have highlighted the advantage of the synergism of Pickering particles and surface active
species in interfacial stabilisation that results in emulsions with prolonged stability. The coexistence of both silica particles and small concentration of Tween 60 or NaCas in water
resulted in emulsions that had smaller droplet size and were more stable than emulsions
prepared with either of the individual species alone at the same concentration [80]. The
authors reported that the species competed for the surface of the droplets at small
concentration of emulsifier and the emulsifier lowered the interfacial tension that facilitated
droplet break-up whilst providing short term stabilisation until adsorption of particles.
Increasing the concentration of emulsifier beyond a critical value resulted in droplets with
interfaces resembling those stabilised solely by the emulsifier. Another advantage of costabilised emulsions is the increased stability conferred by the weak flocculation of particles
upon addition of emulsifier resulting in the formation of bridges between stabilised droplets
and increase of the emulsion viscosity [223].
Despite the benefits associated with the co-stabilisation mechanism, the majority of the costabilised Pickering emulsions have been produced by energy intensive techniques such as
high shear mixing, high pressure homogenisation, microfluidizer or ultrasound [11, 87, 217].
However, these processes utilise a large amount of energy to repeatedly break down droplets
to smaller ones and the largest proportion of this energy is released as heat in the bulk
emulsion [28]. Furthermore, because of the random breakup of the droplets the final emulsion
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structure is very polydisperse whilst the resulting high temperature realised during processing
is not desirable for sensitive ingredients [196]. Membrane emulsification (ME) is an ideal
process for the production of monodisperse emulsions as the emulsion microstructure can be
controlled by adjusting a set of formulation (interfacial tension, concentration and type of
emulsifying species, dispersed phase fraction) and process (transmembrane pressure,
rotational velocity) parameters [112]. Additionally, the low-energy profile of ME is
recommended for structures sensitive to high temperatures and shear [7, 9]. Because of the
inherent low-shear mixing environment of the ME, transportation of the emulsifying species
to the O/W interface is mainly diffusion controlled [156]. Therefore most of the studies have
focused on emulsions stabilised by fast diffusing surface active species such as classic
surfactants whereas literature on Pickering stabilisation of emulsions via ME is limited. This
is because particles do require a large amount of energy to be transferred to the interface and
their transportation is usually driven by convection rather than diffusion; this is best provided
under the mixing environment produced by the high shear techniques described earlier.
Lately it has been proposed that the key for effective stabilisation of droplets by particles
through ME is to ensure that sufficient time is provided for their adsorption and a critical
coverage is achieved before the droplet detaches from the pore [13]. The authors used a
Langmuir isotherm model to derive the critical adsorption time of silica particles on oil
droplets (via a cross-flow ME rig equipped with ceramic membranes) and argued that if this is
lower than the droplet formation time, monodisperse emulsions are produced; however in the
opposite case emulsions are not stable. In another study by the same group, a stainless steel
rotating membrane (square pores 80 x 80 μm) was used to produce O/W emulsions stabilised
with silica colloids (800 nm size) [12]. The rotating membrane emulsification (RME)
arrangement allowed the adjustment of droplet formation time by tuning the oil flux
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(transmembrane pressure) and the drag force for detachment of the droplets (rotational
velocity); it was demonstrated that an optimum rotational velocity exists for successful
stabilisation of the produced emulsions. In an extension of these studies, a co-stabilisation
approach was used for the production of stable emulsions (Cross-flow and RME) with silica
particles and different types of surfactants (cationic, anionic and non-ionic) [15]. This
approach was suggested as an alternative scenario for production of stable particle-stabilised
emulsions when the critical adsorption time criterion for the particles was not met. However,
no stability data are available in either of these studies and the effect of processing conditions
on the microstructure of co-stabilised emulsions produced via RME was not well understood.
This study aims to provide a better insight on how the processing conditions during rotating
membrane emulsification (RME) affect the microstructure and stability of O/W emulsions costabilised by particles and emulsifiers. The RME rig used in the present study was equipped
with two types of membranes; a Shirasu Porous Glass and a laser drilled stainless steel (SS)
with circular pores. The effects of the transmembrane pressure (10 – 150 kPa) at a fixed
rotational velocity of 2000 rpm (corresponding to a shear rate of 14 s -1) and the type of the
membrane on the emulsion microstructure were investigated. Two types of particles (silica,
HPMC) and two different surface active species (Tween 20, WPI) were examined. The
concept of the energy density was used to evaluate the efficiency of the RME process against
a conventional high shear mixer (HSM) according to Schubert et al. [224]. Despite the larger
droplet size produced with the SS membrane compared to the SPG, the co-stabilised
emulsions presented improved monodispersity with span values as low as 0.6 and the oil mass
throughput was considerably larger than SPG, potentially due to the minimisation of fouling
effects. The energy consumed during RME when utilising an SPG membrane was
significantly higher than expected due to operation at the maximum rotational velocity and the
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longer processing time caused by SPG fouling. Regardless, the RME managed to produce
stable emulsions at a transmembrane pressure of 50 kPa using 3 wt.% HPMC and 0.05 wt.%
Tween 20 as co-stabilising species, with similar droplet size and utilising less energy than
HSM (44 as opposed to 104 MJ m-3). The RME was also capable of achieving narrower
distribution than HSM (span values 0.9 as opposed to 1.3) compromising though at the
production rate, achieving to produce 2.2 kg of emulsion per hour, almost 6 times less than
the HSM.

6.2. Results and discussion
6.2.1. Formulation effects on membrane fouling and performance
Similar to membrane separation/ filtration technologies, it is possible to encounter membrane
fouling during rotating membrane emulsification and depending on the processing time this
could result in significant flux decrease, thus reduced production rate. Reduced flux caused by
fouling could also influence droplet size especially under shear-driven droplet formation
mechanism. In this case, droplets will spend more time attached to the pore increasing their
volume before they protrude enough into the continuous phase and eventually detach by the
drag forces; therefore larger droplets are formed [129].
Fouling may occur due to deposition or accumulation of inorganic or organic (oil, proteins)
material over time within the pores (internal fouling) or at the membrane surface (external
fouling) [225]. Internal fouling of the membrane is more prominent in premix membrane
emulsification as the emulsifying agents used to stabilise pre-emulsified droplets, in many
cases are proteinaceous material that can internally adsorb on the surface of the membrane
pores resulting in clogging of the pores and dramatic flux decrease, especially after a number
of emulsification cycles [226]. The experimental set-up used in the current study utilises
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direct membrane emulsification (pure oil is injected in the continuous phase through the
membrane pores at a constant transmembrane pressure), therefore the occurrence of internal
fouling should be normally ruled out. However, upon initial immersion of the membrane in
the aqueous suspension/solution it is possible that self-diffusion of some molecules could
allow their entry in the membrane pores and cause internal fouling prior to the onset of the
emulsification process itself, resulting in lower oil flux. The membrane mean pore size has
also been reported to affect fouling. Caric et al. studied the effect of two different pore sizes
of membranes on the permeate flux during cross-flow filtration of WPI solution and they
concluded that the adsorption-related pore plugging was more important for the larger pore
size membrane (200 nm) than for the smaller pore size (50 nm) [227]. Therefore with the
membrane used in this study (mean pore size 6.1 μm) it is likely that both external and
internal fouling would occur.
Fig. 6.1 shows the influence of formulation on the oil flux at a constant transmembrane
pressure and rotational velocity. Two different pH values were used for the suspensions that
represented the optimum pH for Pickering performance of the investigated particles: silica
(pH 2) and HPMC (pH 6.5). It is interesting to note that, despite the standard cleaning
treatment of the membrane between experimental runs, the oil flux was dependant on the
formulation used at a constant transmembrane pressure. In general, the produced oil fluxes
were lower than the ones found by Lloyd et al. for 1 wt.% Tween 20 produced by the same
membrane at 10 kPa (dashed line, Fig. 6.1) [153].
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Fig. 6.1: Average oil flux of emulsions prepared with an SPG 6.1 μm membrane at constant
transmembrane pressure 10 kPa and constant rotational velocity 2000 rpm. The dashed
line represents the oil flux achieved at the same set-up for 1 wt.% Tween 20.
The lowest flux was found for emulsions prepared at pH 2, particularly the ones that
contained WPI. WPI molecules have a positive charge below their IEP (4.5 – 5.5) and a
negative charge above IEP [51], whereas the hydrophilic SPG membrane has a negative
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charge at a pH range between 2 – 8 with an IEP at a pH ~ 1.5 [132, 228]. Nakamura et al.
reported irreversible adsorption of bovine serum albumin (BSA) molecules on the surface of
pores of a hydrophilic SPG membrane during microfiltration [229]. Furthermore, they argue
that the maximum adsorption was observed at the IEP of the protein as the electrostatic
interactions between the proteins that are closely packed at the adsorbed layer were
minimised. The absence of charges close to the IEP of the protein could also facilitate the
deposition of more protein molecules forming multilayers, as it has been seen in another study
by the same authors [230]. Therefore it is likely that the electrostatic attraction of WPI
molecules to the membrane surface at pH 2 resulted in accumulation of WPI and caused oil
flux to decrease. This may explain the much lower fluxes for formulations containing WPI at
pH =2 (S/0.05W, S/3W) compared to pH 6.5 (H/0.05W, H/3W) where both the membrane
surface and WPI are negatively charged.
Particles alone have been seen to cause internal and external fouling as well [231]. Boussu et
al. tested a number of hydrophobic and hydrophilic membranes of different surface roughness
for their ability to filter aqueous suspensions of various types of silica particles. The authors
concluded that the electrostatic interactions between membrane surface and colloidal particles
again govern the fouling process and the higher the surface roughness, the greater the
tendency of particles to transport to areas of the membrane with the least resistance (valleys).
It is possible that the cleaning treatment of the membrane with HCl solution in between runs
to remove foulants resulted in rougher membrane surface and slight enlargement of the pore
size [225, 232]. In this way, foulants have greater access to the membrane surface and the
pore surface. This perhaps could explain the lower flux for all particle- stabilised emulsions
when compared to Lloyd et al. (dashed line). Furthermore, the oil flux of HPMC stabilised
emulsions (pH 6.5) was 3 times higher than the silica stabilised ones (pH 2). This could be
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due to the slight negative charge of the HPMC particles causing weak electrostatic repulsion
between HPMC and the membrane surface that potentially could also reduce the occurrence
of fouling.
Finally, the access of the species to the membrane is considered. A large particle size would
hinder access of particles to the membrane pores and potentially transportation towards the
membrane surface resulting in less fouling (internal and external). S/0.05T and S/3T
suspensions had the largest particle aggregates so that could explain the higher oil flux of their
respective emulsions compared to the pure silica-stabilised ones. With regard to the viscosity
of the suspensions, it should be expected that high viscous forces would oppose the inertial
force exerted by the oil phase leading to flux decrease. However, the opposite was found as
the higher the viscosity of the suspension the higher the oil flux became. This can be
attributed to the difficulty in transferring the species through a viscous phase towards the
membrane surface again resulting in less fouling, thus higher oil flux (Fig. 6.1B).
Although in theory fouling could be taking place here, this was not confirmed by any other
direct methods (e.g. microscopy). However fouling could indeed take place and therefore
affect to some extent RME emulsification performance. This section is designed to raise
fouling as a potential factor in shaping RME performance as presented hereafter rather than to
claim it is a governing influence.

6.2.2. Effect of transmembrane pressure
A common drawback in ME is the small pore size of the membrane that results in
considerably low oil fluxes and thus reduced emulsion production rates compared to high
shear techniques [233, 234]. SPG membranes have an average porosity of 50 - 60%, however
only a small fraction of the total pores are active, typically 1 - 10%, which is proportional to
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the applied transmembrane pressure [235, 236]. Considering also the possibility of fouling
caused by the formulation as previously described, the oil flux could be further reduced.
Therefore, it is important to know how the SPG membrane performs in terms of oil flux,
under different transmembrane pressures. This is presented in Fig. 6.2 for emulsions costabilised by colloidal particles and small concentration of emulsifiers.
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Fig. 6.2: Influence of transmembrane pressure on the oil flux through a 6.1 μm SPG
membrane used at a constant rotational velocity of 2000 rpm to produce co-stabilised
emulsions. Each line represents a power law fit (y = a xb) with parameters given next to the
legend.
Complying with Darcy’s law [110], the oil flux increased with increasing transmembrane
pressure for all investigated formulations reaching a maximum of 850 L m-2 h-1 at 150 kPa.
This value was almost 3 times lower than the oil flux achieved in the work of Lloyd et al. who
used 1 wt.% Tween 20 in water as an emulsifier [153]. This could be attributed to the
membrane fouling caused by the colloidal particles and/ or WPI in the water phase resulting
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in considerably lower oil fluxes. It is worth noting that the oil flux for emulsions co-stabilised
by silica and WPI at pH 2 (red line) was lower at all transmembrane pressures; the only
exception being the oil flux measured at the highest transmembrane pressure of 150 kPa. A
possible explanation could be that the higher inertial forces generated high mechanical
stresses at the pore channel wall causing the foulants to diffuse away from the membrane
pore/ surface. Despite the lower oil flux compared to the literature, fitting of the experimental
data to the power law model gave the power values between 1.25 – 1.66 which is very close
to the values reported by Lloyd et al. [153].
Although a high transmembrane pressure is desirable to achieve a high production rate, it is
possible that the high surface expansion rate of the droplets would not allow their sufficient
coverage by particles or emulsifiers, increasing the possibility of coalescence at the membrane
surface and as a result the production of unstable emulsions [160]. Furthermore, it has been
pointed out that high transmembrane pressure could cause the oil droplet to form in the
‘jetting’ regime that could potentially lead to coalescence of drops forming at adjacent pores,
especially in the presence of low emulsifier concentration, where steric hindrance between
droplets has not been established [237, 238].
According to Sugiura et al. transition from dripping to jetting is estimated to occur when the
capillary number of the dispersed phase (Cad) approaches or exceeds 0.056 [162]. This value
should be considered as a rough estimation as in our setup there was always shear applied on
droplets whereas in Sugiura’s system droplets grow and detach in the absence of shear. As it
can be seen from Eq. (2.21), for an SPG membrane with pore size 6.1 μm and 1 mm
membrane thickness, Cad increases proportionally with the transmembrane pressure and
decreases with increasing interfacial tension. To operate at the jetting regime, Cad should
exceed 0.056, and selecting the highest transmembrane pressure of 150 kPa used in this study,
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the respective interfacial tension should be lower than approx. 3.11 mN m-1. The equilibrium
interfacial tension between sunflower oil and water phase that contains high concentration of
Tween 20 (up to 2 wt.%) has been found to be as low as 4.9 mN m-1 [152, 153]. Also,
considering that the time scales for droplet formation in membrane emulsification are in the
order of ms (indicatively between 1 – 300 ms [239, 240]), the interfacial tension at the
moment of breakup would be expected to be a lot higher. This implies that the capillary
number would be smaller than 0.056 at the investigated transmembrane pressure range and
thus droplet formation is possible to take place in the dripping regime. Fouling effects could
also contribute towards further decrease of Cad as the effective pore size would be smaller as
well.
Fig. 6.3 shows the influence of transmembrane pressure on the droplet size and span of
emulsions co-stabilised by silica and low concentration of Tween 20 and also of emulsions
stabilised by each of the two species alone. Focusing on the emulsions stabilised solely by
Tween 20 it can be seen that the droplet size increases rapidly with increasing transmembrane
pressure reaching a plateau. This is a typical trend occurred in shear-driven direct membrane
emulsification where lowering of the interfacial tension is not sufficient to induce droplet
break-up, so droplets continue to grow in volume with increasing transmembrane pressure
until they are detached by the drag forces [163]. The plateau region is attributed to the
generation of an additional push-off force between sterically stabilised droplets growing in
adjacent pores that become active by the application of higher transmembrane pressure [159].
This seems to be the case for a low concentration of emulsifier e.g. 0.05 wt.% Tween 20 that
is well below the CMC of Tween 20 (0.98wt.% [144]), as well as for colloidal particles that
have low diffusivity and interfacial tension lowering capacity, and hence mixtures of particles
and low concentrations of emulsifiers.
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Fig. 6.3: Effect of transmembrane pressure on average droplet diameter and span values of
emulsions stabilised with 3 wt. % silica, 0.05 wt.% Tween 20 and both species at pH 2. An
SPG 6.1 μm membrane was used at 2000 rpm.
This behaviour is different than the findings of Lloyd et al who used a 6.1 μm SPG rotating
membrane to produce emulsions stabilised by 1 wt.% Tween 20 (above CMC) at high
rotational velocity 2000 rpm. They reported a rather constant droplet size at transmembrane
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pressures between 10 – 150 kPa, followed by a subsequent increase in the droplet size,
resembling a typical interfacial tension driven droplet formation [153]. Surprisingly, the latter
trend was observed for silica and mixed silica - Tween stabilised emulsions that presented
constant droplet size between 10 – 100 kPa, that could be related to the increased viscosity of
the suspensions and the generation of higher drag forces that aid droplet detachment [104].
Increasing transmembrane pressure further to 150 kPa resulted in a substantial increase in the
droplet size of silica stabilised emulsions from 32 μm to 47 μm whereas the droplet size
remained almost constant for the mixed silica-Tween stabilised emulsions. The latter
observation could be related to the enhanced steric stabilisation and overall stability of oil
droplets, during their formation and after their detachment from the membrane that is
provided by the interconnected network of large silica aggregates in the presence of Tween 20
molecules (see Chapter 4).
In general, low transmembrane pressure favoured the formation of considerably monodisperse
emulsions whereas increasing transmembrane pressure resulted in more polydisperse
emulsions. At the lowest transmembrane pressure (10 kPa) emulsion droplets stabilised solely
by silica or Tween 20 were considerably monodisperse as it is indicated by the low span value
that was approximately 0.76 for both systems, whereas when both species were present the
span of the emulsions was raised at 1.09. At transmembrane pressures exceeding 50 kPa all
emulsions also presented span values close to or greater than 1 that indicated high
polydispersity.
The effect of transmembrane pressure on the droplet size and span of emulsions was also
investigated employing HPMC as a Pickering particle instead of silica, this time at pH 6.5
(optimum Pickering functionality, see Chapter 3) and the results are shown in Fig. 6.4. All
emulsions prepared with HPMC alone at 10 kPa phase separated within 24 h and the same
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emulsions made at transmembrane pressures > 10 kPa phase separated instantly. It can be
seen that, unlike S/0.05T co-stabilised emulsions, the droplet size of emulsions co-stabilised
by HPMC and Tween 20 followed an upward trend with increasing transmembrane pressure
complying with the predicted shear-driven droplet formation mechanism. It is also worth
noting that the graph can be divided into two regions. At low to intermediate transmembrane
pressures (10 – 50 kPa) the droplet size and span values of H/0.05T emulsions is much
smaller than emulsions stabilised solely by Tween 20. At higher transmembrane pressures the
two values become very close. That could be an indication that as droplet generation is
increased (short droplet formation time) the droplet size appears to be increasingly controlled
by the emulsifier content in the co-stabilised system. As this was not observed in the case of
S/0.05T, one could argue that such behaviour relates to the size of the colloidal species in the
co-stabilisation formulation that in turn could influence their diffusivity towards the oil-water
interface and thus the competition on interfacial adsorption by the two species. The higher
viscosity of H/0.05T suspensions could also result in even lower diffusivity according to
Einstein – Stokes equation [241].
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Fig. 6.4: Effect of transmembrane pressure on average droplet diameter and span values of
emulsions stabilised with 3 wt.% HPMC, 0.05 wt.% Tween 20 and both species at pH 6.5.
An SPG 6.1 μm membrane was used at 2000 rpm.
Furthermore, it has been discussed that the increased viscosity of the continuous phase would
cause detached droplets to concentrate close to the membrane surface resulting in greater
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probability for coalescence and thus larger droplet sizes and span values [153]. Table 6.1
summarises the droplet size evolution of all emulsions 21 days after production.
Table 6.1: % change in the average droplet size (D43) of emulsions for a range of
transmembrane pressures after storing at room temperature for 3 weeks. The (+) symbol
indicates an increase and (-) a reduction in the droplet size. Values annotated with a star
(*) refer to emulsions that showed evidence of phase separation and a cross mark (†)
indicates the existence of an oil layer without phase separation. PS indicates phase
separation of the samples within less than 24 h.

TMP
(kPa)

pH=2

pH=6.5

S

0.05T

S / 0.05T

H

0.05T

H / 0.05T

10

- 7.52†

+ 10.2*

- 0.68

PS

+ 10.9*

+ 0.10

50

+ 2.06†

+ 12.7*

- 7.80

PS

+ 15.7*

- 0.27

100

+ 38.2*

+ 12.3*

+ 2.95*

PS

+ 31.8*

+ 22.2*

150

+ 70.6*

+ 63.2*

+ 59.9*

PS

+ 45.9*

+ 61.8*

All emulsions prepared with HPMC as the sole emulsifier phase separated in less than 24 h at
all transmembrane pressures, so it was not possible to measure the droplet size. It can be seen
that all emulsions produced at high transmembrane pressure (100 – 150 kPa) were unstable
showing evidence of phase separation with a layer of oil on the top of the emulsions that
gradually increased in thickness in the course of 21 days. This should be related to the poor
coverage of oil droplets by the stabilising species at short droplet formation times. For those
emulsions that were prepared at low to intermediate pressures (10 – 50 KPa), different
observations were made. Silica stabilised emulsions presented an oil layer of stable thickness
throughout the period of 3 weeks and the droplet size measured from the cream layer
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remained constant. The volume of the oil layer was calculated to be approximately 0.0785 mL
at both pressures, indicating that at both pressures 0.78 wt.% of the oil contained in the
emulsion was not emulsified. It was also observed that the oil layer was not present at the
beginning of the emulsification but it appeared later and during the process. This has been
attributed to the gradual formation of a cloud of droplets close to the membrane that creates a
barrier for particles located closer to the vessel wall to approach the newly emerging droplets.
This effect could also be enhanced by the density difference of the two phases (very high
density of silica particles) that ‘pushes’ silica particles towards the vessel wall whilst the less
dense oil droplets remain at close proximity, as a result of the large centrifugal force
generated at high rotational velocity. All Tween stabilised emulsions prepared at pH 2 and pH
6.5 were unstable at both pressures again with a gradually growing oil layer. Finally, costabilised emulsions prepared with either silica or HPMC particles were stable, without any
indication of oil layer, as it is shown by the negligible change in their droplet size that is
mainly attributed to the co-stabilisation mechanism.

6.2.3. Effect of membrane
The type of membrane used has also been reported to influence the performance of membrane
emulsification. Charcosset et al. list a number of parameters that may determine the
performance of a membrane e.g. porosity, mean pore size, material [242]. There is a variety of
membrane materials used in membrane emulsification, however the most common types are
ceramic, laser drilled and Shirasu Porous Glass (SPG) membranes; each of these combines
certain benefits and disadvantages depending on the application [141]. In this section two
membranes are compared. A standard SPG tubular hydrophilic membrane this (mean pore
size of 6.1 μm) and a stainless steel (SS) membrane with a mean pore size of 50 μm in a cubic
array. Although the theoretical minimum capillary pressure for the formation of a droplet via
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the SS membrane was very small (~2.6 kPa) because of the larger pores compared to the SPG,
a much higher transmembrane pressure of 50 kPa was used to achieve a satisfactory oil flux.
For transmembrane pressure lower than 50 kPa it was observed that the generated oil droplets
float along the membrane surface, and are not carried away despite the large drag force (2000
rpm) and subsequent large centrifugal force. This could be linked with the wettability of the
SS membrane and its ability to produce certain type of emulsion. Li et al. used RME to
produce agarose beads via a laser-drilled SS membrane and they reported that the membrane
was hydrophobic and was more suitable to make W/O rather than O/W emulsions [151]. For
this reason, the rotational velocity in the present study was kept at the maximum to ensure
optimum mixing conditions with the highest possible drag/centrifugal force that in turn would
give the smallest possible droplet size. Same processing conditions were applied for the SPG
membrane and the two membranes were compared for their capacity to produce emulsions costabilised with silica particles and WPI. This formulation was chosen as in previous chapter it
was shown to provide stable emulsions through the synergism between the silica particle and
the WPI molecules.
Fig. 6.5 shows the droplet size distribution and the obtained span values of co-stabilised
emulsions produced by the two types of membranes at the same processing conditions.
Monomodal distributions were obtained in all cases that are representative of drop-by-drop
generation. This is because the shear is not high to disrupt droplets once they have been
formed and therefore does not skew the obtained monomodal distribution, even at the highest
rotational velocity that can be achieved with this rig (2000 rpm corresponding to a shear rate
of 14 s-1).
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Fig. 6.5: Particle size distribution and average span values of fresh emulsions co-stabilised
by 3 wt.% silica and WPI at pH 2, produced with an SPG 6 μm and a Stainless Steel (SS) 50
μm membrane at constant transmembrane pressure of 50 kPa and constant rotational
velocity of 2000 rpm.
Furthermore, emulsions with larger droplet size were produced by the SS membrane for both
formulations as a result of the larger mean pore size and also the droplet to pore size ratio was
smaller compared to the SPG (2.5 – 2.9 as opposed to 3.5 – 4.5 respectively). This has been
reported by Hancocks et al. who investigated the effect of the membrane morphology on
emulsions produced via RME and stabilised with Tween 20 [140]. In that study, the authors
utilised an SPG, a ceramic and a SS laser-drilled membrane and they found that the SS
membrane had the lowest droplet to pore size ratio. This was associated with the morphology
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of the pores that were perpendicular to the tube surface and the smoother surface of the SS
membrane enabled the development of a fully established shear field close to the pore,
resulting in droplets with a size similar to the pore diameter and sometimes even smaller. This
could also explain the larger span of emulsions produced with the SPG membrane in our
experiments compared to the ones made with the SS for both formulations. The lower
porosity of the SS membrane (< 1%) could be another explanation according to the same
study. The higher the porosity of the membrane, the closer the proximity between active
adjacent pores generating droplet thus increased possibility of droplet coalescence at the
membrane and/or its vicinity.
Another observation is the stable span of co-stabilised emulsions prepared with the SS
membrane for both formulations. Monodisperse emulsions with similar distribution width
were able to be produced with the SS membrane, regardless of the formulation, corresponding
to span values of approximately 0.67. These observations also agree with the findings of
Vladisavljevic et al. who found a rather constant coefficient of variation (CV) for emulsions
produced via a SS membrane at rotational velocities up to 2000 rpm, corresponding to 31 s-1
that is almost double the shear used in our experiments [149]. Furthermore, the described
trend was also confirmed in the work of Aryanti et al. who used the same membrane and
found a constant CV, approximately 10%, that was independent of the rotational velocity and
the oil flux [158].
Increased amount of WPI did not have a significant effect on the droplet size for co-stabilised
emulsions prepared with the SS membrane, whereas for the SPG membrane an increase in the
average droplet diameter was identified. In the latter case, the larger droplet size and span
values produced at high concentration of WPI could be related to the interactions between the
SPG membrane and the charged protein species within the continuous phase.
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Fig. 6.6: (A) Rate of oil added in the continuous phase at pH 2 and (B) number of droplets
generated during production of co-stabilised emulsions (10 wt.% oil) by a Shirasu Porous
Glass (SPG) and a Stainless Steel (SS) membrane at a constant transmembrane pressure of
50 kPa and constant rotational velocity of 2000 rpm.
It is also possible that the slightly increased viscosity of the S/3W (compared to S/0.05W)
continuous phases could have resulted in a reduction of the diffusion rate of the species
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towards the membrane surface thus less material transported to the forming droplets to
stabilise them leading to larger droplets. Less material transportation could also imply less
internal and external fouling; consequently the oil flux would be slightly larger resulting in
larger droplets. Hence, the larger span value observed for S/3W co-stabilised emulsions could
be explained by the insufficient coverage of oil droplets by the emulsifying species in
combination with the higher oil flux resulting in coalescence at the membrane surface. Indeed
the difference in the oil flux is confirmed by measurements of the rate of oil introduced to the
continuous phase through the membrane (Fig. 6.6A). It can be seen that there was a constant
linear increase in the rate of oil added in the emulsion that has also been reported in the work
of Lloyd et al. [154]. The SS membrane achieved a higher oil flux as it is indicated by the
steep slope for both formulations; this is because of the straight pore channels of minimal
resistance. On the other hand, the SPG membrane presented lower fluxes as a result of the
increased wall thickness, interconnected pore channels and the polydisperse in size pores. The
tortuosity of the pore channels of the SPG membrane could also significantly contribute to
local fluctuations of pressure within the pores that affected the amount of oil entering the
continuous phase at a specific amount of time. It is worth noting that when the SPG
membrane was used the rate of oil added in the emulsion was higher for S/3W co-stabilised
emulsions than the respective S/0.05W. This could be attributed to the higher viscosity of
S/3W suspensions as diffusion of the species towards the membrane surface could be
considerably delayed resulting in less fouling and thus larger permeation of oil through the
pores. The same graph is plotted in terms of number of droplets generated each second of
emulsification to consider the differences in the droplet size. Assuming spherical droplets the
number of droplets was calculated by:
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𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑙 =

𝑉𝑑
6𝑀𝑑
=
3
𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝜋𝜌𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙

(6.1)

where Vd is the oil volume added in the emulsion, Md is the oil mass corresponding to the
volume of oil added, ρd the oil density, Voil the volume of a spherical oil droplet with a
diameter Doil. Silica particle size is very small compared to the measured droplet size so the
measured D43 by DLS is used as Doil. Fig. 6.6B shows that droplets were generated at a
constant rate for both formulations for the SS membrane as they both are parallel straight lines
with very similar slope. In the case of the SPG membrane it can be seen that at the first 20 –
30 s equal number of droplets was generated at the same rate for both formulations from
which point onwards the number of droplets increased for S/0.05W; the droplet generation
rate however remained the same for both formulations. This could perhaps imply that at the
onset of RME with an SPG membrane gradual accumulation of foulants at the membrane
occurred when using S/0.05W as co-stabilising formulation, however it affects droplet
generation only at the initial stages. This effect is less evident for S/3W co-stabilised
emulsions potentially due to the slightly higher viscosity that does not facilitate diffusion of
the species and their deposition on the membrane. Consequently, the performance of the SPG
membrane is possible to be influenced by the formulation and the interactions of the species
with the membrane which was not the case for the SS membrane.

6.2.4. Process efficiency
In this section, the process efficiency of RME is compared with that of a conventional
emulsification device (HSM). The focus is on the production of co-stabilised emulsions which
are assessed in terms of droplet size, polydispersity, while the two devices are scrutinised in
terms of their operation by examining their throughputs and energy consumption.
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Table 6.2: List of species mixed in water to form 10 wt.% O/W emulsions and measured
emulsion densities. Concentrations are in wt.%: weight of individual species over the
weight of the final emulsion

Continuous
phase
S
H
S / 0.05T
S / 3T
S / 0.05W
S / 3W
H / 0.05T
H / 3T
H / 0.05W
H / 3W

Emulsion density ρe (kg m-3)
ρ0%
1010
1004
1010
1013
1009
967
1004
1007
1003
961

ρ10%
968
955
968
969
968
949
955
956
955
936

Average
989
980
989
991
988
958
980
982
979
949

The densities of the emulsions were measured (Table 6.2) and the energy density was
estimated for both processes according to Eq. (3.6) and (3.7). The power consumption was
recorded for both processes. For HSM the optimum shear rate was chosen and the process
time varied between 1 – 3 min whereas for RME the operated transmembrane pressure
determined the process time.
Having examined the optimum performance of the RME for the production of co-stabilised
emulsions, with regards to processing parameters (rotational velocity, transmembrane
pressure, membrane), a similar approach was carried out for the HSM. In this case, the
process parameters for this batch operation were the mixing time and the application of shear
which is controlled by the rotational velocity of the impeller. It should be noted here that the
calculated shear values for the HSM correspond to the space where the highest energy
dissipation is experienced; that is the gap between the screen and the impeller.
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Fig. 6.7: Effect of shear rate on the average droplet diameter of emulsions co-stabilised
with 3 wt.% silica mixed and 0.05 wt.% Tween 20 at pH 2, prepared with HSM at different
processing times.
Emulsions co-stabilised with 3 wt.% silica particles and 0.05 wt.% Tween 20 were produced
with the HSM at three different shear rates and processed for 1, 2 or 3 min; the resulting
droplet size and span values are shown in Fig. 6.7. As expected, the increased shear rate
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resulted in emulsions with smaller droplet size at all processing times, due to the higher
dissipated energy in the emulsion that allowed for further disruption of droplets [31, 243]. At
a constant shear rate of 15,400 s-1, processing time had some influence on the droplet size as
for each minute of processing the droplet size dropped by approximately 10%. However, this
change was not observed when operating the HSM at 22,000 s-1. Apparently, under the
current conditions (geometry of emulsification vessel, volume of emulsion) at the highest
achievable shear, a finite size for the droplet size was reached and the processing time would
not have a significant effect [244]. The average produced droplet size at this shear agrees with
the droplet size produced in the work of Pawlik et al (~13.6 ± 0.6 μm) and is also comparable
to the droplet size reported by Yuan et al. who produced emulsions stabilised solely by silica
particles with a rotor-stator homogeniser at a similar operating shear rate [13, 104]. The span
of the co-stabilised emulsions was well above 1.2 in all cases indicating a highly polydisperse
emulsion microstructure that is representative of droplet disruptive emulsification techniques
[245]. All produced co-stabilised emulsions were stable except the ones generated at the
lowest shear that phase separated following emulsification. This is due to the insufficient
shear provided for droplet disruption and the poor mixing resulting in large droplets and
unemulsified oil respectively that gradually promoted further coalescence and finally phase
separation. This explains the much larger droplet size and standard deviations of these
emulsions.
To ensure production of small-sized co-stabilised emulsions with the lowest energy
consumption possible and without overheating the sample, the optimum shear rate for the
HSM was selected at 15,400 s-1 (rotational velocity 7000 rpm) while the production rate
varied by adjusting the processing time between 1 – 3 min. For the RME the maximum shear
rate was selected (14 s-1 at a rotational velocity of 2000 rpm), to ensure maximum drag and
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centrifugal forces for the production of small droplets and homogenous mixing respectively,
while the production rate varied by adjusting the transmembrane pressure between 10 – 50
kPa.
In general, the more energy is dissipated to the emulsion, the smaller the droplet size becomes
[154]. This is confirmed by the decreasing trend of the droplet size for increasing energy
density for both processes (Fig. 6.8). RME can achieve comparable droplet size with equal or
less energy for both formulations containing either Tween 20 or WPI in small amounts.
However, the emulsions produced at higher TMP (100 – 150 kPa) corresponding to the lowest
energy densities, were not stable due to the short droplet formation time that resulted in their
insufficient coverage by the stabilising species. The large energy densities at low
transmembrane pressure (so low production rate) are associated with longer processing time.
This translates into one order of magnitude more energy than HSM to produce droplets with
approximate size 25 μm. Lloyd et al. reported energy densities between 4.6 – 30 MJ m-3 for
production of emulsions containing 10 wt.% stabilised with 1 wt.% Tween 20 in water,
utilising the same rotating membrane [154]. The amount of energy required to produce costabilised emulsions with RME was at least 32.8 MJ m-3 reaching up to 1.2 103 MJ m-3 when a
transmembrane pressure of 10 kPa was applied. However, co-stabilised emulsions presented
droplet sizes that were 25 – 72% smaller than Lloyd et al. as a result of the co-stabilisation
strategy. The span values for all co-stabilised emulsions and for both processes increased with
increasing production rate, however emulsions produced via RME approach gave consistently
lower span values than those delivered by HSM.
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Fig. 6.8: Droplet size (top) and span (bottom) as a function of energy density and
production rate, for emulsions co-stabilised by 3 wt.% silica particles produced by RME
equipped with an SPG 6.1 μm membrane at 2000 rpm, and HSM at 7000 rpm. All
emulsions contained 10 wt.% oil at production rates between 0.1 and 11 kg h-1. Symbols
with red border indicate an unstable emulsion.
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Stable emulsions co-stabilised with silica particles and Tween 20 were produced with the
RME at the same production rate with HSM, that were more monodisperse than their HSM
counterparts as it is indicated by the low span values accounting for 1.09 as opposed to 1.37.
Furthermore, with the RME process it was possible to produce such stable emulsions (S/0.5T)
with span value as low as 0.72 with the expense of dramatically low production rate though
that was approximately 0.1 kg h-1. Stable emulsions co-stabilised with silica and WPI were
prepared via RME at slightly higher production rate 2 kg h -1, compared to the respective
S/0.05T emulsions that were prepared at the same transmembrane pressure, however they
were significantly more polydisperse with a span value of 1.09 as opposed to 0.74.
The trends followed for the droplet size and the span of emulsions co-stabilised with HPMC
and Tween 20/ WPI were similar to silica stabilised the ones (Fig. 6.9). However in this case
the co-stabilised emulsions with HPMC and small amount of WPI made via RME had
considerably larger droplet size and span values than all the rest of the emulsions prepared by
any of the two processes at all production rates. This is attributed to the absence of significant
interactions between HPMC and WPI (see Chapter 4). More specifically, the WPI dictated
adsorption upon exclusion of HPMC from the oil surface, however the small concentration of
WPI resulted in higher interfacial tension and thus larger droplets. As a consequence, these
emulsions were not stable. On the contrary, the same emulsions that were prepared with HSM
were stable under the current process conditions owing to the better mixing environment of
this process. The co-stabilised emulsions incorporating 0.05 wt.% Tween 20 and prepared
with the HSM presented a droplet size that ranged between 28 – 37 μm. That was almost 7
times higher than the droplet size reported by Zafeiri et al. for emulsions co-stabilised by
HMPC and Tween 80 and processed with a HSM for 2 mins at 10000 rpm (corresponding to a
shear rate of 22000 s-1) [87].
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Fig. 6.9: Droplet size (top) and span (bottom) as a function of energy density and
production rate, for co-stabilised emulsions produced by RME equipped with an SPG 6.1
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production rates between 0.1 and 11 kg h-1.
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The lowest droplet size was achieved for emulsions co-stabilised with H/0.05T and processed
via RME, reaching as low as 21.2 μm, with large consumption of energy that accounted for
561 MJ m-3 due to the long processing time at low transmembrane pressure (10 kPa).
Furthermore, stable H/0.05T co-stabilised emulsions processed with RME had a similar size
to those prepared with HSM but were formed utilising 57% less energy. These emulsions also
had more uniform droplets when prepared with RME rather than HSM as it is indicated by the
span values (0.92 as opposed to 1.34).

6.3. Conclusions
The effect of process conditions on the microstructure of co-stabilised emulsions produced
through rotating membrane emulsification (RME) has been investigated and the efficiency of
the process has been evaluated as per the utilised energy and the production rates achieved in
comparison to a high shear mixer (HSM). A transmembrane pressure lower than or equal to
50 kPa was a prerequisite for the production of stable co-stabilised emulsions via RME
operating at 2000 rpm. The morphology of the membrane may influence its performance
terms of oil throughput when formulations incorporating charged polymers (WPI) and
particles (silica, HPMC) are considered. These species can potentially electrostatically adsorb
to the external or the pore surface of the rougher negatively charged SPG membrane causing
internal and/or external fouling that could significantly decrease oil flux; unlike a stainless
steel membrane that maintains a high constant oil throughput regardless the formulation.
Overall, co-stabilised emulsions with small droplet sizes were produced by RME at
productions rates of up to 11 kg h-1, however only those produced at production rates up to
0.9 kg h-1 were stable and utilised 44 - 1200 MJ m-3 of energy. The RME process can compete
with the efficiency of HSM to produce emulsions co-stabilised with HPMC and a small
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amount of Tween 20, as under certain process conditions (50 kPa, 2000 rpm) it offers stable
emulsion microstructures of similar droplet sizes that are more monodisperse and are formed
utilising less energy. In this context, a different membrane, ideally free of surface charges
with a smoother surface such as the stainless steel could be utilised for minimising fouling
and improve production rate and monodispersity. As such, by carefully selecting the
formulation process conditions, RME is capable of producing a wide range of co-stabilised
emulsion microstructures and offers a viable alternative to traditional high-energy consuming
emulsification techniques.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and recommendations for future

7.

work
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7.1. Overall Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis aims to investigate the key formulation and processing
conditions for manufacturing stable particle-stabilised emulsions with improved droplet size
uniformity via a mild emulsification process; rotating membrane emulsification. The current
traditional emulsification routes are based on the excessive application of energy to form
emulsion microstructures, creating a product that lacks uniformity that could be susceptible to
destabilisation. Although low-energy methods such as RME imagine as great alternatives to
conventional emulsification devices, their performance in manufacturing particle-stabilised
emulsions is limited by the kinetics of the particles and their minimal propensity to lower
interfacial tension. These obstacles were encountered initially by screening the capacity of a
range of colloidal particles of demonstrated Pickering functionality to produce stable
surfactant-free Pickering emulsions whilst manipulating the processing conditions in the RME
device and at a second stage by ‘assisting’ particles that were unsuccessful combining them
with different types/ concentration of surface-active species. The main conclusions derived
from this work are summarised in the next sections.
Surfactant-free Pickering emulsions produced via RME


Cellulose particles (HPMC, CMCC) are not effective Pickering stabilisers for
production of Pickering O/W emulsions via RME.

HPMC and CMCC particles were unsuccessful in stabilising emulsions produced via RME at
all investigated formulation (particle concentration 1.5 – 5 wt.%) and processing conditions
(transmembrane pressure 10 – 150 kPa, rotational velocity 100 – 2000 rpm) although these
have been seen to perform well in high- energy emulsification methods [11]. This is believed
to be due to a combination of their surface physicochemical properties and their size that
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affects their performance within the poor mixing environment realised in RME. HPMC
particles were smaller than rutin but larger than silica particles; however it is possible that
their diffusivity towards the oil-water interface was hindered by the poor mixing conditions of
the RME process, as indicated by their low kinetic energy close to the membrane surface.
Therefore, it is likely that these particles were not able to reach the oil-water interface in time
to induce an energy barrier against desorption, resulting in coalescence of droplets during or
post droplet formation close to the membrane surface that ultimately led to phase separation.
This is also confirmed by the CMCC particles which, despite their large size and thus their
theoretically higher energy of adsorption compared to the rest of the particles, they were also
unsuccessful in stabilising O/W emulsions, possibly because of the poor mixing conditions in
the continuous phase during RME but also their minimal diffusivity associated with their
large size.


Silica and rutin particles can successfully stabilise Pickering O/W emulsions produced
via RME.

O/W Pickering emulsions were successfully stabilised by silica and rutin particles and they
were stable for three weeks in ambient temperature. The optimum rotational velocity for both
types of Pickering emulsions was the maximum one at 2000 rpm as the droplet size
distribution became wider at lower velocities; an indication of coalescence that could be due
to lower transportation rate of particles to the oil-water interface. Silica stabilised emulsions
were stable at pressures between 10 – 100 kPa whereas rutin stabilised emulsions at pressures
between 10 – 150 kPa.
Using silica at concentrations greater than 1.5 wt.% resulted in emulsions with slightly
smaller droplet size and less polydisperse due to the increased availability of the silica
particles. However, only a certain volume of oil is possible to be emulsified and this occurs
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during the initial stages of emulsification regardless of the concentration of particles, whilst
the rest of the oil remains unemulsified and it can be seen as an oil layer of stable thickness on
the top of the emulsions. This is possible because of the increased particle density of the silica
particles causing them to move towards the emulsification vessel wall as a result of the high
centrifugal force generated by the high rotational velocity of the membrane. The less dense oil
droplets populate close to the membrane surface thus after a certain point the silica particles
cannot access the forming oil droplets through the ‘cloud’ of droplets surrounding the
membrane. The density of the colloidal particles should therefore be considered when
producing Pickering emulsions through direct RME.
For the rutin-stabilised emulsions, the effect of concentration had the opposite effect with the
droplet size increasing for rutin concentrations greater than 1.5 wt.%. Similar to silica, rutin
stabilised emulsions became less polydisperse however still with a much wider droplet size
distribution than the respective silica stabilised emulsions.
The presence of unadsorbed particle aggregates within the continuous phase was essential for
the stabilisation of oil droplets. These aggregates may occupy the space between the particlestabilised droplets preventing their approaching and subsequent coalescence. This is in line
with the literature reporting that weak particle flocculation can dramatically increase emulsion
stability forming a type of physical barrier between droplets and it is even possible to keep
large droplets stable even for 3 months [246, 247]. This is possible to occur for rutin stabilised
emulsions which at certain processing conditions (transmembrane pressure of 100 kPa,
rotational velocity of 2000 rpm) maintained their large droplet size (98 μm) for 3 weeks. It is
possible that when such an interconnected network of particles exists between droplets,
complete coverage of droplet surface by particles is not a prerequisite to impart enhanced
stabilisation.
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Colloidal particles demonstrating shear-thinning behaviour can produce Pickering
emulsions with small droplet size via RME.

Operation of the membrane at the highest possible rotational velocity can promote earlier
detachment of droplets from the membrane surface. This is enhanced even more when a
substance with shear thinning rheological behaviour is used as the continuous phase, in this
case, rutin dispersions. The reduction of the continuous phase viscosity upon increasing of the
rotational velocity in the system facilitates the formation of Taylor vortices, as shown from
the increased Taylor numbers that cause the droplets to detach faster. Therefore, if the goal is
to produce Pickering emulsions with small droplet size, particles that present a shear-thinning
behaviour are highly recommended.
Co-stabilised emulsions produced via RME: formulation effects


Particles with poor Pickering performance in RME may be combined with emulsifiers
to dramatically enhance emulsion stability.

Silica particles were not able to emulsify the whole volume of oil and an oil layer of stable
thickness appeared at the top of the emulsions. Emulsions were phase separated when HPMC
particles were used as Pickering stabilisers. Combination of silica particles and small
concentration of Tween 20/WPI resulted in emulsions that were stable for 3 weeks and no oil
appeared at the top of the emulsion. Furthermore, emulsions produced by small
concentrations of Tween 20 or WPI alone were unstable and phase separated. It is therefore
possible that the presence of small concentration of emulsifier aided short-term stabilisation
until the adsorption of silica particles that is in alignment with the available literature [79].
Same observation was also made with HPMC and small concentration of Tween 20 but not
with an equal concentration of WPI that could be attributed to the lower surface activity of the
protein molecules compared to Tween 20.
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Particle-emulsifier interactions and the type/ concentration of emulsifier determine
the final emulsion microstructure as delivered by RME

The occurrence of interactions between small concentration of emulsifier and particles
resulted in co-stabilised emulsions with droplet size smaller than when either of the species
was used alone. This synergistic effect has also been reported in other studies that utilised
high energy emulsification methods (high-shear mixing) [248] and it was successfully applied
in this thesis for production of stable co-stabilised emulsions via RME. This applied for
mixtures of silica and WPI at pH 2 and mixtures of HPMC and Tween 20 at pH 6.5, that were
found to interact with each other. When particles and emulsifiers did not interact with each
other, competitive adsorption of the two species to the surface of the droplets occurred. As a
result, at low concentration of emulsifier silica – Tween 20 co-stabilised emulsions presented
a larger droplet size than either of the two species alone whereas HPMC – WPI emulsions
were very unstable leading to phase separation. At higher emulsifier concentration the
emulsifier dominated the oil-water interface resembling the surface of an emulsion stabilised
solely by the emulsifier.
Co-stabilised emulsions produced via RME: processing effects


Stable co-stabilised emulsions can be produced at transmembrane pressures up to 50
kPa at the maximum rotational velocity of 2000 rpm.

The effect of the transmembrane pressure at a range between 10 – 150 kPa was investigated
on the effect on the droplet size and span of emulsions co-stabilised by particles (silica /
HPMC) and a small concentration of emulsifier (0.05 wt.%). The optimal transmembrane
pressure for stable co-stabilised emulsions was less or equal to 50 kPa, as beyond this value
the droplet formation time became very small for any of the species to adsorb prior to
detachment resulting in droplet coalescence and therefore wider droplet size distribution as
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realised by the larger span values of the emulsions. Stability was confirmed not only by the
stable droplet size after 3 weeks but also visually as no oil layer on the top of these emulsions
detected. For emulsions prepared with silica – Tween 20 at transmembrane pressures greater
than 50 kPa the droplet size remained practically the same, however an oil layer of growing
thickness was observed. Therefore, these emulsions were unstable and the negligible change
in their droplet size is possibly due to the increased viscosity of the continuous phase caused
by the interconnected network of silica aggregates in the presence of Tween 20 molecules. At
pressures lower than 50 kPa the droplet size and span values of emulsions prepared with
HPMC – Tween 20 are much smaller than emulsions made solely with Tween 20. However,
at higher transmembrane pressures both types of emulsions have almost equal droplet size.
This could happen because at short droplet formation time (higher transmembrane pressure),
the droplet size is governed by the emulsifier content. Emulsions prepared with silica – Tween
20 did not present such behaviour, therefore it is suggested that the size of the colloidal
particles affected their diffusivity towards the oil-water interface.


RME performance can be affected by the interactions of the membrane used with
molecular/colloidal species in the formulation being processed.

For an SPG membrane that has a rough surface and it is negatively charged, two types of
interactions can occur between the species dispersed in the continuous phase and the
membrane surface; electrostatic and spontaneous deposition. In the first case, species with the
opposite charge to the SPG membrane surface will lead to electrostatic adsorption and fouling
of the membrane as it is observed by the decreased oil flux for formulations containing WPI
below their isoelectric point (where proteins are positively charged). Spontaneous diffusion
and deposition of species can also be experienced and this applies for particles as well as
emulsifiers. If the size of the species is smaller than the pores, deposition of foulants on the
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pore channel surface (internal fouling) results in reduction of the oil flux. Increased viscosity
of the continuous phase may delay if not prevent the transportation of species towards the
membrane. Therefore the oil flux can be influenced by a combination of all those factors; thus
in any case, internal and/or external fouling can significantly affect droplet formation
mechanism and the final emulsion microstructure. When compared to an uncharged SS
membrane that has a smooth surface and straight through channels, the SPG membrane
presents lower oil flux for co-stabilised emulsions. However, the droplet generation rate
appears to be very similar for all co-stabilised systems examined, therefore it is possible that
fouling only affects the performance of the SPG membrane only at the initial stages of
emulsification.


RME can be competitive against high-energy emulsification methods (High shear
mixer) in terms of process efficiency (energy consumption, droplet size,
polydispersity)

RME can produce co-stabilised emulsions with small droplet sizes via RME at production
rates of up to 11 kg h-1 (150 kPa) however only those produced at production rates up to 0.9
kg h-1 (50 kPa) were stable and utilised 44 – 1200 MJ m-3 of energy. RME can be competitive
against HSM to produce emulsions co-stabilised by HPMC and a small amount of Tween 20,
as under certain processing parameters (50 kPa, 2000 rpm) stable emulsion microstructures of
similar droplet sizes can be produced that are more monodisperse, utilising less energy.
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7.2. Future Outlook
The overall goal of this thesis was to identify the key formulation and processing parameters
to improve the performance of rotating membrane emulsification towards the production of
stable particle-stabilised emulsions. The hypotheses and objectives set were addressed and the
respective conclusions were drawn. However, a few research areas, that haven’t been
investigated here, have also been identified and are proposed. Further research study along
what is suggested here would complement this work as well as assist in overcoming possible
future challenges associated with membrane emulsification.
Creaming stability
In this work, no effort was made to prevent creaming, instead the stability against coalescence
was assessed by evaluating the droplet size and polydispersity and also by reporting the
appearance of an oil layer via visual observation of the emulsions in the course of 3 weeks (21
days). Stability tests against creaming would be recommended as this would actually
determine the overall stability of the emulsion; this could be done by estimating the creaming
index (CI %). It would also worth to explore ways to further prevent creaming e.g. by using
appropriate ingredients to increase the emulsion bulk viscosity (e.g. thickeners, gelling
agents) as this would expect to create an additional barrier for the emulsion droplets to
approach each other and thus to delay creaming.
Effect of particle size
In this research the potential of a range of particles to function as Pickering stabilisers was
studied, however the particle size was not considered. The particle size is expected to affect
emulsification as small particles are able to diffuse faster and thus in theory they could arrive
faster to the oil-water interface in order to attach. However, large particles attach stronger at
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the oil-water interface providing a more effective steric barrier [191]. The former would be an
advantage because in the low-energy RME the kinetics becomes extremely important in
stabilising effectively droplets. Silica particles are available in a range of sizes and the
specific ones used in this study were already dispersed in an aqueous medium and they were
also very uniform in size. However, the investigated ‘natural’ particles came in a powder
form, thus their dispersion and size reduction with the available high-shear technology was a
challenge due to the random breakage occasionally resulting in wide particle size distribution.
Should this issue is addressed, it would worth to identify if there is an optimum size for
‘natural’ particles to effectively stabilise emulsions via RME.
Further exploitation of ‘natural’ particles
Although a range of commercially available ‘natural’ particles was examined in this thesis, it
is also worth to investigate the potential of other candidates for Pickering stabilisation via
RME that may be derived by carbohydrates, proteins or lipids. Many of these have been seen
to perform well in high-energy methods and have also been used both as Pickering particles as
well as encapsulants of active ingredients simultaneously, e.g. electrostatic complexes of
proteins-polysaccharides [73]. An example is an O/W emulsion that consists of oil droplets
containing a lipophilic active which are stabilised by electrostatic complexes that contain a
hydrophilic active. Such functional emulsions could be produced in the RME set-up with
narrower droplet size distribution that would enable uniform release rate of the actives.
Co-stabilisation through spontaneous emulsification
Spontaneous emulsification has been previously used in RME to make O/W emulsions [154].
By adding high HLB emulsifiers that are also soluble in the oil phase, smaller droplets were
produced than placing the same emulsifiers in the continuous water phase. This is because the
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difference in the chemical potential of the emulsifier between the two phases causes the
emulsifier to head towards the water phase creating small droplets. Since particles do not
possess the same level of interfacial activity as emulsifiers, it would not make sense to place
them in the dispersed phase as there would be no driving force to transfer them to the
interfacial layer. However, it might worth to explore this approach for emulsions co-stabilised
by Pickering particles and emulsifiers by adding the latter in the dispersed instead of the
continuous phase. Short-term stabilisation of oil droplets then would be provided by the fast
diffusing emulsifiers towards the water phase reducing the interfacial tension, followed by
adsorption of the slower particles that would provide long-term stabilisation. If this
hypothesis is valid, exceptionally stable co-stabilised emulsions could be produced with even
smaller droplet size and narrow droplet size distribution as delivered by RME.
Pickering-stabilised multiple emulsions
Multiple emulsions are very sensitive to breakage when they are subject to high shear stresses,
therefore gentle techniques such as membrane emulsification are ideal for this type of
emulsions [249]. One disadvantage of conventional multiple emulsions stabilised by classic
emulsifiers is that occasionally emulsifiers tend to migrate from the outer to the inner
interface causing this delicate structure to collapse. An interesting study by Binks et al.
showed that double O/W/O emulsions stabilised entirely by hydrophobic silica particles at the
outer interface and hydrophilic silica particles at the inner interface presented remarkable
stability [54]. This approach could be used to make extra stable multiple emulsions with
narrow droplet size distribution for controlled delivery of encapsulated ingredients. As an
extension of this study, ‘natural’ particles with appropriate wettability could be used instead
of silica particles to make an entirely sustainable multiple Pickering emulsion with controlled
droplet size and distribution via RME.
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Pre-mix RME for production of Pickering emulsions
An alternative to direct RME for making Pickering emulsions is by pushing a pre-mix
Pickering emulsion that has been previously homogenised by high-energy methods, through a
membrane. This method has been used for classic emulsions in several configurations of
membrane emulsification but never for Pickering emulsions in a RME set-up. This method
allows for control over the droplet size and a narrow droplet size distribution can be achieved
by repeating passes. Theoretically, pre-mix RME could reduce the fouling as the dispersed
phase would not come into contact with the membrane surface which is usually wetted by the
continuous phase. However, there is still a risk that large particles or particles with affinity to
the continuous phase could adsorb to the membrane causing fouling, therefore the choice of
the membrane should take into account those factors.
Emulsion gels
Under certain conditions of pH and temperature, inter-particle interactions within the
continuous phase may result in the formation of a gel network. This mechanism could be
further exploited for the production of emulsion gels. These are in essence emulsions that
consist of droplets embedded in a gelled continuous phase. In this case, particles serve two
missions: to adsorb on the droplets creating a barrier against coalescence whilst the free
particles in the continuous phase form a gel network under quiescent conditions that
minimises droplet mobility and thus the possibility to approach each other [250]. The latter is
expected to equip the emulsion gel with the highest level of stability as the emulsion structure
is literally trapped within the gel network. Gelation could be manipulated by adjusting the
temperature in the continuous phase. The key in this design is to keep the droplets as stable as
possible during emulsification until the desired dispersed phase fraction is achieved and then
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cooling should take place as soon as possible to convert into an emulsion gel. The main
benefit of these structures is that no stabilisers or thickeners (E-numbers) would be necessary
since the gel network itself would be enough to keep droplets apart. Furthermore, a ‘clean
label’ stable emulsion gel could be formed by combining “natural” particles and proteins as
these have been utilised to create emulsion gels. Such structures could have applications in
food or cosmetic products e.g. lipsticks, hand creams, spreads and pastes.
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A.1. Apparent viscosity of particle suspensions as a function of shear rate at
different particle concentrations.
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A.2. Calculation of free energy of adsorption and kinetic energy
The mass of the particle was calculated assuming a spherical shape:
4
𝑚𝑝 = 𝜌𝑝 𝑉𝑝 = 𝜋𝜌𝑝 𝑟𝑝3
3
Assuming that particle velocity u would be approximately equal to the average of cross-flow
velocity uc and the tangential membrane surface velocity ut :
𝑢=
0.5

𝛾̇ 𝜂

𝑐
with 𝑢𝑐 = (0.5𝑓𝜌
)
𝑐

1
(𝑢 + 𝑢𝑡 )
2 𝑐

[104] and 𝑢𝑡 = 0.105 𝑅1 𝑁
𝜋𝑅 2 𝑁

where 𝛾̇ = 14.31 s-1 corresponding to N=2000 rpm from: 𝛾̇ = 15(𝑅21−𝑅2 )
2

1

The friction factor f from Fanning equation is calculated as:
𝑓 = 16/𝑅𝑒𝑐

Laminar flow

𝑓 = 0.0791/𝑅𝑒𝑐0.25
𝜌

Turbulent flow

𝛮

𝑅𝑒𝑐 = 𝜔𝑅1 (𝑅2 − 𝑅1 ) 𝜂𝑐 with 𝜔 = 60 , for N=2000 rpm.
𝑐

The adsorption free energy can be calculated by:

𝛥𝐹𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝜋𝑟𝑝2 𝛾(1 − |𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃|)2
Using nonlinear regression to fit the equation y = -a ln(x)+b where y is the interfacial tension
and x is the time, from the data obtained by IFT measurements the dynamic interfacial tension
γow at early stages of droplet formation (t= 0.5 ms) was estimated.
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Fig. A.1. Interfacial tension between sunflower oil and different particles suspensions at
particle concentration 1.5 wt.% and 20°C. Silica (pH 2), CMCC (pH 6), HPMC (pH 6),
Rutin (pH 5)
Consequently, the the kinetic energy of the particle would be (Eq. (4.1))

𝐸𝐾 =

1
𝑚 𝑢2
2 𝑝
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A.3. Calculation of critical concentration
The diameter of an oil droplet is given by Eq. (4.2):
𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙 = 𝐷43 − 2𝐷𝑝
The volume of one oil droplet can be calculated by:

𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑙 =

4
𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙 3
𝜋(
)
3
2

If Vt is the total volume of oil in the emulsion and ρd is the dispersed phase density and Md the
dispersed phase mass, the number of oil droplets in the emulsion would be:
𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑙 =

𝑉𝑑
𝑀𝑑 /𝜌𝑑
6𝑀𝑑
=
=
3
𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑙
𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑙
𝜋𝜌𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙

The number of particles required to form complete monolayer on one oil droplet is:

𝑁𝑝,1 =

2
𝐴𝑜𝑖𝑙 4𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙
= 2
𝐴𝑝
𝐷𝑝

where Aoil is the surface of one oil droplet and Ap is the surface occupied by a spherical
particle (equal to the surface of a circle of diameter Dp).
Consequently the number of particles required to coat all oil droplets is:
𝑁𝑝∗ = 𝑁𝑜𝑖𝑙 . 𝑁𝑝,1 =

24𝑀𝑑
𝜋𝜑ℎ𝑝 𝜌𝑑 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝐷𝑝2

The number of particles available for adsorption in the continuous phase can be calculated:
𝑁𝑝 =

𝑀𝑝
6𝑀𝑝
6𝑀𝑒 𝐶
=
=
3
𝜌𝑝 𝑉𝑝 𝜋𝜌𝑝 𝐷𝑝 𝜋𝜌𝑝 𝐷𝑝3
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where Mp is the mass of particles in the continuous phase, ρp is the particle density, Vp is the
volume of one particle, Me the mass of emulsion produced, and C the concentration (% w/w)
of particles in the emulsion.
The critical concentration can be estimated:
6𝑀𝑒 𝐶𝑐𝑟
24𝑀𝑑
3 = 𝜋𝜌 𝜑 𝐷 𝐷 2
𝜋𝜌𝑝 𝐷𝑝
𝑑 ℎ𝑝 𝑜𝑖𝑙 𝑝
And by rearranging Eq. (4.3) is derived:
𝐶𝑐𝑟 = 𝐾

𝜌𝑝 𝐷𝑝
𝜑ℎ𝑝 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙

with K= 4Md / ρd Me
Eq. (4.3) is used to calculate Ccr.
Ccr,m is the average value between two extreme conditions: Dp is considered and Dp is very
small (Dp≈0).
Constant: Md = 11 g, Me =110 g, ρd = 0.915 g ml-1
Particle
type

ρp
(g/cm3)

Dp
(μm)

Silica

2.6

0.038

HPMC

1.39

0.400

Rutin

1.82

1.590

CMCC

0.6

5.200

C
(wt. %)
1.5
5
10
1.5
3
5
1.5
3
5
1.5
2
2.5

D43
(μm)
29.0
23.0
22.6
24.4
41.0
46.2
49.0
98.5
96.0
47.5
58.4
76.8
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Ccr
(wt.%)
0.15
0.19
0.19
1.03
0.61
0.54
2.76
1.33
1.36
3.67
2.84
2.05

Ccr(Dp≈0)
(wt.%)
0.15
0.19
0.19
1.00
0.59
0.53
2.59
1.28
1.32
2.87
2.34
1.78

Ccr,m
(wt.%)
0.15
0.19
0.19
1.01±0.02
0.60
0.53±0.01
2.67±0.13
1.31±0.03
1.34±0.03
3.27±0.57
2.59±0.36
1.91±0.19

A.4. Calculation of droplet formation time
The number of pores on the membrane surface is given by Vladisavljevic et al. [132] :
𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

4𝐴𝑚 𝜑
𝜋𝑑𝑝2 𝜉

where Am is the effective membrane surface area, φ is the porosity of the membrane (=0.56 for
SPG) and ξ is the mean pore tortuosity (=1.28 for SPG), dp is the mean pore size of the
membrane.
At a certain transmembrane pressure the number of active pores will be:
𝑁𝑎 = 𝑎𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒
where α= Km/𝑑𝑝2 φ1.5

(O’Brien et al.) is the active pore fraction and the membrane

permeability can be calculated as follows [153]:
𝐾𝑚 =

𝜂𝑑 𝐿𝑚 𝜉𝑀𝑑
𝜌𝑑 𝐴𝑚 𝑡𝑝 𝛥𝑃

where ηd is the dispersed phase viscosity, Lm the membrane thickness, tp the process time, ΔP
the transmembrane pressure.
Assuming that one droplet detaches per active pore simultaneously, the dispersed phase flow
rate of the pore would be:
𝑄𝑑 =

𝑀𝑑
𝜌𝑑 𝑡𝑝 𝑁𝑎

So for a droplet with volume Voil the droplet formation time is:

𝑡𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝

3
𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑙 2𝜂𝑑 𝐿𝑚 𝐷𝑜𝑖𝑙
=
= 4 0.5
𝑄𝑑
3𝑑𝑝 𝜑 𝛥𝑃
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B.1. Viscosities of aqueous phases

Fig. B.1: Viscosity as a function of shear rate for aqueous suspensions of particles and
their mixtures with emulsifier (top: silica suspensions at pH 2 and bottom: HPMC
suspensions at pH 6.5). The dotted line represents the fixed shear rate at the membrane
surface used in this study (14 s-1).
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B.2. Particle size distributions

Fig. B.2: Particle size distribution of aqueous phases as obtained from DLS, all prepared at
pH=2. Each curve represents the average of three subsequent measurements.
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C.1. Calculation of porosity of Stainless Steel (SS) membrane
Assuming a small square surface (Am) within the membrane surface area with dimensions 0.5
x 0.5 mm, pore spacing 0.5 mm in a cubic array, average membrane pore size 50 μm (Dp) and
Ap the surface occupied by the pores, then the porosity can be calculated as follows:
πD2p
Ap
Porosity =
= 4 ≈ 0.8 %
Am
Am
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